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Abstract
Broad-area lasers are edge-emitting semiconductor lasers with a wide lateral emission aperture,
that enables high output powers, but also diminishes the lateral beam quality and results
in their inherently non-stationary behavior. Research in the area is driven by application
and the main objective is to increase the brightness, that includes both the output power
and lateral beam quality. To understand the underlying spatio-temporal phenomena and to
apply this knowledge in order to reduce costs for brightness optimization, a self-consistent
simulation tool taking into account all essential processes is vital.

Firstly, in this work a quasi-three-dimensional opto-electronic and thermal model is
presented, that describes well essential qualitative characteristics of real devices. Time-
dependent traveling-wave equations are utilized to describe the inherently non-stationary
optical fields, which are coupled to dynamic rate equations for the excess carriers in the active
region. This model is extended by an injection current density model to accurately include
lateral current spreading and spatial hole burning. Furthermore a temperature model is
presented that includes short-time local heating near the active region as well as the formation
of a stationary temperature profile. The former is significant for short pulse operation with
high injection currents, as the fast-growing thermally induced waveguide can result in a
transition from a gain-guided to an index-guided structure. Under continuous-wave operation
the latter longitudinally varying stationary temperature profile leads to a near-field shrinkage
at the anti-reflection coated facet, resulting in an unfavorable carrier accumulation at the
stripe edges and an enhanced power density that lowers the threshold for facet damage.

Secondly, the reasons of brightness degradation, i.e. the origins of power saturation
and the spatially modulated field profile are investigated. Under continuous-wave operation
power saturation is mainly attributed to device heating, whereas under pulsed operation it is
identified to be partly caused by spatial hole burning, lateral current spreading and two-photon
absorption. Furthermore, spatio-temporal power variations play a role in the power saturation
process and should not be neglected. The multi-peaked field profile of broad-area lasers is
sometimes attributed to a modulation instability arising from spatial hole burning. Here,
the optical field is considered to spontaneously break-up into small filaments, because the
refractive index in areas of high intensity rises, thus creating a local waveguide. However,
in this theory changes of the optical gain due to carrier density fluctuations and the non-
stationarity of the system are not taken into account, and thus the traveling-wave simulations
could not support the theory of filamentation by this indirect Kerr-type non-linearity. An
alternative understanding of the transverse instabilities bases on the simultaneous lasing of a
large number of lateral waveguide modes. And indeed, a post-processing analysis of the optical
field obtained from a traveling-wave simulation, which makes no pre-assumption regarding
modes, indicates, that in lasers with a lateral waveguide a clear mode structure is visible
which is neither destroyed by the dynamics nor by longitudinal effects.

And lastly, designs that mitigate those effects that limit the lateral brightness under
pulsed and continuous-wave operation are discussed. An increased beam quality can be
obtained by implantation of the contact layer next to the injection stripe to counteract current
spreading or by a lowered p-layer resistivity to reduced spatial hole burning. The narrowed
near-field intensity resulting from the longitudinally varying temperature distribution under
continuous-wave operation can be counteracted by index-guiding trenches to increase efficiency
and the threshold for facet damage. And finally, a novel “chessboard laser” design is presented
that utilizes longitudinal-lateral gain-loss modulation and an additional phase tailoring to
theoretically provide a single-lobed far field with a full lateral far-field angle of Θ40% = 0.4◦
(40% power content) at an injection current of 100 A under pulsed operation.
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Kurzfassung
Breitstreifenlaser haben eine breite Emissionsapertur, die es ermöglicht eine hohe Ausgangs-
leistung zu erreichen. Gleichzeitig führt sie jedoch zu einer Verringerung der lateralen Strahl-
qualität und zu ihrem nicht-stationären Verhalten. Forschung in diesem Gebiet ist anwen-
dungsgetrieben und somit ist das Hauptziel eine Erhöhung der Brillanz, die sowohl die
Ausgangsleistung als auch die laterale Strahlqualität beinhaltet. Um die zugrunde liegenden
raumzeitlichen Phänomene zu verstehen und dieses Wissen zu nutzen, um die Kosten der
Brillanzoptimierung zu minimieren, ist ein selbst-konsistentes Simulationstool entscheidend,
das alle wichtigen Prozesse beinhaltet.

Zunächst wird in dieser Arbeit ein quasi-dreidimensionales elektro-optisch-thermisches Mo-
del präsentiert, das wesentliche qualitative Eigenschaften von realen Bauteilen gut beschreibt.
Zeitabhängige Wanderwellen-Gleichungen werden genutzt, um die inhärent nicht-stationären
optischen Felder zu beschreiben, welche an eine Ratengleichung für die Überschussladungs-
träger in der aktiven Zone gekoppelt sind. Das Model wird um eine Injektionsstromdichte
erweitert, die laterale Stromspreizung und räumliches Lochbrennen korrekt beschreibt. Des
Weiteren wird ein Temperaturmodel präsentiert, das kurzzeitige lokale Aufheizungen in der
Nähe der aktiven Zone und die Formierung einer stationären Temperaturverteilung beinhal-
ten. Ersteres ist für Kurzpuls-Anregung mit hohen Stromdichten bedeutend, da der schnell
anwachsende thermisch induzierte Wellenleiter zu einem Übergang von einer gewinn- zu
einer indexgeführten Struktur führen kann. Bei Dauerstrich-Betrieb führt die letztere lon-
gitudinal variierende stationäre Temperaturverteilung zu einer Nahfeldeinschnürung an der
antireflektionsbeschichteten Facette und diese wiederum zu einer unerwünschten Ladungsträ-
gerakkumulation am Rande des Injektionsstreifens und zu einer erhöhten Leistungsdichte die
zu Facettenschäden führen kann.

Im zweiten Teil werden die Gründe von Brillanzdegradierung, also die Ursprünge der
Leistungssättigung und des nicht diffraktionslimitierten Fernfeldes, untersucht. Unter Dau-
erstrichbetrieb ist Leistungssättigung vorrangig thermisch induziert, wobei bei gepulst be-
triebenen Dioden als Gründe räumliches Lochbrennen, laterale Stromspreizung und Zwei-
Photonen-Absorption identifiziert werden. Des Weiteren wird gezeigt, dass raumzeitliche
Leistungsvariationen eine Rolle bei der Leistungssättigung spielen und nicht vernachlässigt
werden sollten. Die modulierten Feldprofile von Breitstreifenlasern werden manchmal auf
Modulationsinstabilitäten zurückgeführt, die durch räumliches Lochbrennen entstehen. Hier
wird angenommen, dass sich das optische Feld spontan in einzelne Filamente aufgliedert, da
eine Brechungsindexerhöhung in Bereichen hoher Intensität zu einem lokalen Wellenleiter
führt. Da in der beschriebenen Theorie Änderungen des optischen Gewinns durch räumliche
Ladungsträgeränderungen und die Dynamik des Systems nicht berücksichtig wurden, können
Simulationen auf Basis der Wanderwellen-Gleichung diese Hypothese von Filamentierung
nicht bestätigen. Eine alternative Erklärung der transversalen Instabilitäten gründet auf
der Annahme der simultanen Anregung einer großen Anzahl lateraler Wellenleitermoden.
Eine Analyse des optischen Feldes, simuliert mit dem Wanderwellenmodel, zeigt eine klare
Modenstruktur in Lasern mit lateraler Wellenführung, die weder durch die Dynamik noch
durch longitudinale Effekte zerstört wird.

Im letzten Teil werden Laserentwürfe besprochen, welche die laterale Brillanz verbessern.
Eine erhöhte Strahlqualität kann durch Implantation der Kontaktschicht neben dem Injekti-
onsstreifen zur Verringerung von Stromspreizung oder durch eine Verringerung der Resistivität
der p-Schicht zur Eindämmung von räumlichen Lochbrennen erzielt werden. Die verengte
Nahfeldintensität, die aus der longitudinalen Variation der Temperaturverteilung bei Dauer-
strichbetrieb resultiert, kann durch indexführende Gräben entgegengewirkt werden, um die
Effizienz zu erhöhen und Facettenschäden vorzubeugen. Zuletzt wird ein neuartiges “Schach-
brettlaser” Design präsentiert, bei dem longitudinal-laterale Gewinn-Verlust-Modulation mit
zusätzlicher Phasenanpassung ausgenutzt wird, um ein simuliertes Fernfeld mit einem lateralen
Fernfeldwinkel von Θ40% = 0.4◦ bei einem gepulsten Injektionsstrom von 100 A zu erhalten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

High-power broad-area lasers
High-power broad-area (BA) lasers are edge-emitting semiconductor lasers with a lateral
emission aperture of some tens to hundreds of micrometers which is wide compared to
the emitting near infrared wavelength, making them the most efficient tool for conversion
of electrical into optical energy. Due to their very high output power, high efficiency,
small size and low cost in mass production there is a strong industry demand. Although
they are mainly used as pump sources, their fields of application have diversified and
they can be for example also employed for direct material processing or light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) systems needed for autonomous driving.

For optical gain to arise in semiconductor lasers, population inversion is obtained by
electrical pumping. To restrict the carrier flow and to obtain a large carrier density in the
active region heterostructures with different band gap materials grown by metalorganic
vapour-phase or molecular-beam epitaxy on a crystalline substrate are utilized. The
broad-area lasers investigated in this thesis consist of n-doped AlxGa1−xAs confinement
and cladding layers with appropriate Al mol fractions x, single InGaAs quantum-well
(QW) active regions, p-doped confinement and cladding layers and a highly p-doped
GaAs contact layer grown on a GaAs substrate, Fig. 1.1. The epitaxial structure is
metalized with a gold contact and soldered p-side down on a CuW submount, Fig.
1.1(d). In high-power lasers large optical cavities are employed with a comparatively
weak vertical waveguide to reduce facet load so that high output powers can be achieved
even under continuous wave (CW) operation.

BA lasers reach extremely high output powers, but exhibit a complex non-stationary
spatio-temporal and highly non-linear behavior as a result of the interaction of optical,
electrical and thermal phenomena. Due to the interplay of spatial depletion of carriers
by stimulated emission and the insufficiently fast transport of injected carriers into the
depleted regions spatial hole burning occurs. On the one hand, the resulting increase
of the real part of the refractive index in those regions creates a local waveguide and
leads to self-focusing, which is sometimes referred to as “filamentation” [1, 2]. On
the other hand, due to high stimulated recombination and reduced amplification, the
carrier density and thus the optical gain is decreased in the created waveguide core,
which leads to self-defocusing. The result is a highly dynamic optical field, that can
be well described in the mode picture: Single mode emission becomes unstable just
above threshold because, due to lateral spatial hole burning, any mode saturates the
optical gain in those parts of the active layer where the mode intensity is high. The
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic representation of a BA laser and simulation domain of the (b)
time-dependent traveling-wave and lateral carrier-diffusion equation, (c) inhomogeneous
current-spreading model, and (d) heat transport equation. For lateral optical and current
confinement index-guiding trenches can be etched. The electrical conductivity of the p-contact
layer next to the injection stripe (opening of the insulation layer) is often reduced by ion
implantation.

gain in other parts rises with current, bringing more modes to threshold which can be
additionally supported by a built-in or thermally induced waveguide. In Zeghuzi et
al., IEEE J. Quantum Electron., 55(2):2000207, 2019 [3] the mode picture is supported
by a theoretical analysis of the emitted laser field. The findings of [3] are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 6.

A consequence of the highly dynamic field are fluctuating heat sources and a
resulting non-stationary temperature profile. The time-dependent approach to thermal
waveguiding and the resulting substantial refractive index changes and their significant
impact on the optical field are presented in Zeghuzi et al., IEEE J. Sel. Top. Quantum
Electron., 25(6):1502310, 2019 [4] and discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.4.

Due to the broad emission aperture and the excitation of several lateral modes with
higher near-field widths and far-field angles, BA lasers suffer from a bad lateral beam
quality. It exceeds the diffraction limit already slightly above threshold, which limits
the minimum achievable spot size of the emitted light. A measure of the lateral beam
quality is the lateral beam parameter product BPPlat or the beam quality factor M2

lat
which relates the beam quality to the beam quality of a Gaussian beam (for which
BPPlat = λ0/π),

BPPlat = w0,lat

2 · Θ0,lat

2 = M2
lat · λ0/π (1.1)

with the lateral near-field width w0,lat and far-field angle Θ0,lat (see Fig. 1.2), and lasing
wavelength λ0. Thus, the BA laser community is facing the optimization problem of
achieving high output powers Pout and a good beam quality BPPlat at the same time,
which are combined in the target figure of merit brightness

Blat = Pout/BPPlat, (1.2)

that needs to be maximized.
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w0,vert

w0,lat

Θ0,lat

Θ0,vert

Figure 1.2: Sketch of a BA laser with emission characteristics. w0,lat and w0,vert denote the
lateral and vertical near-field width and Θ0,lat and Θ0,vert the lateral and vertical far-field
angle. Due to their broad emission stripe BA lasers suffer from a bad lateral beam quality.

With increasing current the slope of the power-current characteristics decreases due
to power saturation. Under CW operation power saturation is mainly attributed to
device heating as loss mechanism such as recombination, free carrier absorption and
leakage currents are enhanced [5], whereas under pulsed operation, when nanosecond-
current pulses with low repetition rates are applied, thermally induced power rollover
is believed to be negligible. In this case non-thermal causes for power saturation
are vertical carrier leakage and enhanced free-carrier absorption in the waveguide [6],
longitudinal [7] and lateral [8, 9] spatial hole burning, two-photon absorption [10, 11],
and mechanisms leading to gain compression [12][13], such as spectral hole burning and
carrier heating as a result of finite intra-band relaxation times [14]. An analysis of the
different non-thermal power-saturation effects has been published in Zeghuzi et al., Opt.
Quantum Electron., 50:88(1–12), 2018 [15] and is discussed in Chapter 5.

A very prominent effect that decreases the brightness is the broadening of the
lateral far field with rising current (“far-field blooming“). Under CW operation it
mostly results from the formation of a thermally induced waveguide, i.e. a substantial
increase of the refractive index in the hot center below the contact stripe, commonly
referred to as “thermal lensing“. This effect is well studied, both experimentally [16, 17]
and theoretically [18, 19, 20], for CW operation assuming a stationary temperature
distribution. Under pulsed operation it is usually neglected because thermal build-up
times of up to milliseconds are much longer than the pulse lengths. However, the heat
is generated near the active layer in the same region where the guided wave is localized.
This region is small and its thermal build-up time is much shorter than that of the
whole device. Accordingly, under pulsed operation short-time local heating is expected
to influence the optical pulse formation although time-averaged heating is negligible.
Results supporting this claim, have been published in [4] and are treated in Section
6.4.1.

Also non-thermal effects play a role in the broadening of the far field [21]. Non-
thermal far-field blooming is a result of current spreading [21], lateral carrier diffusion
and accumulation [22], and longitudinal and lateral spatial hole burning. Current
spreading and lateral carrier diffusion and accumulation not only lead to an increased
optical gain at the device edges but also modify the profile of the refractive index.
Ultimately in both cases a larger number of higher-order lateral modes are excited.
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Semiconductor laser simulation models

The self-consistent simulation of the optical laser field, carrier transport and temperature
is necessary to understand the spatio-temporal phenomena in BA lasers and to apply
this knowledge in order to reduce costs for device optimization.

Due to the transverse instabilities present in BA lasers and the resulting non-
stationary spatio-temporal behavior a time-dependent simulation model should be
employed. Such a model needs to be sufficiently precise, whereas at the same time a
good numerical performance is necessary to simulate real devices. Besides the highly
dynamic and non-linear behavior, a main challenge for constructing such a model are
the different time and length scales involved in the lasing process. The optical field,
carrier density and temperature vary on time-scales of picoseconds, nanoseconds and
microseconds, respectively, and the spatial scales of QW active region, epitaxial layers
and lateral waveguide, as well as the length of the cavity range from nanometers, over
micrometers to millimeters. Therefore, until now no simulation tool exists that covers
all spatio-temporal scales and physical phenomena important for the description of BA
lasers.

From the preceding observations it should be clear, that not all processes can be
simulated on the same spatial and temporal grid and that approximations have to be
made to simulate real devices within a reasonable time frame.

Generally the vertical epitaxial structure is designed to guide only a single mode. Its
vertical profile remains mostly unchanged during the lasing process, so that the vertical
dimension can be represented by a set of effective model parameters. Due to the nearly
planar geometry of edge emitting lasers and their narrow-banded optical spectrum, in
this thesis the optical field is represented by its transverse-electric x-component in the
semiclassical framework of slowly-varying envelope, rotating-wave, scalar and paraxial
approximations. The spatio-temporal evolution of the forward- and backward-traveling
amplitudes is described by traveling-wave equations solved in the longitudinal-lateral
(x, z)-plane displayed in Fig. 1.1(b) [23, 24].

The traveling-wave equations have to be coupled to the carrier reservoir via stimu-
lated recombination and the optical field in turn is influenced by carrier density induced
refractive index changes. For the description of the excess carriers in the active layer a
lateral diffusion equation is solved. The injection current density entering this diffusion
equation is gained self-consistently by solving the Laplace equation [18, 25] for the
quasi-Fermi potential of the holes in the p-doped region sketched in Fig. 1.1(c). This
model properly describes spatial hole burning, because the self-distribution of the
current density is considered, as well as lateral current spreading. It is published in
Zeghuzi et al., Proc. SPIE, 10526:105261H, 2018 [26] and discussed in Chapter 3 in
more detail.

To self-consistently describe heating effects, the heat sources entering the heat-flow
equation have to be calculated from the field intensity, carrier density and injection
current density distributions. The resulting temperature influences the optical field
via refractive index changes and temperature-dependent model parameters. However,
the non-stationary heat-flow equation can’t be solved on the same time and length
scales as the electro-optical models. Thus in this thesis the rate of heat generation is
decomposed into a time-constant mean contribution and a time-dependent fluctuating
deviation from this mean value. For the treatment of pulsed operation inherent traits
of heat generation and conduction can be exploited so that the temperature-induced
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refractive index can be self-consistently derived from the heat sources for short pulse
lengths. For CW operation the electro-optical models are interatively coupled to the
heat transport equations solved in the domain represented in Fig. 1.1(d). The heat
model is published in [4] and discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

The resulting time-dependent quasi-three-dimensional opto-electronic and thermal
model describes well essential qualitative characteristics of real devices such as the
multi-peaked, dynamic near-field structure, power-current characteristics, the time-
averaged multi-peaked and not diffraction-limited near- and far-field intensities, as well
as laser-output spectra.

Some laser simulation tools solve the full drift-diffusion equations to treat the current
flow in the device and its interaction with the non-equilibrium carrier densities [21, 19].
These models are based on a stationary approximation and use for the description of the
optical field either an expansion into linear waveguide modes [21] or a beam propagation
method [19]. However, due to their inherently non-stationary and highly non-linear
behavior the applicability of both methods to BA lasers is questionable. Indeed, these
models do not converge at high optical output powers [27], so that spatio-temporal
effects can be studied only slightly above threshold.

Due to computer restrictions, until now simulation tools based on the bidirectional
traveling-wave model for the optical field [28, 29, 30] do not solve the time-dependent
drift-diffusion equations, but only a lateral diffusion equation for the excess carriers in
the active layer with a spatially constant injection current density below the contact
stripe as source term. Such a constant-injection-current-density model, which is even
used by stationary simulation tools [31, 32] oversimplifies the current flow and carrier
transport in the device, because current spreading and current self-distribution are not
included [33].

Theoretically, a time-dependent temperature has been considered in early models
as presented in e.g. [34, 35], where they concentrated on a sophisticated microscopic
description of the processes in the active layer. However, besides requiring enormous
computational resources even for nanosecond transients, outer parts of devices are
disregarded although a considerable portion of the heat is generated here. Heat flow was
replaced by a simple local relaxation of temperature towards an ambient temperature.
These features limit an application in device design.

The model proposed in this thesis is based on an existing model for the time-
dependent traveling-wave equation [23]. Together with corresponding equations for the
macroscopic polarization density to describe dispersion and a lateral diffusion equation
for the excess carriers in the active region with a constant injection current density,
this model has already been successfully applied to the simulation of a large variety of
high-power laser structures [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. The improvement of the model [23]
is a central part of this thesis, whereas the numerical modeling and implementation was
performed by M. Radziunas and J. Fuhrmann at the Weierstrass Institute for Applied
Analysis and Stochastics (WIAS). Details on the numerical modeling and used schemes
can be found in [23, 42, 43, 44] and in Appendix D.

Objectives and structure of this work
The subject of this work is the analysis of spatio-temporal phenomena in BA lasers and
the mitigation of effects that limit their lateral brightness. To this end a simulation
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model that is sufficiently precise and yet numerical applicable is derived and applied
for lateral brightness optimization for pulsed and CW operation.

The following three chapters describe the time-dependent quasi-three-dimensional
opto-electronic and thermal model. In Chapter 2 the parabolic paraxial wave-equation is
presented that bases on the slowly-varying amplitude, rotating-wave and effective-index
approximations, taking into account gain dispersion, spontaneous emission, periodic
corrugations of the refractive index (i.e. Bragg gratings) and a third-order nonlinear
susceptibility. In Chapter 3 the basic drift-diffusion equations will be presented. They
will be reduced to an effective diffusion equation in the active region with a carrier density
dependent diffusion coefficient. An advanced model for the injection current density is
derived that adequately describes current self-distribution and spreading in the p-doped
layers. In Chapter 4 the energy-transport model which bases on [45, 46] is summarized,
paying particular attention to a consistent formulation with the model for the optical
field in Chapter 2. A temperature model is presented that can self-consistently derive
short-time local heating near the active region as well as the formation of a stationary
temperature profil by an iterative coupling of the electro-optical models to the heat
transport equations.

Chapter 5 deals with non-thermal power saturation that limits the achievable output
power and as a result the brightness at high injection currents under pulsed operation.
Power saturation resulting from spatial hole burning, current spreading and two-photon
absorption and the impact of spatio-temporal fluctuations on the output power are
discussed whereas additional effects can be included in the theoretical model by a gain
compression term. The simulation results are compared to experiments.

In Chapter 6 phenomena that influence the lateral field distribution in BA lasers are
examined. In the first part two mechanisms that are generally referred to when it comes
to the understanding of the multi-peaked lateral field profile are discussed. On the one
hand the Bespalov Talanov modulation instability [47] is investigated that describes
the spontaneous break-up of the optical field into small filaments. On the other hand
the decomposition of the field retrieved from the traveling wave equations into lateral
waveguide modes is described. This procedure will then be used in the following sections
for the investigation of the lasing process with regards to the mode picture. In the
second part of Chapter 6 the non-thermal broadening of the far field with current and
its dependence on series resistivity, sheet resistance, mobility, as well as carrier induced
refractive index changes is investigated. These effects are discussed in the mode picture
and possibilities for beam quality improvement are derived. In the last part of Chapter
6 the influence of slow and fast contributions to the time-dependent temperature on the
lateral near- and far-field distributions are investigated. On the one hand, the effect
of a thermally induced waveguide under short pulse operation with extremely high
injection currents is exemplary investigated for laser operation with 10 ns long pulses.
On the other hand the time-dependent approach to CW operation is discussed. In
particular the strong spatio-temporal sub-nanosecond fluctuations of the heat sources
on wave propagation are examined. Furthermore the front facet near-field narrowing
as a result of the time-averaged longitudinally varying temperature profile is derived
self-consistently. To counteract it, index-guiding trenches filled with an insulator can be
etched next to the injection stripe. The simulation results are compared to experiments.

In Chapter 7 methods for the improvement of the lateral brightness are discussed.
In the first part of Chapter 7 the brightness improvement by varying the built-in index
step of index-guiding trenches, their width and distance to the injection stripe will be
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discussed. A further current-path tailoring by deep implantation of the laser next to
the injection stripe is investigated as well. The simulation results are compared to
experiments. In the second part of Chapter 7 a lateral and longitudinal structuring of
the contact region is investigated. Laser arrays show a narrow single lobe around 0◦ far-
field angle when the fields in each stripe element are co-phasal. As this is only achieved
at currents near threshold, additional mode-selection mechanisms are discussed, such
as a Talbot-type spatial filter where free running sections with lengths corresponding to
half the Talbot length are alternately included. An additional longitudinal structuring
with periods corresponding to the Talbot length and additional phase tailoring for
the suppression of the out-of-phase mode are investigated. The simulation results are
compared to experiments.
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Chapter 2

Optical field model

To model laser operation far above threshold the electromagnetic field can be treated
semiclassicaly by the Maxwell equations with a spontaneous current-density sources
term [48, 49]. The full vectorial wave equation can be significantly simplified using
certain properties of the emitted laser light: The investigated edge emitting devices are
longitudinally more extended than laterally and the emitted laser light has a dominant
propagation in z-direction. The growth direction (y-direction) defines a nearly planar
geometry, so that the optical field is expressed by its transverse-electric x-component.
As the transverse refractive index changes are small and the laser emits in a small
frequency band around a central frequency further approximations can be made.

Accordingly a parabolic paraxial wave-equation for the slowly-varying forward- and
backward-traveling field envelopes are gained as described in Section 2.1. The traveling-
wave equations are coupled to dynamic equations for the macroscopic polarization
density and carrier density, so that this set of equations is formally similar to the
system of Maxwell-Bloch equations for a two level atom [28]. In Section 2.2 a balance
equation for the radiative energy density and the associated energy flux given by
the Poynting vector is derived. Supposing a well-designed vertical waveguide, the
normalized fundamental vertical mode φ(y) remains unchanged during laser operation.
Accordingly the vertical direction can be represented by effective model parameters.
This approximation termed “effective index method” is explicitly executed in Section
2.3 to clarify the derivation of model parameters. Together with the model equations
presented in Chapter 3 and 4 for the carrier density and temperature this system of
equations describes well essential qualitative characteristics of real devices. The retrieval
of the corresponding characteristics that can be used to compare to experimental data
is described in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.1 The traveling-wave equations
The governing optical equations can be derived semiclassically from Maxwells equations
using a spontaneous current-density source term. A detailed derivation can be found
in [49]. Here, the important approximations and underlying properties of the emitted
laser light are shortly recapitulated.

As a result of the nearly planar geometry of edge emitting semiconductor lasers
defined by the epitaxial layer structure the electromagnetic field is either mainly
transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) polarized. In this work the optical
field is represented by its transverse-electric x-component. Furthermore the electric

9
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field is separated into forward- and backward-traveling wave amplitudes E±(~r, t) and by
choosing an appropriate reference wave vector n̄k0, where n̄ is the real valued reference
index and k0 the free-space wavevector, and center frequency ω0, the transverse-electric
optical field is represented by

~E(~r, t) = ~ex
1
2E(~r, t)eiω0t + c.c. (2.1)

with E(~r, t) = E+(~r, t)e−in̄k0z + E−(~r, t)ein̄k0z (2.2)

and k0 = 2π/λ0 with the center wavelength λ0.
Several important properties of the emitted laser light can be used to significantly

simplify the wave equation. Firstly, the wave propagation within a laser resonator
has a dominant propagation direction (here z-direction). Furthermore lasers generally
emit within a small frequency range around a center frequency ω0 corresponding to the
optical transitions in the active material. Thus, it can be assumed that the envelopes
of the forward- or backward-traveling waves E±(~r, t) vary slowly in time and space
compared to the optical wavelength or spatial period defined in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) by
the reference wave vector n̄k0 and center frequency ω0.

This slowly-varying envelope approximation implies, that the second z-derivative
of the electric field |∂2

zE
±| is small against |2n̄k0∂zE

±| (paraxial approximation) and
likewise that the second time derivative |∂2

tE
±| is small against |2ω0∂tE

±| and that
both can be neglected in the final equation. Based on the same assumption, terms that
rapidly oscillate in time ei2ω0t (rotating wave approximation) and space e±i2n̄k0z can be
neglected.

Furthermore, due to the small transverse refractive index change only the scalar
wave equation has to be solved. Taking into account these approximation the slowly-
varying envelope amplitudes of the forward- and backward-traveling waves obey the
traveling-wave equation [49]

1
vg
∂tE

±(~r, t)± ∂zE±(~r, t) =− i

2n̄k0

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y

)
E±(~r, t) (2.3)

− ik0

2n̄∆n2(~r, t)E±(~r, t)− ik0nrε0c

2 ∆n2(~r, t)
[
|E±(r, t)|2 + 2|E∓(r, t)|2

]
E±(~r, t)

−ik0
η±(r, ω0)

2n̄ E∓(r, t)− nr(~r, t)Gr(~r, t)
2n̄

[
E±(~r, t)− P±(~r, t)

]
+ F±sp(~r, t).

Here vg = c/ng is the group velocity with the speed of light c and group index
ng = n̄+ ω0∂ωn̄(ω)|ω=ω0 and ε0 the vacuum permittivity.

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.3) accounts for transverse refraction
of the optical field. ∆n2(~r, t) describes the deviation of the complex refractive index
n2 = 1 +χ to the real valued reference index n̄2 = 1 + χ̄, where χ and χ̄ are the complex
and real valued reference susceptibilities, respectively,

∆n2(~r, t) ≡ n2(~r, t, ω0)− n̄2 = ∆n2
r (~r, t) + i

nr(~r, t) [g(~r, t, ω0)− α(~r, t)]
k0

.

Here ∆n2
r is the real part of ∆n2, nr the real part of n and g and α the coefficients

of optical gain and absorption due to transitions between the conduction and valence
bands, respectively. The coefficient of the optical gain g couples the traveling-wave
equation for the optical field to the dynamic rate equation of the carrier reservoir (3.39)
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via the rate of stimulative recombination (2.18). The complex refractive index ∆n
has contributions from carrier density and temperature as discussed in more detail in
Section (2.3). The absorption coefficient also includes background absorption in the
p- and n-doped layers due to the doping profile and furthermore additional scattering
losses can be included. ∆n2 describes additional changes of the complex refractive index
due to a third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3), that results in a nonlinear contribution
to the polarization density [1, 49],

∆n2 ≡
3

4nrε0n̄c
χ(3) = n2 − i

β

2k0
. (2.4)

The coefficients n2 and β are the optical Kerr coefficient and the two-photon absorption
coefficient related to the time-averaged intensity I = ε0n̄c|E|2/2, respectively, where n2
has the unit m2/W and β the unit m/W. For the calculation of n2 and β the model
given in [50] is used, which is described in more detail in Appendix B. The optical Kerr
coefficient n2 describes a change of the real part of the refractive index depending on the
intensity I and can result in self-focusing as discussed in Section 6.1.2. β describes the
absorption of two-photons in the confinement and cladding layers where the energy gaps
are larger than the photon energy generated by stimulated emission. Power saturation
resulting from two-photon absorption is studied for pulsed laser operation in Chapter
5.1.

The term η± accounts for periodic corrugations of n2 with spatial period length Λ
for which the Bragg condition 2π/Λ = 2n̄k0 holds. These refractive index corrugations
are used as Bragg gratings in DFB or DBR lasers for longitudinal mode selection. The
reflectivity of the Bragg grating at a certain wavelength is determined by the coupling
coefficient and the length of the grating LDBR and can be found in e.g. [51].

Dispersion is modelled via a Lorentzian L(~r, ω) response function in the frequency
domain [28]

P(~r, ω) = L(~r, ω)E(~r, ω) (2.5)
with

L(~r, ω) = ΓP(~r)
i[ω − ω0 − (ΩP(~r)− ω0)] + ΓP(~r)

. (2.6)

Gr in Eq. (2.3) gives the height of the Lorentzian L(~r, ω) which achieves its maximum
value at the frequency ΩP . The imaginary part ImL(r, ω) has a half width ΓP at half of
the maximum. The approximation is valid only within a small frequency region around
ω0 corresponding to the frequency range of optical transitions in the active material.
Inserting (2.6) into (2.5), multiplying it with the denominator and taking the inverse
Fourier transform with respect to ω − ω0 the ordinary differential equation

∂tP(~r, t) = [i(ΩP(~r)− ω0)− ΓP(~r)]P(~r, t) + ΓP(~r)E(~r, t) (2.7)

is obtained. A similar composition as for the electric field is used for the dispersive
polarization density

P(~r, t) = P+(~r, t)e−in̄k0z + P−(~r, t)ein̄k0z. (2.8)

Inserting (2.8) and (2.2) into (2.7), multiplying with e±in̄k0z and again neglecting
e±2in̄k0z,

∂tP±(~r, t) = i(ΩP(~r)− ω0)P±(~r, t) + ΓP(~r)
[
E±(~r, t)− P±(~r, t)

]
(2.9)
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is obtained, which is solved together with Eq. (2.3) in every time step.
The stochastic Langevin forces F±sp describe spontaneous emission. After each time

step ∆t the Langevin forces ∆F±sp are represented by random numbers added to the
fields leaving a longitudinal subsection ∆z = c∆t/ng. The mean square of the random
numbers added to the field is proportional to βspRsp [52] where Rsp given in Eq. (3.21)
is the rate of spontaneous emission into all modes and the dimensionless factor βsp the
ratio between spontaneous emission rate into a guided mode and the recombination
rate.

Eqs. (2.3) must be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. At the plane
facets of the laser located at z = 0 and z = L

E+(x, y, 0, t)− r0E
−(x, y, 0, t) = 0

E−(x, y, L, t)− rLe−i2n̄k0LE+(x, y, L, t) = 0
(2.10)

hold. In the paraxial approximation the amplitude reflection coefficients r0 and rL are
input parameters which have to be calculated in advance. Periodic boundary conditions
are assumed at the transverse boundaries of the sufficiently broad simulation domain
[−X,X],

E±(x+ 2X, y, z, t) = E±(x, y, z, t). (2.11)

Furthermore, just before the transverse boundaries artificial absorbing regions are
introduced, see Fig. 1.1(b), which ensure that no possibly remaining field intensities
are reinjected into the simulation domain through the transverse borders.

The optical power is

P±(z) = ε0n̄c

2

∫∫
|E±(x, y, z)|2 dxdy. (2.12)

Correspondingly the output power at rear (z = 0) and front (z = L) facet is given by

P0 = (1− |r0|2)P−(0) and PL = (1− |rL|2)P+(L), (2.13)

respectively.

2.2 Balance of radiative energy

In this section a balance equation for the radiative energy density urad and the associated
energy flux given by the Poynting vector Srad is derived. The derived equation will also
be of importance later in the explicit derivation of the heat source density from Eq.
(4.6).

The radiative energy density urad of an electromagnetic wave for a dispersive medium
can be calculated from ||E(r, t)||2 = |E+|2 + |E−|2 as [53]

urad = ε0n̄ng
2 ‖E(~r, t)‖2. (2.14)
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Multiplying Eq. (2.3) with the complex conjugate E±∗, multiplying the complex
conjugate of Eq. (2.3) with E± and adding all equations results in

1
vg
∂t‖E‖2 = 1

n̄k0
Im

[
∂x(E+∗∂xE

+ + E−∗∂xE
−) + ∂y(E+∗∂yE

+ + E−∗∂yE
−)
]

+∂z
[
|E−|2 − |E+|2

]
+nr(g − α)

n̄
‖E‖2 + nrgr

n̄

[
Re(E+∗P+ + E−∗P−)− ‖E‖2

]
−nrε0c

2 β(‖E‖4 + 4|E+|2|E−|2) + 2Re(E+∗F+
sp + E−∗F−sp)

(2.15)

with ‖E‖2 = |E+|2 + |E−|2 and ‖E‖4 = |E+|4 + |E−|4. Note, that the Bragg grating
coupling term vanishes, because η± is real. Eq. (2.15) can thus be interpreted as a
balance equation for the radiative energy density urad and the associated energy flux
given by the Poynting vector Srad,

∂turad +∇ · Srad = ~ω0Rst −
ε0c

2 nrα‖E‖2 −
(
ε0c

2

)2

n̄nrβ(‖E‖4 + 4|E+|2|E−|2)

+ε0cn̄Re(E+∗F+
sp + E−∗F−sp), (2.16)

with the divergence of the energy flux,

∇ · Srad = − ε0c

2k0
Im

[
∂x(E+∗∂xE

+ + E−∗∂xE
−) + ∂y(E+∗∂yE

+ + E−∗∂yE
−)
]

−ε0n̄c

2 ∂z
[
|E−|2 − |E+|2

]
,

(2.17)

and the rate of stimulative recombination

Rst = ε0cnr
2~ω0

g‖E‖2 + gr
∑

ν=+,−
Re (Eν∗Pν − Eν∗Eν)

 . (2.18)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.16) describes the increase of the energy
due to stimulated emission, the second and third term describe the energy decrease
due to absorption, including two photon absorption, and the last term describes the
increase of energy due to spontaneous emission.

Integrating (2.17) over the device volume V gives the radiation leaving the cavity
as P0 + PL from (2.12) and (2.13),∫

V
∇ · Srad dV = P0 + PL. (2.19)

Here the boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.11) have been inserted, so that the transverse
energy flux density, first term in (2.17), vanishes.

2.3 Effective longitudinal-lateral projected equations
In this section the approach called “effective index method” [54] in the semiconductor
laser community is used to project the basic equations onto the dominant vertical mode.
Assuming a well-designed vertical waveguide, the vertical mode profile φ(y, x, z) does
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not vary strongly along (x, z) and remains unchanged during laser operation. Here (x, z)
only indicates a parametric dependence. For every (x, z) the vertical mode φ(y) can be
calculated in advance for the cold cavity, so that for the electrical field the Ansatz

E±(~r, t) =
√√√√2d~ω0

ε0n̄ng
φ(y)u±(x, z, t), (2.20)

and similarly for the polarization density

P±(~r, t) =
√√√√2d~ω0

ε0n̄ng
φ(y)p±(x, z, t), (2.21)

is used, where the parametric dependence on (x, z) has been omitted for simplicity
and the mode profile φ(y) is normalized according to

∫
|φ|2 dy = 1. d and ~ are the

thickness of the active region and the Planck constant, respectively. The scaling in Eq.
(2.20) is chosen such that |u±|2 is a photon density (unit m−3). With Eq. (2.12) the
power is given by

P± = ~ω0vgd
∫
|u±|2 dx. (2.22)

φ(y) is a solution of a vertical waveguide equation with a real-valued index profile n0(y)
not dependent on carrier densities and temperature,

∂2
yφ(y) + k2

0n
2
0(y)φ(y) = k2

0n
2
eff,0φ(y) (2.23)

where the real-valued effective index neff,0 is the eigenvalue of (2.23). The assumption
of a carrier densities and temperature independent vertical mode profile φ(y) is for
example supported in [55], where the measured vertical near-field width and far-field
angle remain nearly unchanged while tuning the output power.

Inserting (2.20) into (2.3), multiplying with φ and integrating along y yields the
equations

1
vg
∂tu
±(x, z, t) =− i

2n̄k0
∂2
xu
±(x, z, t)∓ ∂zu±(x, z, t) (2.24)

− ik0∆neffu±(x, z, t)− ik0∆n±2,eff(x, z, t)u±(x, z, t)

−ik0κ
±(x, z)u∓(x, z, t)− gr(x, z)nr

2n̄
(
u±(x, z, t)− p±(x, z, t)

)
+ f±sp(x, z, t).

For u± the same boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.11) as for E± apply. ∆neff comprises
all deviations of the complex refractive index from the reference index n̄ and is defined
as

∆neff ≡
n2
eff(x, z, t)− n̄2

2n̄ = ∆neff,r + i
n̄ (geff − αeff)

k0
, (2.25)

where ∆neff,r is the real part of ∆neff and given by

∆neff,r ≡
n2
eff,0 − n̄2 +

∫
(n2

r − n2
0)|φ|2dy

2n̄ . (2.26)

The imaginary part of ∆neff gives the effective gain and absorption calculated by

geff − αeff =
∫
nr(g − α)|φ|2dy

n̄
. (2.27)
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∆neff,r comprises built-in modifications of the effective index due to optionally etched
index guiding trenches ∆n0, carrier density N induced index contributions ∆nN and
temperature T induced index contributions ∆nT ,

∆neff,r(x, z,N) = ∆n0(x, z) + ∆nN(x, z,N) + ∆nT (x, z, T ) (2.28)

with ∆nN = −
√
n′NN (2.29) and ∆nT =

∫
n′TT |φ|2 dy. (2.30)

Here, n′N and n′T are the carrier density induced differential index and the temperature
induced differential index, respectively.

The effective gain is modeled via

geff = g′ ln(N/Ntr)
1 + εs‖u‖2 (2.31)

with ||u||2 = |u+|2+|u−|2. Here g′ is the differential modal gain and Ntr the transparency
carrier density, which are gained by a fit to results of a microscopic gain model [56]
(cf. Appendix A). The gain compression coefficient εs is used to describes effects of
gain compression that are not self-consistently included in the model, such as carrier
heating and spectral hole burning. It is taken from [49] and multiplied with the active
region confinement factor Γ, εs = Γ · 10−23 m3. The denominator in the equation for
the effective gain geff is sometimes also written in terms of power as 1 + P/Ps with
the saturation power Ps = dWvg~ω/εs. For εs = Γ · 10−23 m3 the saturation power is
Ps ≈ 150 W. A further discussion on gain compression can be found in Section 5.1.

αeff comprise losses due to free carrier absorption in the cladding and waveguide
layers α0,eff and free carrier absorption in the active region αN,fc,

αeff = α0,eff + αN,fc, (2.32)

with α0,eff =
∫ nrα0

n̄
|φ|2dy (2.33) and αN,fc = ΓfNN, (2.34)

where α0 is the background absorption coefficient according to the doping profile
calculated from Eq. (A.1), where scatting losses can be included, Γ is the active region
confinement factor, and fN the cross section for free-carrier absorption in the active
region.

∆n±2eff describes effective changes of the complex refractive index due to the Kerr
effect and two-photon absorption and is calculated according to

∆n±2eff =
∫ nr∆n2|φ|4

n̄
dy · ~ω0vgd(|u±(x, z, t)|2 + 2|u∓(x, z, t)|2) (2.35)

= ∆n±2r,eff − i
α±2P,eff
2k0

,

with α±2P,eff = β′~ω0vgd(‖u‖2 + |u∓|2) with β′ =
∫ nrβ

n̄
|φ|4dy (2.36)

and ∆n±2r,eff = n′2~ω0vgd(‖u‖2 + |u∓|2) with n′2 =
∫ nrn2

n̄
|φ|4dy. (2.37)
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Here β′ is the effective two-photon absorption coefficient in units of W−1 and n′2 the
effective optical Kerr coefficient in units of mW−1. Further information on the simulation
parameters can be found in Appendix A.

Furthermore the Bragg grating coupling coefficient, spontaneous emission factor and
stimulative recombination rate are given by

κ±(x, z) =
∫ η±(x, y, z, ω0)

2n̄ |φ|2 dy, f±sp(x, z, t) =
∫
F±sp(x, y, z, ω0)|φ|2 dy (2.38)

and Rst =vg
[
geff‖u‖2 + gr

∑
ν=+,−

Re
(
uν∗pν − uν∗uν

)]
. (2.39)

By inserting (2.20) and (2.21) into (2.9), multiplying with φ and integrating along
y, similarly for the polarization density the differential equation

∂tp
±(x, z, t) = γ(x, z)(u±(x, z, t)− p±(x, z, t)) + iδω(x, z)p±(x, z, t), (2.40)

is gained, where gr in (2.39), γ and δω are the Lorentzian amplitude, the half width at
half maximum and the gain peak frequency detuning from the center frequency of the
Lorentzian used to model dispersion.

Eq. (2.24) together with the corresponding equation for the polarization density
(2.40) and a lateral diffusion equation for the excess carriers in the active region (3.39)
have already been successfully applied to the simulation of a large variety of high-power
laser structure [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].

2.4 Retrieval of real device characteristics
Besides equations for the polarization density (2.40) and carrier transport in the active
region (3.39) in the next two chapters 3 and 4 the traveling-wave equations (2.24)
will be complemented by equations for the injection current density (3.43) and (3.44)
and temperature (4.45) and (4.46). Together, this system of equations describes well
essential qualitative characteristics of real devices such as the multi-peaked, dynamic
near-field structure, Fig. 5.4, power-current (PI) characteristics, Fig. 5.1, the time
averaged multi-peaked and not diffraction-limited near and far-field intensities, Fig.
3.4, as well as spectra, Fig. 6.8(a). The retrieval of the corresponding characteristics is
described here in more detail. They can also be obtained experimentally, so that when
reasonable in the corresponding sections, the theoretical predictions will be compared
with experimental data. In this work a particular attention is payed to the qualitative
agreements to gain an insight into the underlying physical processes.

The time trace of the near-field intensity at the rear facet (z = L), Fig. 5.4, is given
by

INF(x, t) = ~ωvg|u+(x, z = L, t)|2. (2.41)

From the complex near-field amplitude at the output facet ∝ u+(x, z = L, t) under
the condition that the field is evaluated at a far distanceD from the facet, i.e. w2

0/λ� D,
the complex far field as function of the lateral far-field angle Θ can be calculated via a
Fourier transformation,

ûFF(Θ, t) ∝
∫ ∞
−∞

u+(x, z = L, t) · eik0 sin(Θ)x dx. (2.42)
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Figure 2.1: Simulation of the PI characteristics with the traveling-wave model. (a) Time
trace of the optical output power. The simulation time of each bias is τsim. Data is recorded
for the time τav of that time span, then the voltage value is changed. (b) Power-current
characteristics. Values displayed in the PI characteristics are averaged powers for the time
span τav and corresponding current values for the applied bias.

The corresponding time trace of the far-field intensity is given as,

IFF(Θ, t) = |ûFF(Θ, t)|2. (2.43)

For the time-averaged near and far fields, e.g. Fig. 3.4, a bias or current value is set to
a constant value and the transient simulation is performed for the time interval τsim.
After the relaxation oscillation the field is recorded for the time τav during the last
nanoseconds of τsim, Fig. 2.1, then the data is averaged. τsim and τav are given where
the corresponding data is discussed and chosen so that the mean value does not change
significantly when using much longer time spans.

Important figures of merit to assess the beam quality are the full near-field width
w0 and far-field angle Θ0 containing 95% of the power. They are extracted from the
time averaged near and far-field profiles mostly at the output facet at z = L.

For the calculation of the PI characteristics with the dynamic traveling-wave model,
a staircase voltage ramp is used. The calculated transient of the output power

Pout(t) = (1− |rL|2)P+(z = L, t), (2.44)

with P+ from (2.12) and the front facet amplitude reflection coefficient rL, is shown in
Fig. 2.1(a) for the first few stairs. After the relaxation oscillations at the beginning, the
system is still governed by spatio-temporal fluctuations around a mean value inherent
to BA lasers. The mean value over the time interval τav of the last nanoseconds of each
stair is used for the plot of the PI curves in Fig. 2.1(b).

Furthermore from the complex near fields at the output facet u+(x, z = L, t) the
spatially resolved intensity distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.8(a), can be obtained by a
Fourier transformation,

|ûλ(λ, x)|2 ∝
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
−∞

u+(x, z = L, t) · ei(2πc/λ)t dt
∣∣∣2. (2.45)

This is numerically done using a fast Fourier transform algorithm, where a Blackman
window is applied to reduce frequency leakage.
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2.5 Summary
The basis of the optical model is a traveling wave equation for the slowly-varying complex
amplitudes given in the semiclassical framework of rotating-wave, scalar, and paraxial
approximations. The traveling-wave equations are dependent on a complex refractive
index that includes changes due to an build in index, carrier density, temperature and a
third-order suszeptibility. Furthermore the model includes coupling to a Bragg grating
and the carrier density dependent optical gain accounts for gain compression. To model
gain dispersion, the traveling-wave equations are coupled to a differential equation for
complex slowly-varying amplitudes of the polarization density solved in time domain,
that approximates the dispersion of gain with a Lorentzian function. For a well-designed
vertical waveguide, the vertical field profile is mono-modal and remains unchanged
during laser operation. Under these assumptions the traveling-wave equations are
reduced to effective equations that can be solved in the longitudinal-lateral (x, z)-plane.

This model has to be coupled to appropriate carrier transport equations and a
thermal model as presented in the next chapters 3 and 4. It describes well essential
qualitative characteristics of real devices. A description for the retrieval of corresponding
characteristics and distributions that are comparable to measurements is given.



Chapter 3

Carrier transport model

In diode lasers occupation inversion is achieved by applying a forward bias at the n-
and p-contacts, so that the difference of the quasi Fermi energies for electrons and holes
becomes greater than the energy difference of conduction and valence band edges. In
high power diode lasers not only the spatial and temporal changes of carriers within
the active region but also the transport of charged carriers from the contacts needs to
be considered as processes such as current spreading and spatial hole burning depend
on it and greatly influence the lasing operation.

This bipolar carrier transport can be described by the full drift-diffusion equations
with sufficient accuracy, where drift is generated by the gradient of an electric potential
and diffusion by the gradient of the carrier concentration, Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). These
equations are complemented by continuity equations connecting spatial changes of the
current density with temporal changes of the carrier density and recombination, Eqs.
(3.1) and (3.2), and the Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential (3.3).

Additionally under continuous-wave operation the transport of charge carriers and
photons must be consistently formulated with the temperature flow, so that a self-
consistent energy-transport model is necessary. Such a model has been given in [45]
using Boltzmann statistics and equal electron, hole and lattice temperatures.

In the model presented here the active QW region is treated as a thin layer. The
QW properties such as the Fermi-potential (3.12) in the quantum well as well as the
coefficients describing optical gain (2.31) and carrier induced refractive index changes
(2.29) are derived using a microscopic gain model [56]. Thus the influence of the
Fermi-potential on the stimulated recombination and the resulting influence on the
optical field is properly accounted for.

Laser simulation tools solving the full drift-diffusion equations [21, 19] are based
on a stationary approximation and use for the description of the optical field either
an expansion into linear waveguide modes [21] or a beam propagation method [19].
However, as a consequence of the dynamic behavior of broad-area (BA) lasers these
approximations are questionable. Due to computer restrictions, until now simulation
tools based on the traveling-wave model for the optical field do not solve the time-
dependent drift-diffusion equations. They usually use a lateral diffusion equation for
the excess carriers in the active layer with a spatially constant injection current density
[28, 29, 30]. Such a constant-injection-current-density model, which is even used by
stationary simulation tools [31, 32] oversimplifies the current flow and carrier transport
in the device, because current spreading and current self-distribution are not taken into
account [33].

19
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In this chapter the basic drift-diffusion equations are presented as self-consistently
formulated with the temperature flow in the energy-transport model given in [45, 46].
They will be reduced to an effective diffusion equation in the active region with a carrier
density dependent diffusion coefficient. In contrast to assuming a constant injection
current density, an advanced model will be gained from the drift-diffusion equations
by neglecting recombination in the bulk layers and by assuming an infinitely high
conductivity in the n-doped region. The resulting Laplace equation for the quasi-Fermi
potential of the holes in the p-doped region can be solved either approximately as
proposed in [57] (Joyce model) or exactly [18, 25]. A comparison of the different
injection current density models will be given.

3.1 Basic drift-diffusion model
In a bulk semiconductor material the particle current flow is governed by the continuity
equations for electrons and holes,

∇ · ~jn = e (R + ∂tn) , (3.1)
∇ · ~jp = −e (R + ∂tp) . (3.2)

Here ~jn and ~jp are the current densities for electrons and holes, respectively, and R the
recombination rate. The electrostatic field itself is affected by the charge distribution of
mobile (n and p) and fixed (nA and pD) carrier densities. The corresponding electrostatic
potential ϕ solves the Poisson equation

− ~∇(ε0εs~∇ϕ) = e(p− n+ pD − nA) (3.3)

with the relative static dielectric constant εs. As a consequence of the Poisson equation
(3.3) and the continuity equations (3.1) and (3.2) the current conservation equation
holds,

∇ ·~j = 0 with ~j = −ε0εs∇(∂tϕ) +~jn +~jp. (3.4)

In the model presented here in all layers charge neutrality

e(p− n+ pD − nA) = 0 (3.5)

is assumed, so that the electron and hole densities are given by

n = n0 +N and p = p0 +N, (3.6)

respectively, with n0, p0 being the equilibrium densities and N the excess carrier density.
At hetero-boundaries space charge layers develop, so that the assumption of charge
neutrality is not valid in these regions. However, we are interested in laser operation far
above threshold, where under forward bias the space charge layers become sufficiently
thin so that Eq. (3.5) applies.

As already pointed out in Chapter 1 in diode lasers heterostructures with different
band gap materials are used to restrict the carrier flow and to obtain a large carrier
density in the active region. In Fig. 3.1 an exemplary energy band diagram and carrier
density distribution of a super large optical cavity as employed in BA lasers is shown.
By applying a forward bias U the quasi Fermi energies for electrons EF

n and holes EF
p
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Figure 3.1: Exemplary energy band diagram (black left axis) and carrier density distribution
(red right axis) as function of the vertical direction simulated for structure II (Tabs. A.3
and A.4) at an injection current density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2 using the laser simulation tool
WIAS-TeSCA [58], which solves the full drift-diffusion equations in vertical direction assuming
stationary laser operation.

are located in the conduction Ec and valence Ev bands, respectively, so that occupation
inversion is gained.

For parabolic bands the Fermi integrals Fi with i = 1/2 for bulk and i = 0 for
quantum well active regions connects the carrier densities n and p and the effective
densities of states Nc and Nv with the exponents of the Fermi function (eϕn + eφ −
Ec)/kBT and (Ev + eϕp− eφ)/kBT , where ϕn = −EF

n /e and ϕp = −EF
p /e are the quasi

Fermi potentials of electron and holes (EF
n and EF

p the corresponding Fermi energies)
and Ec and Ev conduction and valence band edge energies,

Fi(x) = y (3.7)

with

x =
(
eϕ− eϕn − Ec

kBT

)
or x =

(
Ev + eϕp − eϕ

kBT

)
(3.8)

and

y = n

Nc

or y = p

Nv

(3.9)

respectively, with the conduction and valence band effective density of states Nc and
Nv. For the bulk case (i = 1/2) and parabolic bands the effective density of states are
given as

Nc = 2
(

2πm∗nkT
h2

)3/2

and Nv = 2
(

2πm∗pkT
h2

)3/2

, (3.10)

where m∗n and m∗p are the effective masses of electrons and holes respectively.
According to Eq. (3.7) the corresponding inverse Fermi integrals F inv

i yield the
exponents of the Fermi function

x = F inv
i (y) (3.11)
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and thus the Fermi voltage is given by

ϕF = kBT

e

[
F inv
i

(
p

Nv

)
+ F inv

i

(
n

Nc

)]
+ Eg

e
(3.12)

where Eg = Ec−Ev is the energy gap. The Fermi integral can’t be evaluated analytically,
but has to be approximated. For the bulk case with i = 1/2 different approximations
are discussed in Appendix C.

In the presence of a temperature gradient the electron and hole current densities
generally have to be calculated by [45]

~jn =− σn(~∇ϕn − Pn~∇T ) (3.13)
~jp =− σp(~∇ϕp + Pp~∇T ), (3.14)

where σn and σp are the electrical conductivities and Pn and Pp are the Seebeck
coefficients or thermoelectric powers being the entropies per particle divided by the
elementary charge e. The Seebeck coefficients Pn and Pp in units of VK−1 can be
derived as [45]

Pn =kB
e

[
1 + Rn −

∂TEc

kB
+ eϕn + Ec − eϕ

kBT

]
, (3.15)

Pp =kB
e

[
1 + Rp + ∂TEv

kB
− eϕp + Ev − eϕ

kBT

]
(3.16)

where n, p are kept constant in the differentiation. The functions Rn and Rp are given
by the temperature derivatives of the inverse Fermi integrals,

Rn = −kBT∂TF inv
i

(
n

Nc

)
(3.17)

Rp = −kBT∂TF inv
i

(
p

Nv

)
. (3.18)

For the bulk case (i = 1/2), Boltzmann statistics, parabolic bands and temperature-
independent electron and holes masses Rn and Rp are equal to 3/2.

If the coefficients in front of the temperature derivatives in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14)
are derived from the Boltzmann equation in relaxation time approximation, then the
factorization σn · Pn and σp · Pp is only possible for parabolic bands and Boltzmann
statistics. The same holds for the factorization of the electrical conductivities into
products of carrier-density independent mobilities and carrier densities, σn = eµn · n
and σp = eµp · p. Furthermore, the magnitudes of Pn, Pp similarly as µn, µp depend on
the scattering processes involved [59]. For example, if the dependence of the relaxation
time on the energy is given by τ0[E/(kBT )]r where r ranges typically between −3/2
and +3/2, then Rn = Rp = 3/2 + r in (3.15) and (3.16). Thus Rn = Rp = 3/2 holds
only for an energy-independent relaxation time. The temperature derivatives ∂TEc and
∂TEv of the conduction and valence band edges are often not included in the definition
of the Seebeck coefficients.

The recombination rate R in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) consists of a radiative Rrad and
a non-radiative part Rnon-rad (including Shockley-Read-Hall RSRH and Auger recombi-
nation RAug). The radiative part can again be divided onto a spontaneous Rsp and
stimulated recombination rate Rst, so that

R(t, ~r) = Rnon-rad(t, ~r) + Rsp(t, ~r) + Rst(t, ~r). (3.19)
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Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination involves trap levels inside the band gap
that are generated by crystal defects. Electrons from the conduction band and holes
from the valence band can be captured by those deep levels thereby transferring their
energy to the lattice. SRH recombination is dominated by the minority carriers and
depends on capture coefficients, trap densities and energies, but is often described by
the SRH lifetime τSRH,

RSRH = np− n0p0

τn,SRH(p+ p1) + τp,SRH(n+ n1) (3.20)

with the equilibrium electron n0 and hole p0 density and n1 = Nc exp((Et − Ec)/kBT )
and p1 = Nv exp((Ev − Et)/kBT ) with the trap energy Et. τSRH depends on the type
of defects and the fabrication process and is difficult to determine. Thus it should be
fit to experimental data [60].

The rate of radiative spontaneous recombination is often characterized by a material
coefficient B and written as

Rsp = B(np− n0p0) (3.21)

with the equilibrium electron and hole densities n0 and p0, respectively.
Auger recombination transfers the excess energy and momentum of the recombination

of an electron-hole pair to another electron within the valence or conduction band and
may involve different valence bands and the interaction with phonons. It is given by

RAug = (Cnn+ Cpp)(np− n0p0) (3.22)

with the Auger coefficients Cn and Cp for electrons and holes, respectively. The
coefficients B and Cn,p for spontaneous and Auger recombination are often determined
as the second- (BN2), respective third- (Cn,pN3) order coefficients in a polynomial fit
to measurements as a function of average carrier concentration N . Reported values at
room-temperature can be found in e.g. [60].

The rate of stimulated recombination is the rate by which the energy density of the
optical field changes by stimulated emission or absorption of a photon due to transitions
between the conduction and valence bands, divided by the energy of the emitted or
absorbed photon and follows from Eqs. (2.14) and (2.16) to Eq. (2.18).

3.2 Reduction to effective diffusion equation and
models for the injection current

We will now proceed with the bulk case (i = 1/2). As discussed above the active QW
region is treated as a thin layer. The QW properties are however still incorporated in
the model by a fit of model parameters to a microscopic gain model [56].

Furthermore vanishing Seebeck coefficients are assumed. In this way the equations
for the electronic and heat model are also valid in the non-Boltzmann case. As a
consequence, a feedback of temperature on the current (Seebeck effect), is neglected.
However, as current conservation and charge neutrality must hold, this only means
slightly altered voltage gradients at hetero-boundaries and has no influence on the laser
operation. The consequences on the heat generation will be discussed in Section 4.2.2.
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Using Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) the electron (3.13) and hole (3.14) current flow can be
separated into parts driven by diffusion and drift [61],

~jn = n · µn∇(Ec − eϕ) + eDn
~∇n, (3.23)

~jp = p · µp∇(Ev − eϕ)− eDp
~∇p, (3.24)

with the concentration dependent diffusion coefficient for electrons Dn and holes Dp

Dn =µn
kBT

e

n

Nc

F inv′
i

(
n

Nc

)
, (3.25)

Dp =µp
kBT

e

p

Nv

F inv′
i

(
p

Nv

)
(3.26)

where F inv′
i is the derivative of the inverse Fermi integral with respect to n or p.

As the device is longitudinally much further extended than laterally, longitudinal
carrier transport plays a minor role and the study will be restricted to vertical-lateral
carrier transport only.

One of the basic assumptions for the presented carrier transport model is that the
electron conductivity in the n-doped region is much larger than the hole conductivity
in the p-doped region. Hence, by assuming σn →∞ it follows ∇ϕn → 0 so that

ϕn ≈ const. = 0 (3.27)

can be set. As a consequence the electron current ~jn is composed only of a vertical
component jn,y, that remains constant in vertical direction (see Fig. 3.3).

Furthermore recombination in the bulk layers is neglected, which results in vanishing
vertical leakage currents. All vertical structures discussed in this thesis are appropriately
designed to reduce vertical leakage currents due to high potential barriers and thin
p-layers, so that this approximation is valid.

3.2.1 Carrier transport in the active region
The active region is undoped, thus within the active region, pD = nA = 0. The carrier
density is given by the mobile charges (3.6). Following [62] an equation for the lateral
carrier transport within the active region is derived, which is considered to be thin
enough so that vertical carrier transport can be averaged over.

Considering (3.27) and inserting (3.25) into (3.23) we obtain

∂x

(
Ec

e
− ϕ

)
= −∂x

(
kBT

e
F inv

1/2

(
n

Nc

))
. (3.28)

We exploit the parallelism of band edges (∇Ec = ∇Ev) and insert (3.28) into (3.24) to
obtain an equation for the lateral current density,

jpx = −σp∂x
(
kBT

e
F inv

1/2

(
n

Nc

))
− σp∂x

(
kBT

e
F inv

1/2

(
p

Nv

))
. (3.29)

With the definition of the Fermi integral (3.7) we obtain,

jpx =− σp∂x (−ϕn − Ec/e+ ϕ+ Ev/e− ϕ+ ϕp) (3.30)
=− σp∂x(ϕp − ϕn) = −σp∂xϕF (3.31)
=− eDeff∂xN (3.32)
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with an effective diffusion coefficient

Deff = σp∂NϕF/e (3.33)

with
∂NϕF = kBT

e

[
1
Nc

F−1′
1/2

(
N(r, t)
Nc

)
+ 1
Nv

F−1′
1/2

(
N(r, t)
Nv

)]
, (3.34)

and conductivity
σp = eµp(p0 +N). (3.35)

Often a carrier independent constant diffusion coefficient is considered [32, 27, 28]
that is derived in the Boltzmann approximation as

Dc = 2µpkBT/e. (3.36)

In Fig. 3.2 the effective diffusion coefficient calculated in the Joyce-Dixon approximation
[63] (cf. Appendix C) is displayed with the diffusion constantDc for comparison. Already
at moderate carrier densities of N = 3 · 1024 m−3, Deff is 50% higher than Dc, rising to
5Dc at extremely high densities of N = 10 · 1024 m−3.

Inserting (3.32) into the continuity equation (3.2) gives

∂tN = ∂x(Deff∂xN)− ∂yjpy
e
−R. (3.37)

Due to the thin active layer the divergence of the carrier density in vertical y-direction
is assumed to be of marginal importance. Thus the process of carrier transport can
be modeled by a mean value for the carrier density (sheet density divided by the QW
thickness). Averaging (3.37) across the active region with thickness d and neglecting the
vertical hole leakage current, which is well valid due to low hole mobility and usually
high potential barriers, yields,

∂tN = ∂x(Deff∂xN)− 1
ed

∫ d

0
∂yjpydy −R

= ∂x(Deff∂xN) + 1
ed

(
−jpy(d)︸ ︷︷ ︸

= j

− (−jpy(0))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=jleak

p →0

)
−R (3.38)

= ∂x(Deff∂xN) + j

ed
−R. (3.39)

Figure 3.2: Effective diffusion coefficient Deff as function of carrier density and comparison
with diffusion constant in Boltzmann limit Dc.
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the lateral-vertical (x, y)-cross section of the laser. The domain for
which the Laplace equation (3.43) is solved is marked grey. Black dotted regions are non
conducting.

Note that the injection current density j is given by the negative hole current density
at the upper boundary of the active region (see Fig. 3.3),

j = −jpy |upper boundary of ar (3.40)

and can be calculated by different models as described in the following section. Inserting
(3.6) into (3.19) and assuming N � n0, p0, appropriate for undoped active regions, the
recombination rate becomes

R = AN +BN2 + CN3 +Rst, (3.41)

where A = 1/(τn,SRH + τp,SRH), B, C = Cn +Cp and Rst are the the Shockley-Read-Hall,
the spontaneous radiative, the Auger and the stimulative recombination rate from
(2.39), respectively.

3.2.2 Models for the injection current density
Due to assumption of an infinite electron conductivity in the n-doped region, only the
current flow in the p-doped region (grey in Fig. 3.3) needs to be considered. The lower
boundary is given by the upper boundary of the active region (striped red in Fig. 3.3).
The upper boundary is defined by the metal contact in the center. The other boundaries
are given by adjacent regions with a vanishing conductivity (black dotted in Fig. 3.3).
Such regions for current confinement can be created by e.g. implantation, diffusion or
impurity induced disordering. The distance between the upper boundary of the active
region and the lower boundary of the implanted region is denoted by the residual layer
thickness dres,imp. If index guiding trenches are etched additionally, those regions are
also non-conducting and the distance between the upper boundary of the active region
and the lower boundary of the index guiding trenches is denoted as dres.

By neglecting recombination in the bulk layers, the drift-diffusion equation in the
p-doped layer (3.2) results in

∇~jp = 0. (3.42)
The neglect of recombination in the bulk layers follows from vanishing vertical leakage
currents. This is well valid for appropriately designed vertical structures with high
potential barriers and thin p-layers.
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By inserting (3.14) with Pp = 0 we obtain the Laplace equation for the hole Fermi
potential,

∇(σp∇ϕp) = 0. (3.43)

At the upper metal contact the potential is given by the applied voltage ϕp = U , at
the lower boundary to the active region the potential is given by the Fermi potential
ϕp = ϕF (3.12). At all other device boundaries the derivative of the hole quasi Fermi
potential normal to the device surface vanishes, ∂nϕp = 0 (see Fig. 3.3). At internal
vertical hetero-interfaces Γi in Fig. 3.3 the hole quasi Fermi potential and current density
are continuous, i.e. ϕp|y∈Γ+

i
= ϕp|y∈Γ−i

and σp∂nϕp|y∈Γ+
i

= σp∂nϕp|y∈Γ−i
, respectively. In

the Laplace model the injection current density entering Eq. (3.39) is accordingly given
by

j(x) = σp∂yϕp|y=yar (3.44)

where yar gives the y-position at the upper boundary of active region. The Joyce model
[57] is based on an approximate solution of the Laplace equation for the quasi-Fermi
potential of the holes in the p-doped region and describes the injection current density
as

j(x) =
(U − ϕF )/rs below the contact stripe
∂2
xϕF/Ω beside the contact stripe,

(3.45)

where
rs =

∫
p-layers

1
σp(y)dy (3.46)

is the series resistance related to the contact area and

Ω = 1∫
p-layers σp(y)dy (3.47)

is the sheet resistance.
The model of a spatially constant current injection density j0 used by many simula-

tion tools is given by

j(x) =
j0 below the contact stripe

0 beside the contact stripe.
(3.48)

To investigate the impact of the different injection current density models, the
simulation results for a model structure are displayed in Fig. 3.4. The laser is optically
guided by an index-guiding trench at |x| ∈ [45 : 50] µm (∆n0 = −10−3) to avoid high
amounts of optical pumping and carrier generation beside the stripe. However, the
structure (structure II Tab. A.3) with injection stripe width W = 90 µm and length
L = 4 mm is electrically only shallowly implanted (dres,imp = 910 nm) to observe the
effect of the different injection current density models. The data was obtained by
transient simulations with time period τsim = 8 ns. The data was averaged over the last
τav = 5 ns of that time span. The near and far intensities are derived according to Eqs.
(2.41) and (2.43), respectively.

The Joyce model has a discontinuity at the stripe edges and thus the calculated
injection current density for the Joyce model yields unphysical high side peaks at the
stripe edges, Fig. 3.4(a). Furthermore the spreading of the current into areas beside the
injection stripe is underestimated. As a result, the carrier density distribution beside
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constant injection current density Joyce model Laplace model

(a) time averaged injection current density (b) time averaged near-field intensity

(c) carrier density distribution at last time instance (d) time averaged far-field intensity

Figure 3.4: Comparison of different injection current density models for a total injection
current of I = 20 A. Distributions are displayed for the front facet. Simulation time: τsim = 8 ns.
Time for averaging data: τav = 5 ns.

the stripe is much higher for the Laplace model compared to the other models, Fig.
3.4(c).

Furthermore it is noteworthy that the carrier density distribution below the stripe
is also affected by the choice of the injection current density model. The undulation of
the carrier density below the stripe results from depletion of carriers due to stimulated
emission and is termed spatial hole burning. For high values of the series resistivity rs,
spatial hole burning becomes more pronounced, because the injection current density
approaches a constant value (Eq. (3.48) is a limit case of Eq. (3.45) for rs →∞ and
Ω→∞). This can be seen by expanding ϕF in (3.45) around the average carrier density
N̄

j(N) = j̄ − ∂NϕF
rs

(N − N̄). (3.49)

For injection current density models that take into account current self-distribution,
such as the Joyce (3.45) and Laplace model (3.43), a decreased carrier density leads to
a drop of the Fermi-potential and a consequent increase of the injection current density
at that position so that spatial hole burning is counteracted. As a result the constant
injection current density model overestimates spatial hole burning, which is also visible
in Fig. 3.4(c). This effect of current self-distribution is also discussed in e.g. [33, 64].
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Although the time averaged near-field intensity which is stabilized by the index-
guiding trenches remains largely unaffected by the choice of injection current density
model, Fig. 3.4(b), the far-field intensity depends on it, Fig. 3.4(d). This effect can
easily be understood in the mode picture by decomposing the time dependent field
intensity into hypothetical steady state modes as will be discussed in more detail in
Section 6.3.3. Here, it shall only be anticipated that the contribution of higher order
lateral modes to the lasing process is higher for the constant injection current density
model than for the Joyce model and even higher for the Laplace model, which is why
their far field is broader.

Excitation of higher order lateral modes is aided by lateral spatial hole burning and
high spreading currents, see Section 6.3.3. Thus a proper description of spatial hole
burning as well as current spreading is important for the investigation of phenomena in
BA lasers and design concepts for the improvement of their beam quality. Whereas both
the Joyce and Laplace model describe the effect of current self-distribution, only the
Laplace model properly accounts for current spreading into regions beside the injection
stripe.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter the basic drift-diffusion equations are revisited as presented in [45]. They
are reduced to an effective diffusion equation in the active region with a carrier density
dependent diffusion coefficient. The correct description of the injection current density
entering this effective diffusion equation is important to consider spatial hole burning
by current-self-distribution and the lateral spreading of the current into areas beside
the injection stripe.

If only a constant injection current density is assumed below the injection stripe,
current spreading is neglected and spatial hole burning overestimated. An improved
model for the injection current density can be gained by neglecting recombination in
the bulk layers and by assuming an infinitely high conductivity in the n-doped region.
The resulting Laplace equation for the quasi-Fermi potential of the holes in the p-doped
region can be solved either approximately as proposed in the Joyce model [57] or exactly
[18, 25].

One further assumption of this model bases on the neglect of vertical leakage currents.
All vertical structures discussed in this thesis are appropriately designed to reduce
vertical leakage currents due to high potential barriers and thin p-layers, so that this
approximation is valid.

In the Joyce model current self-distribution is correctly described and the strength
of spatial hole burning depends on the series resistivity rs. However, the Joyce model
has a discontinuity at the edges of the injection stripe and thus generates unphysical
high side peaks of the injection current density. Furthermore current spreading is
underestimated. Thus only the Laplace model properly describes the injection current
density entering the lateral diffusion equation and will be used in the following to
simulate laser operation.

The derived carrier transport equations and the equations for the optical field as
discussed in Chapter 2 have to be self-consistently coupled to the heat transport as
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Heat model

For the accurate description of continuous-wave (CW) laser operation the transport
of the charged carriers (electrons and holes) and the photons must be consistently
formulated with the temperature flow. Only in this way, self-heating effects such as
thermal roll-over and thermal waveguiding can be described properly. Under pulsed
operation self-heating is usually neglected because thermal build-up times are much
longer than the pulse lengths. However, the heat is generated near to the active layer in
the same region where the guided wave is localized. This region is small and its thermal
build-up time is much shorter than that of the whole device. Accordingly under pulsed
operation short-time local heating can influence the optical pulse formation although
time-averaged heating is negligible. Results supporting this claim, have been published
in [4] and are elaborated in more detail in Section 6.4.1.

Due to the fluctuation of field intensity and carrier density the heat sources and the
resulting temperature profile are non-stationary [4]. Theoretically, a time-dependent
temperature has been considered in early models as presented e.g. in [34, 35]. They
concentrated on a sophisticated microscopic description of the processes in the active
layer. However, besides requiring enormous computer resources even for nanosecond
transients, outer parts of devices are disregarded although a considerable portion of
the heat is generated here. Heat flow was replaced by a simple local relaxation of
temperature towards an ambient temperature. These features prevent an application in
device design.

A derivation of a self-consistent energy-transport model by applying fundamental
thermodynamic principles has been given in [46]. A similar model is derived in [45]
using Boltzmann statistics. In these models electron, hole and lattice temperatures are
assumed to be equal, opposed to other energy-transport models [65, 66]. A more general
energy-transport model for semiconductor devices has been derived in [67] taking into
account Fermi statistics and different temperatures for the charged carriers and the
lattice, but disregarding optical fields.

The thermal model presented here bases on [45, 46] and the energy-transport model
is summarized in Section 4.1 paying particular attention to a consistent formulation
with the model for the optical field given in Chapter 2. In the following Section 4.2
approximations are made to the energy-transport model. Particularly vanishing Seebeck
coefficients are assumed and the heat sources are formulated in consistency with the
optical longitudinal-lateral approximate equations and the carrier transport model.
Their vertical and longitudinal-lateral distribution as well as the relative share of the
different heat sources to the total heating is discussed. Energy conservation for the
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employed equations is derived in Section 4.3. For the treatment of pulsed operation
in Section 4.4 inherent traits of heat generation and conduction can be exploited so
that the temperature induced refractive index can be self-consistently derived from the
heat sources for short pulse length. CW operation is solved by an iterative coupling
of the electro-optical models to the heat transport equations as described in Section
4.5 resulting in a time-dependent quasi-three-dimensional opto-electronic and thermal
model. The presented results are already partly published in Refs. [4] and [49].

4.1 Basic equations
In this section the basic heat-flow equations as given in [45, 46] and the physical meaning
of the different heat source density contributions are discussed.

The heat flow is determined by the heat-flow equation [45, 46]

ch∂tT − ~∇(κL~∇T ) = h(N,~j, ‖u‖2) (4.1)

with the heat capacity ch, lattice thermal conductivity κL and heat source density h.
The boundary conditions for (4.1) are

κL∂nT = −(T − THS)/rth for (x, y, z) ∈ heat sink
∂nT = 0 for (x, y, z) ∈ other outer bounds (4.2)

where rth is the inverse heat transfer coefficient. Here and in what follows, T is the
absolute temperature and THS the temperature of the heat sink, which also serves as
reference for parameter values.

The heat source density can be witten as [46]

h = 1
σn
~j2
n + 1

σn
~j2
n + T (~jn~∇Pn −~jp~∇Pp)

−T (∂Tϕn|n,p − Pn) · ~∇~jn − T (∂Tϕp|n,p + Pp)~∇~jp (4.3)
+e(T∂Tϕn|n,p − ϕn − T∂Tϕp|n,p + ϕp)R− 〈~∇ · ~Srad〉t − 〈∂turad〉t.

Here, no assumption regarding the Seebeck coefficients Pn and Pp was made. Note,
that different expressions for the Seebeck coefficients exist [68]: A theoretical Seebeck
coefficient can for example be derived according to the Kelvin formula [68] from the
quasi-Fermi potentials as Pn = ∂Tϕn|n,p and Pp = −∂Tϕp|n,p. However, these expressions
miss many body effects due to different scattering mechanisms. An alternative way of
deriving the Seebeck coefficients is from the Boltzmann equation in relaxation time
approximation [69] assuming parabolic bands and Boltzmann statistics as discussed in
Section 3.1. Considering these effects a more complete relation is given by [69]

Pn = ∂Tϕn|n,p+kB/e(1+r) (4.4) and Pp = −∂Tϕp|n,p + kB/e(1 + r), (4.5)

where r is the exponent of the energy dependence of the relaxation time. Thus the
commonly used expressions for the Seebeck coefficients (3.15) and (3.16) are obtained.
Using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) the heat source density is given by

h = 1
σn
~j2
n + 1

σn
~j2
n + T (~jn~∇Pn −~jp~∇Pp)

+kBT/e(1 + r) · ~∇(~jp −~jn)− 2kBT (1 + r)R (4.6)
+e(TPn − ϕn + TPp + ϕp)R− 〈~∇ · ~Srad〉t − 〈∂turad〉t.
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All quantities appearing in Eq. (4.6) have been introduced in the preceding chapters,
particularly a balance equation for the radiative energy density ~∇ · ~Srad + ∂turad is
given by Eq. (2.16). In the following the heat source density terms will be discussed
separately.

The first and second term in Eq. (4.6) correspond to Joule heat

hJ = 1
σn
~j2
n + 1

σp
~j2
p (4.7)

generated by scattering of the carriers on phonons resulting in a energy loss to the
lattice.

The third term describes Thomson-Peltier heat

hTP = T (~jn~∇Pn −~jp~∇Pp) (4.8)

which is generated by a current flow along the gradients of the Seebeck coefficients.
The second line in (4.6) only gives a contribution for the non-stationary case and

is often neglected in device simulation, as it is generally small. It is attributed to
thermo-diffusion and similarly to the Seebeck coefficients (4.4) and (4.5) when derived
from the Boltzmann equation in relaxation time approximation, many-body effects due
to different scattering mechanisms are taken into account. Considering (3.1) and (3.2)
it can be rewritten as,

(1 + r) · [kBT/e~∇ · (~jn −~jp)− 2kBTR] = kBT (1 + r)(∂tn+ ∂tp). (4.9)

The last term is due to contributions of the recombination of electron-hole pairs
which sets free the total electron TPn − ϕn and hole TPp + ϕp energy, that is either
transferred to the lattice as heat or transferred to the radiative field. The latter part
is described by the term 〈~∇ · ~Srad〉t + 〈∂turad〉t, which has to be subtracted from the
source term for energy conservation. Here, 〈〉t denotes the temporal average over several
oscillation cycles. Thus the last line not only includes recombination heat, but also
heat generated by the reabsorption of radiation.

Generally the radiative energy density urad and flux ~Srad have contributions from
spontaneous and stimulated emission. The term ε0cn̄〈Re(E+∗F+

sp + E−∗F−sp)〉t in Eq.
(2.16) accounts for the spontaneous emission into the lasing modes. Far above threshold
this contribution is small and can be neglected. The spontaneous emission into all other
modes is challenging to calculate. For simplification it is assumed that all spontaneous
radiation is instantaneously reabsorbed in the cavity. A more sophisticated model is,
however, not necessary as the error made due to this approximation is small as discussed
in Section 4.2.1.

By inserting R = Rnon-rad + Rsp + Rst into the last line of Eq. (4.6) the different
heating contributions can be distinguished. The recombination heat is given by

hrec = e(TPn + TPp + ϕp − ϕn)(Rnon-rad +Rsp) (4.10)

and accounts for non-radiative recombination heat and heat due to the instantaneous
reabsorption of the spontaneous radiation in the cavity. Furthermore by inserting Eq.
(2.16) for ~∇ · ~Srad + ∂turad the defect heat

hdefect = [e(TPn + TPp + ϕp − ϕn)− ~ω0]Rst (4.11)
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and absorption heat

habs = ε0c

2 nrα‖E‖2 +
(
ε0c

2

)2

n̄nrβ(‖E‖4 + 4|E+|2|E−|2) (4.12)

can be distinguished, respectively. The term (4.11) is caused by a possible incomplete
energy transfer from the carrier ensemble to the radiation field during stimulated
emission and is also referred to as quantum defect energy. Eq. (4.12) describes heat
due to absorption of stimulated radiation.

Inserting the different contributions (4.7)-(4.12) into (4.6) gives the total heat source
density as

h = kBT (1 + r)(∂tn+ ∂tp) + hJ + hrec + habs + hdefect + hTP. (4.13)

4.2 Approximate equations for the heat source den-
sity

To derive the heat equations in consistency with the optical and electronic model
equations some approximations are made which will be discussed in the following.

4.2.1 Treatment of spontaneous emission
The spontaneous radiation could be treated similarly as the stimulated radiation but
approximations have to be employed, because the field generated by spontaneous
emission is more challenging to calculate. For simplification it is assumed that all
spontaneous radiation is instantaneously reabsorbed in the cavity as recombination
heat.

This approximation leads to an overestimation of the generated heat in the active
region because spontaneously emitted photons are reabsorbed anywhere in the device
or leave it. However, a detailed model is unnecessary because far above threshold
where high power lasers are operated this heat contributes only to a small amount. For
instance in the cases shown in Fig. 4.2 where laser operation with injection currents of
150 A and 20 A are discussed, this portion amounts to only 0.5% respective 6% of the
total heat source density. Furthermore the vertical distribution of the heat sources in
the device has only a small impact on the lateral temperature profile as was shown in
[70].

4.2.2 Impact of vanishing thermoelectric effects on the heat
generation

In the preceding chapter vanishing Seebeck coefficients are assumed to avoid major
alterations of the electric model and to obtain validity in the non-Boltzmann case. The
simplification of the electronic model has no influence on the laser operation as discussed
in Chapter 3. However to maintain consistency, also in the heat model thermoelectric
effects have to vanish, which means that Thomson-Peltier heat (4.8), heating due to
thermo-diffusion (4.9) and the Seebeck coefficients in the recombination (4.10) and
defect heat (4.11) term are neglected. The error made in the heat generation is small
and estimated for an energy-independent relaxation time, i.e. r = 0, in the following.
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The Thomson-Peltier heat (4.8) is generated by a current flow along the gradients
of the Seebeck coefficients ∇Pn and ∇Pp, which give the increase or decrease of
carrier potential with temperature, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). It can be separated into
contributions due to Peltier heat and Thomson heat by applying the chain rule to the
gradients,

hPeltier =T
(
~jn∂nPn|T ~∇n−~jp∂pPp|T ~∇p

)
(4.14)

hThomson =T ~∇T
(
~jn∂TPn|(n,p) −~jp∂TPp|(n,p)

)
. (4.15)

The Peltier heat gives the more pronounced contribution and results from changes
in carrier concentration for example at the interfaces of two materials with different
doping concentrations or band edge energies. Thomson heat refers to changes of the
carrier potential as a consequence of temperature gradients. In both cases energy is
exchanged between carriers and lattice while a charge carrying current is overcoming
the potential gradients.

Also in the recombination heat (4.10) a term accounts for the presence of Peltier
coefficients,

hrec,Pn,p = e(TPn + TPp)R = (5kBT + Eg − eϕF )R, (4.16)

with Pn and Pp from (3.15) and (3.16) for an energy-independent relaxation time,
i.e. Rn = Rp = 3/2, and by neglecting the temperature change ∂TEc and ∂TEv
of the conduction and valence band edges. Here eTPn and eTPp denote the excess
energy of electrons and holes above the quasi-Fermi energies, respectively, and R =
Rnon-rad +Rsp +Rst the total recombination rate.

The error made by neglecting (4.16) compared to the full model (4.10) can be easily
assessed with

σh,rec = 1− eϕF
5kBT + Eg

. (4.17)

For the structures investigated in this thesis with Eg ≈ 1.36 eV, Nc ≈ 1024 m−3,
Nv ≈ 5 · 1024 m−3 and ϕF from (3.12) in the Joyce-Dixon approximation (C.10), the
deviation is in the range of 5% for an excess carrier density of N = 3 · 1024 m−3 and
decreases with increasing current density because of an increased excess carrier density
and a resulting rise of the quasi Fermi-potential ϕF . This error is small and thus the
part (4.16) of the recombination is negligible.

In the presented model the term 2kBT∂tN (4.9) attributed to thermo-diffusion only
generates heat in the active region, where the excess carrier density is N > 0. It
can be positive or negative depending on ∂tN . For very short time instances of some
picoseconds it can reach high values, especially during turn on. For example for the
same structure as discussed in Section 4.2.3 at pulsed operation with 150 A injection
current a maximum heat source density in the range of 3 · 1015 Wm−3 is reached at
the rear facet during turn on, which is comparable to other heat sources, Fig. 4.2(b).
However, due to different signs in the contributions on average this heat source density
remains well below 〈2kBT∂tN〉t < 1013 Wm−3 throughout the resonator and is thus
negligible.

By assuming the Boltzmann case as well as temperature independence of conduction
and valence band edges Ec and Ev the Thomson term can be simplified to hThomson =
3kB~∇T

(
~jn −~jp

)
/2e. The main contribution to this heat term is generated in vertical
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Figure 4.1: Black left axis: Vertical distribution of the Seebeck coefficients Pn and Pp
calculated in the Boltzmann limit. Red right axis: Peltier heat source density generated at
every hetero-interface due to a change of the Seebeck coefficients calculated for an injection
current density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2.

direction, where the temperature gradient as well as current flow are highest. Depending
on the position of the heat sink (device mounting) this contribution can be positive in
the n-layers and negative in the p-layers or vice versa. Assuming current densities of
jy < 108 Am−2 and a vertical temperature gradient of ∂yT < 106 Km−1 [71] this heat
source density is in the range of |hThomson| < 1011 Wm−3 and thus much smaller than
other heat sources, see Fig. 4.2.

The Peltier heat (4.14) has contributions at vertical hetero-interfaces and results
from doping gradients or different semiconductor material compositions, whereas its
contribution in the (x, z)-plane can be neglected. By assuming the Boltzmann case the
Peltier term can be simplified to

hPeltier = kBT

e
·
[
jn,yn

Nc

~∇
(
Nc

n

)
− jp,yp

Nv

~∇
(
Nv

p

)]
. (4.18)

For every such interface i a areal heat contribution of

HPeltier,i|y
+

y− =
∫ y+

y−
hPeltierdy

= kBTj

e

([
Pp
]y+∈p-layer

y−∈p-layer
−
[
Pn
]y+∈n-layer

y−∈n-layer

)

= kBTj

e

([
ln
(
Nv

p

)]y+∈p-layer

y−∈p-layer
−
[

ln
(
Nc

n

)]y+∈n-layer

y−∈n-layer

)
(4.19)

is gained, where a constant vertical current density through every hetero surface
jn,y|y∈p-layer = jp,y|y∈n-layer = 0 and jn,y|y∈n-layer = jp,y|y∈p-layer = −j.

Under the assumption of (3.5) and neglect of vertical carrier leakage, the electron and
hole current density in the n- and p-doped layers is given by the doping concentration,
n ≈ nA and p ≈ −pD with nA > 0 and pD < 0, respectively. The effective density of
statesNc andNv is calculated according to (3.10) with the corresponding effective masses
m∗n and m∗p of the materials. In the active region Nc ≈ 1024 m−3 and Nv ≈ 5 · 1024 m−3,
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and an excess carrier density of N = 3 · 1024 m−3 is assumed. The Seebeck coefficients
for electrons and holes Pn and Pp calculated in the Boltzmann limit are displayed in Fig.
4.1 for structure II and a current density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2. In the n- and p-doped
layers electrons and holes absorb energy from the lattice while passing the gradients
of the Seebeck coefficients and thus cool each interface under forward bias. At the
boundary of n- and p-doped layers to the active region they release energy so that here
a heating term occurs.

As these terms only exceed absolute values larger than 1015 W/m3 at layer boundaries
and partly compensate themselves, integrating the Peltier heat source density over the
vertical direction yields HPeltier =

∫
hPeltierdy = ∑

iHPeltier,i|y
+

y− = −1 MW/m2. The
absolute value of HPeltier is much smaller than the areal heat source density of other
heat sources, see Fig. 4.4, and accordingly the error made by neglecting this heat
contribution is certainly negligible under CW operation.

Under pulsed operation, the impact could be higher, because the heat production is
highest near the active region where the guided mode is localized. In Fig. 4.6(a) in
solid black the temperature distribution is shown for laser operation with a 10 ns long
pulse at an injection current of 150 A including vertical heat flow. Repeating the same
estimation including Thompson-Peltier heat for a current density of j = 3.75 · 108 A/m2

appropriate for the investigated laser, results in an active region temperature increase
from 5 K to 6.3 K after the 10 ns long pulse. For the employed model the resulting
temperature induced refractive index change is 4.8 · 10−4 after the 10 ns long pulse,
displayed in Fig 4.6(b) as red dashed line. Including Thompson-Peltier heat and vertical
heat flow the value is only slightly higher resulting in a thermally induced index change
of 5.4 · 10−4 after the 10 ns long pulse. Accordingly the integration of the Thompson-
Peltier heat source into the model results only in a small improvement compared to the
effort needed for its self-consistent inclusion.

4.2.3 Heat sources for the longitudinal-lateral approximate
equations

We will now have a closer look into the longitudinal-lateral approximated equations for
the heat source density, their distribution within the laser device as well as the relative
share of the different heat sources to the total heating. The approximated heat source
densities are gained by inserting the Ansatz (2.20), assuming that all spontaneously
emitted radiation is instantaneously absorbed, neglecting the Seebeck coefficients and
assuming an infinitly high conductivity in the n-doped layer.

The vertical heat source distribution is displayed in Fig. 4.2(a) and (b) for a 100 µm
broad and 4 mm long laser (structure II Tab. A.3 and A.4) at a total injection current
of 20 A and 150 A, respectively. The simulation time was τsim = 10 ns and over the last
τav = 3 ns of that time span data was averaged. No index-guiding trenches were etched
and the structure was considered to be implanted next to the injection stripe down to
the vicinity of the active region (dres,imp = 0 nm in Fig. 3.3). Any thermal effects on
waveguiding and parameter dependence on temperature are neglected, to also discuss
laser operation even at high injection currents, similar to pulsed operation.

The Joule heat is

hJ = j2
p/σp (4.20)
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Figure 4.2: Time averaged absorption, Joule, recombination and quantum defect heat source
densities as function of the vertical y-direction in the middle of the injection stripe for (a) 20 A
and (b) 150 A injection current. Thermal effects on waveguiding and parameter dependence
on temperature are neglected.

in the p-doped region and in accordance with the current flow model it is neglected
in the n-doped region due to the very high electron conductivity. It is highest in the
p-doped confinement layers due to their comparatively low conductivity, Fig. 4.2.

The heat source due to absorption of stimulated emitted photons is given by inserting
(2.20) into (4.12) resulting in

habs =


vg~ωdα0(y)nr(y)

n̄
|φ(y)|2‖u(x, z, t)‖2

+(vg~ωd)2β(y)nr
n̄
|φ(y)|4(‖u(x, z, t)‖4 + 4|u+(x, z, t)|2|u−(x, z, t)|2)

for y /∈ active region,
vg~ωΓfNN‖u(x, z, t)‖2 for y ∈ active region

(4.21)

where nr(y), α0(y) and β(y) denote the vertical distribution of the real part of the
refractive index, the absorption and the two-photon absorption coefficient, respectively,
for which (2.33) and (2.36) must hold to ensure energy conservation. For a list of
step-wise constant parameters for structure II see Tab. A.4.

The first term in Eq. (4.21) accounts for background absorption due to doping, the
second term denotes two-photon absorption in the cladding and confinement layers
and the third term is due to free carrier absorption in the active region. The main
contributions arise in the active layer located at y ≈ 4.25 µm due to the high non-
equilibrium electron and hole densities and in the adjacent p- and n-doped confinement
layers where the optical mode resides, Fig. 4.2.

The third source term is recombination heat in the active region, gained from (4.10)
neglecting the Seebeck coefficients ,

hrec = eϕF (N, T )(AN +BN2 + CN3). (4.22)

Here it is assumed, that all spontaneously emitted photons are transferred into heat
within the active region as has been discussed before. It only has a contribution in the
active region at y ≈ 4.25 µm as vertical carrier leakage is neglected, Fig. 4.2.

The last term taken into account denotes quantum defect heat generated in the
active region as a result of an incomplete energy transfer from the carrier reservoir to
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absorption
Joule
quantum defect
recombination

Figure 4.3: Relative heating powers as function of total injection current for the different heat
contributions. Thermal effects on waveguiding and parameter dependence on temperature are
neglected.

the radiation field and is gained from (4.11) neglecting the Seebeck coefficients and
given as

hdefect = (eϕF (N, T )− ~ω)Rstim(N, ‖u‖2). (4.23)
Accordingly, in the employed model the total heat source density is given by the

sum over all heat sources hi

h =
∑
i

hi = hJ + habs + hrec + hdefect (4.24)

with hJ, habs, hrec and hdefect from (4.20) (4.21) (4.22) and (4.23), respectively.
In Figs. 4.2(a) and (b) it can be already seen that the share of the different heat

sources changes relative to each other. This becomes even clearer in Fig. 4.3, where the
relative heating powers of absorption, Joule, quantum defect and recombination heat to
the total heating power

∫
V hidV/

∫
V hdV are displayed as function of the total injection

current for the same structure and simulation parameters as above. Near threshold
most heat is generated due to non-radiative and spontaneous radiative recombination
heating. With rising current the relative contribution of other heat sources increases
so that at approximately 20 A absorption and Joule heating contribute to a similar
amount. As the current rises further, Joule heating becomes more and more pronounced
due to its quadratic dependence on the current, so that at a total injection current of
150 A it amounts to nearly 80 % of the total heat source.

In Fig. 4.4 the lateral-longitudinal distribution of the time averaged areal heat
source densities H =

∫
hdy including thermal waveguiding under CW operation at a

total injection current of 20 A are displayed. For this simulation the same structure
as before is used, however, the procedure as described in Section 4.5 is performed to
obtain the thermally induced waveguide under CW operation. In total seven iterations
were performed and for each iteration the simulation time was τsim = 8 ns, whereas over
the last τav = 3 ns of that time span data was averaged.

At the displayed operation current absorption and Joule heating have the highest
contribution to the total heating. Due to the high asymmetry in the facet reflectivity
values both heating terms have higher values at the front z = L compared to the rear
facet z = 0. The result is a z-dependent temperature and accordingly a longitudinally
varying temperature induced index profile. A similar result has also been obtained in
[17] using stationary heat sources. The longitudinally varying temperature profile has a
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the time-averaged (a) absorption, (b) Joule, (c) recombination,
and (d) quantum defect areal heat source densities H =

∫
hdy as function of the lateral

and longitudinal (x, z)-coordinate for CW operation at I = 20 A (Pout ≈ 19 W). Thermal
waveguiding is included in the calculations by performing the iterative procedure described in
Section 4.5.

significant influence on the optical field and results in a narrowed optical field at the
front facet, which is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.2.

4.3 Energy conservation

In the previous section several approximations regarding the heat sources have been
made. To ensure that the energy is still conserved for this simplified model, in the
following energy conservation of the heat-flow equation (4.1) with the longitudinal-lateral
approximated heat sources (4.20), (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23) is proven.
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Reversing the rescaling of (2.20) and integrating over the device volume gives

∫
V
ch∂tT dV −

∫
V

~∇(κL~∇T )dV =
∫
V

~jp
2

σp
dV +

∫
V

ε0cnr
2 α‖E‖2

+
∫
V

(
ε0c

2

)2

n̄nrβ(‖E‖4 + 4|E+|2|E−|2)dV

+
∫
V
eϕF (Rnon-rad +Rsp)dV +

∫
V

[eϕF − ~ω]RstimdV. (4.25)

Inserting (2.16) and (3.14), assuming that the spontaneous emission into the lasing
modes is negligible (as lasing operation far above threshold is considered) and that the
spontaneous radiation into all other modes is instantaneously reabsorbed in the cavity
leads to∫

V
ch∂tT dV −

∫
V

~∇(κL~∇T )dV =
∫
V
−~jp~∇ϕpdV +

∫
V
eϕF (Rnon-rad +Rsp +Rstim) dV

− ∂t
∫
V
urad dV −

∫
V
∇ · Srad dV. (4.26)

Furthermore using Green’s identity,∫
V
∇φ∇ψdV =

∫
∂V
φ∇ψ · ~ndS −

∫
V
φ∇2ψdV, (4.27)

where ∂V denotes the surface of the device with ~n being the normal vector, yields∫
V
ch∂tT dV −

∫
∂V
κL~∇T · ~ndS =−

∫
∂V
ϕp~jp · ~ndS +

∫
V
ϕp ~∇ · ~jp︸ ︷︷ ︸

=−e(R+∂tN)

dV,+
∫
V
eϕFRdV

(4.28)

− ∂t
∫
V
urad dV −

∫
V
∇ · Srad dV (4.29)

In the active region where R 6= 0 the hole potential is given by the Fermi-potential
ϕp = ϕF and hence the terms containing the recombination rate cancel, and we gain
∫
V
ch∂tT dV −

∫
∂V
κL~∇T · ~ndS = −

∫
∂V
ϕp~jp · ~ndS − e

∫
V
ϕF∂tN dV

− ∂t
∫
V
urad dV −

∫
V
∇ · Srad dV. (4.30)

In what follows the steady state is considered (∂t = 0) and no flow of electrical
current through the surface is assumed, except at the p-contact at y = H:

~jp · ~n = 0 for y 6= H. (4.31)

Between the contacts a forward bias U is applied, so that

ϕp|y=H = U and ϕp|y=0 = 0 (4.32)

hold. The normal components of the hole current density at the n-contact y = 0 are
assumed to vanish,

jp,y|y=0 = 0. (4.33)
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Similarly, no heat flow through the surface, except at the surface located at y = H,
attached to the heatsink is assumed, where

κL∂yT |y=H = Tref − T |y=H

rth
(4.34)

with rth being the thermal transmission resistance (unit Km2/W). By inserting the
boundary conditions into (4.30) we get for the steady state∫∫ T |y=H − Tref

rth
dxdz = UI −

∫
V
∇ · Srad dV (4.35)

with j = −jp,y|y=H and I =
∫∫
j dxdz. The lhs of (4.35) is the heat flow to the heatsink.

The first term on the rhs is the electric input power UI and the second term is the
optical power that leaves the cavity. With the boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.11),
the second term, cf. Eq. (2.15), can be shown to be∫

V
∇ · Srad dV = P0 + PL. (4.36)

Thus in the steady state the total heat generated in the cavity is given by the electrical
input power UI minus the optical output power.

4.4 Treatment of pulsed operation (no-heat-flow ap-
proximation)

Under pulsed operation self-heating is usually neglected because thermal build-up times
are much longer than the pulse lengths. However, the heat is generated near to the
active layer in the same region where the guided wave is localized. As this region is
small and its thermal build-up time is much shorter than that of the whole device,
short-time local heating can be expected to influence the optical pulse formation and
should be considered.

Due to the fluctuation of field intensity and carrier density, the heat sources and
the resulting temperature distribution pattern are non-stationary. It is, however,
unreasonable to solve the heat-flow equation (4.1) over tens of microseconds with the
sub-picosecond temporal resolution of the opto-electronic model in the large spatial
domain sketched in Fig. 1.1(d). Fortunately, inherent traits of heat generation exist
that make it possible to simplify the problem considerably. They will be discussed in
this section to deduce an easily integrable equation for the thermally induced index
change under short pulse operation.

Most of the heat is generated in the active layer or very close to it, Fig. 4.2. Here the
vertical temperature gradient is highest. Assuming constant ch and κL, the heat-flow
equation (4.1) in only one dimension is given by

∂T

∂t′
− ∂2T

∂y′2
= h(κLy′, cht′) (4.37)

with the substitutions t = cht
′, y = √κLy′. For initially T = THS, the solution is [72]

T (y′, t′) =
∫ ∞
−∞

dξ′
∫ t′

0
ds′h(√κLξ′, chs′)Ψ(y′ − ξ′, t′ − s′) + THS (4.38)
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with the fundamental solution

Ψ(∆y′,∆t′) = (4π∆t′)−1/2 exp
{
−∆y′2

4∆t′

}
. (4.39)

Ψ is normalized to unity for any ∆t′ > 0 and drops rapidly beyond the radius
∆y′2 = ∆t′, Fig. 4.5. With dimensions, this yields the definition of thermal diffusivity
αD which gives the ratio between radius of the spreading heat sphere l2 and elapsed
time τ ,

αD = κL
ch

= l2

τ
. (4.40)

Thus thermal diffusivity measures how well a substance conducts heat relative to its
capacity to store it. By inserting the constant coefficients ch = 1.7 · 106 WsK−1m−3 and
κL = 12 W(Km)−1 obtained as mean values of active and surrounding layers, cf. Tab.
A.4, into Eq. (4.40) a diffusivity of

αD ≈ 10−5 m2/s ≈ (100 nm)2

1 ns , (4.41)

is obtained. Accordingly, the generated heat during a 1 ns simulation interval is spread
by only about 100 nm and transverse heat flow is certainly negligible because this
distance is much smaller than the transverse inhomogeneity of the heat source density,
Fig. 4.4.

If the heat source h is time independent, the temporal integral in (4.38) can be
performed analytically, yielding

T (y′, t′) =
√
t′
∫ ∞
−∞

dξ′ h(√κL(y′ + ξ′))w
(
ξ′2

4t′

)
. (4.42)

time ∆
t ′(norm)

Ψ
(∆
y
′ ,

∆
t′

)

dista
nce ∆y
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)

Figure 4.5: The fundamental solution of the heat equation Ψ(∆y′,∆t′) as function of
normalized time ∆t′ and distance ∆y′.
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(a) Black left axis: Vertical temperature distri-
butions at the end of the 10 ns pulse including
vertical heat flow (black solid) derived from Eq.
(4.43), and neglecting heat flow (black dashed).
Red right axis: mode profile |φ(y)|2.

(b) Thermal contribution to the refractive index,
Eq. (2.30), versus time including vertical heat
flow (black solid) with T (y, t) from Eq. (4.43),
and neglecting heat flow (black dashed) from Eq.
(4.44).

Figure 4.6: Impact of vertical heat flow for a 10 ns long 150 A pulse in the stripe middle.
Constant coefficients ch = 1.7 · 106 WsK−1m−3 and κL = 12 W(Km)−1 are assumed.

Resubstituting t′ = t/ch, y
′ = y/

√
κL and ξ′ = ξ/

√
κL, gives

T (y, t) = 1
√
chκL

∫ ∞
−∞

dξ h(y + ξ)
√
t w

(
chξ

2

4κLt

)
, (4.43)

with w(q) =
{
√
q [erf(√q)− 1] + 1√

π
e−q

}
.

After a 10 ns pulse the vertical temperature distribution according to Eq. (4.43) is
displayed in Fig. 4.6(a) (left axis - black solid) in the stripe middle. A vertically infinite
domain with homogeneous material and constant coefficients ch = 1.7 · 106 WsK−1m−3

and κL = 12 W(Km)−1 is assumed. The fluctuating heat source density h at each
position is replaced by its average along the whole pulse, which is displayed in Fig.
4.2(b). Moreover, heat flow in the longitudinal-lateral (x, z)-plane is disregarded. This
is justified because the extensions of the lateral-longitudinal inhomogeneity in the heat
source densities of the order of tens respective hundreds of micrometers (cf. Fig. 4.4) as
well as the vertical size of the device are much larger than the expected heat spreading
in the range of some hundred nanometers.

If vertical heat flow were negligible the temperature could be retrieved simply by
integrating Eq. (4.1) with κL = 0. The result is displayed in Fig. 4.6(a) (left axis - black
dashed) for comparison. Significant differences in the temperature distributions are
clearly visible. Within the active region for instance a very high maximum temperature
of 60 K is reached when vertical heat flow is neglected. However, when vertical heat flow
is included a temperature of only 5 K is reached, because the temperature distribution is
smoothed out considerably. Therefore, all parameters of the model including occupation
probabilities are derived for the heat-sink temperature T = THS. This limits the
no-heat-flow approximation to short pulses.

However, the main interest lies not in the actual temperature distribution, but
primarily in the thermally induced refractive index change (2.30) and to obtain it, the
vertical temperature distribution needs to be multiplied with the differential index n′T
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Figure 4.7: Measured time evolution of the emission spectra of a laser operated with 25 ns
long pulses at an injection current of 6.3 A and repetition rate of 10 kHz (measured with
a streak camera and averaged over 100 shots).∗ The black line indicates a linear fit of the
maximum wavelength as function of time with the wavelength shift ∆λ/∆t = 50 pm/ns.

and weighted with the vertically wide mode profile |φ(y)|2 shown in Fig. 4.6(a) on the
right axis and integrated over the whole profile.

Thus, irrespective of the large local temperature differences obtained with and
without vertical heat flow, the thermally induced index differs only marginally between
the two cases, Fig. 4.6(b). Since high-power lasers generally use wide near fields to
avoid damage due to extreme intensities, the no-heat-flow approximation is a generally
reasonable approach to derive the thermal feedback on waveguiding for pulses of high
power up to a length of at least 10 ns.

Heat flow is therefore negligible when simulating short transients. Differentiating
(2.30) with respect to time and inserting (4.1) with κL = 0, the ordinary differential
equation

∂t∆nT =
∫ n′T
ch
|φ(y)|2h(N,~j, ‖u‖2)dy (4.44)

for the thermally induced index is derived. At a given instant t, the actual distribution
of local heat sources has to be inserted here. Accordingly, only one equation for the
temporal variation of ∆nT has to be considered in each point (x, z) of the lateral-
longitudinal plane. It is integrated much easier in each node of the spatial grid than
the original partial differential heat-flow equation (4.1) .

4.4.1 Experimental validation
Experimental evidence of short time local heating is visible in Fig. 4.7 and can also be
found in e.g. Ref. [73].∗ The lateral aperture of the experimentally investigated laser in
Fig. 4.7 is defined by an etched mesa with a width of 100 µm. It is operated with a
25 ns long pulse and a low pulse repetition rate of 10 kHz in order to exclude heating
between the pulses. Details on the experimental setup can be found in [74]. During the
beginning of the pulse, when the active region is flooded with carriers, the emission
spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths. After relaxation the center wavelength starts
shifting to longer wavelength as a result of self-heating in and around the active region.

The maximum wavelength shift is ∆λ/∆t = 50 pm/ns. With ∆λ/∆T = 0.33 nm/K
known from independent measurements, this corresponds to a temperature increase of
T = 1.5 K in and around the active region for a 10 ns long 6.3 A current pulse. For

∗The author thanks H. Christopher and A. Klehr for the pulsed measurements.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated vertical temperature distributions at the end of a 10 ns long 6.3 A current
pulse in the stripe middle including vertical heat flow (black solid) derived from Eq. (4.43),
and neglecting heat flow (black dashed). The black star indicates the experimentally obtained
temperature in and around the active region. Constant coefficients ch = 1.7 · 106 WsK−1m−3

and κL = 12 W(Km)−1 are assumed.

6.3 A the simulation yields temperature increases inside the active region of T = 4.1 K
and T = 0.1 K without and with vertical heat flow, respectively (Fig. 4.8).

Thus, the experimental value lies below the temperature value obtained without
heat flow but is by a factor 15 larger than the best estimate including vertical heat
flow. As the used parameter values are known with significantly better precision, this
suggests that the heat flow near the active region is inhibited by a mechanism not
contained in the model.

Heat flow can for example be inhibited by longitudinal optical phonons with finite
decay times that are generated via carrier relaxation [75, 76]. As the longitudinal-
optical-phonon life time is in the picosecond range and thus much smaller than the
considered pulse length of 10 ns, their impact can be neglected. A more probable cause
is the thermal boundary resistance [77] of interfaces caused by reflection of acoustic
phonons on hetero interfaces. Depending on the number of hetero-interfaces it could
increase the temperature of the active region by some fractions of Kelvin [78]. Although
the cause of inhibited heat transport remains unclear and is subject to further studies,
it implies that the no-heat-flow approximation is even more realistic than expected.

4.5 Treatment of continuous-wave operation
We will now turn to CW operation. Here, the extremely long thermal build up can’t be
calculated with the no-heat-flow approximation. But in the later quasi-steady state,
the rate of heat generation can be decomposed in a time-constant mean contribution h̄
and a contribution hfluct = h− h̄ fluctuating around zero. h is the total instantaneous
heat production (4.6). Accordingly, the heat-flow equation (4.1) is split into

0 = ∇κL∇T̄ + h̄ and (4.45)

ch
∂Tfluct
∂t

= ∇κL∇Tfluct + hfluct (4.46)

with boundary conditions following from (4.2). Obviously, the sum of the two tempera-
tures obeys the full heat-flow equation (4.1).
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Figure 4.9: Flow chart of the coupling between opto-electronic, current-spreading and heat-
flow model. The domain numbers correspond to the different simulation domains marked in
Fig. 1.1

Treating the stationary equation (4.45) is challenging because heat flow dominates
and, in general, it must be solved in the full 3-D domain including submout and
substrate. However, due to longer characteristic distances in longitudinal direction the
longitudinal heat-flow component is neglected and the static problem (4.45) is solved
within multiple lateral-vertical (x-y) cross sections, see Fig. 1.1(d).

Furthermore, the mean heat production h̄(x, y, z) as a function of the coordinates is
not known in advance. Therefore, an iterative approach is applied, which is sketched in
a flow chart in Fig. 4.9. In the first step of the iteration the electro-optic model is solved
together with the current spreading model under isothermal conditions with T = THS.
The interaction of the two models is depicted in Fig. 4.9 with beige and blue colors.
During this run, h̄ = 0 is set. In all following iterations, h̄ is calculated as temporal
average of the total heat production over the interval τ of the preceeding iteration.
For the construction of the time averaged heat sources the vertical mode profile φ(y),
time averaged photon density ‖ū(x, z)‖2, carrier density N̄(x, z) and accordingly Fermi-
potential ϕ̄F (N̄) from the electro-optic solver and the current density j̄(x, y, z) from
the current spreading model are needed, see red section in Fig. 4.9. By solving (4.45)
the time averaged distributions of temperature T̄ (x, z) and thermally induced refractive
index change n̄T (x, z) are obtained.

The updated thermally induced refractive index change n̄T enters the opto-electronic
model for the next iteration. The updated stationary temperature T̄ for each interval
τ serves as reference for parameter values in the next iteration, see grey section in
Fig. 4.9.

The time scale of the fluctuations hfluct = h− h̄ entering (4.46) is typically in the
sub-nanosecond range. Thus, Eq. (4.46) is treated within the no-heat-flow approxi-
mation described above along a few-nanoseconds-long simulation interval τ , where the
fluctuating part hfluct = h− h̄ is inserted into (4.44) to obtain the thermal impact on
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(a) ∆nT at front facet (b) error σi from (4.47)

Figure 4.10: Evolution of the time-averaged thermally-induced refractive index change profiles
∆nT and error from iteration i to i+ 1 derived from Eq. (4.47) for 10 consecutive iterations.

wave-guiding ∆nT, fluct. It is calculated from the time averaged heat source density h̄ of
the previous iteration and the actual heat source density h in every time instance, see
green section in Fig. 4.9. Information on the numerical implementation, the spatial and
temporal scales as well as the required simulation time can be found in Appendix D or
in Ref. [44].

To check convergence the time-averaged thermally induced index ∆n̄T (x, z) is used
as reference parameter. The error from iteration i to i− 1 is defined as

σi =

√√√√√∫∫ [nT,i−1(x, z)− nT,i(x, z)
]2
dxdz∫∫

n2
T,i(x, z)dxdz . (4.47)

For the CW simulation discussed in this section, the time-averaged thermally induced
index at the front facet is shown in Fig. 4.10(a) for the different iteration steps and

(a) near-field intensity (b) far-field intensity

Figure 4.11: Profiles of the time-averaged (a) near and (b) far fields at the front facet for
different iteration steps.
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the errors σi in 4.10(b). In the 0th iteration the temperature was set to T̄ = THS.
∆nT of the 1rst iteration is calculated from the time-averaged heat sources of the 0th
iteration. The corresponding near and far fields of the different iteration steps are
displayed in Fig. 4.11. For the 0th iteration where ∆n̄T = 0 the far-field divergence
is smaller compared to the other iterations. Furthermore the profile of ∆n̄T is flatter
and consequently σi is higher compared to the other iteration steps. However ∆nT (T̄ )
converges rapidly afterwards, whereas weak fluctuations around a constant level remain.
These can be attributed to the chaotic spatio-temporal dynamics also visible in Fig. 4.11.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter a physically realistic and yet numerically applicable thermal model for
BA lasers is presented, that accounts for slow and fast temperature contributions. The
model bases on [45, 46] and heat sources due to absorption, Joule, recombination and
defect heating are taken into account. They are formulated here in accordance with
the optical longitudinal-lateral approximate equations and the carrier transport model
presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

Further approximations are made to the energy-transport model, particularly van-
ishing Seebeck coefficients are assumed in agreement with the electronic model and
accordingly Thompson-Peltier heating is neglected. As the Peltier heat terms only
exceed absolute values larger than 1015 W/m3 at layer boundaries and partly compen-
sate themselves due to different signs in the contributions, they are negligible for the
calculation of self-heating under CW and pulsed operation.

At moderate injection currents the calculated heat sources are highest in the active
region due to a high contribution of recombination and absorption heating. For pulsed
operation with currents far above threshold Joule heating in the p-doped layers is
highest due to its quadratic dependence on the injection current. For a laser with
asymmetric facet reflectivity values operated far above threshold, heating is higher at
the front facet compared to the rear facet due to high contributions of absorption and
Joule heating. The resulting influence on wave-propagation is discussed in more detail
in Section 6.4.2. Furthermore energy conservation is shown for the employed equations.

Under short pulse operation with pulses in range of some nanoseconds, the temper-
ature dependence of simulation parameters will be neglected. As the heat is mainly
generated near the active region where the optical mode resides, temperature has an
impact on waveguiding and is considered. To obtain the thermally induced index change,
the vertical temperature distribution needs to be multiplied with the differential index,
weighted with the vertically wide mode profile and integrated over the vertical direction.
Thus although the temperature differs strongly including heat flow or neglecting it, the
thermally induced refractive index remains nearly unaffected. Since high-power lasers
generally use wide near fields, this approach is generally reasonable to derive the thermal
feedback on waveguiding under short pulse operation. A comparison of the active region
temperature calculated by the bulk heat-flow equations with measured ones indicates
an inhibited heat flow. The reason for this may be thermal boundary resistances of
hetero interfaces. However, this implies that the no-heat-flow approximation is even
better than anticipated.

CW operation is solved by an iterative coupling of the electro-optical models to the
heat transport equations to obtain the thermally induced refractive index profile and
updated temperature dependent parameters. The thermally induced refractive index
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profile converges rapidly within few iterations, whereas weak fluctuations around a
constant level remain which can be attributed to the chaotic spatio-temporal dynamics
in BA lasers.

Together with the opto-electronic models, this results in a time-dependent quasi-
three-dimensional opto-electronic and thermal model, that describes well essential
qualitative characteristics of real BA laser devices and can be used to analyze spatio-
temporal phenomena in BA lasers as discussed in the next sections.



Chapter 5

Power saturation under short pulse
operation

Power saturation refers to the reduction of the slope of the power-current (PI) character-
istics with increased current. Different phenomena exist that increase the internal losses
so that an increasing contribution of the injected current does not lead to stimulated
emission and thus a bending of the PI curve is the result.

Under continuous-wave (CW) operation power saturation is mainly attributed to
overall device heating [5], as is presented in Section 7.1.1 and can be seen in Fig. 7.4.
In this section the focus lies on power saturation under pulse operation with current
pulses in the nanosecond range combined with low repetition rates. In this case device
heating is strongly reduced, so that thermally induced power rollover due to enhanced
loss mechanisms can be neglected as discussed in this chapter at the end of Section
5.3. Still, especially towards high injection currents a bending of the power-current
characteristics is visible which is attributed to non-thermal power saturation.

Under pulsed operation different causes of power saturation have been discussed in
the past. Leakage currents are caused by the transport of carriers into regions without
stimulated recombination and can be divided into vertical and lateral leakage currents.
Vertical leakage currents [6] are minority currents, caused by the accumulation and
subsequent recombination of mainly electrons in the p-doped optical confinement layers.
The vertical structure can be appropriately designed to reduce vertical leakage currents,
which is done for the previously mentioned LiDAR device [79]. Lateral leakage currents
are caused by current spreading in the p-doped region and can be e.g. reduced by
implantation or etching, cf. Sections 6.3.3 and 7.1.

Spatial hole burning is a result of the interplay of spatial depletion of carriers due
to stimulated emission and the insufficiently fast transport of injected carriers into the
depleted regions. It has been investigated in the past for the longitudinal [7] as well as
the lateral [8, 9] direction. The impact of two-photon absorption on the power-current
characeristics has for example been investigated in [10, 11]. Furthermore there are gain
compression mechanisms [12][13] such as spectral hole burning and carrier heating [14].
Similarly to spatial hole burning spectral hole-burning arises due to the interplay of
the depletion of the carriers at a certain energy corresponding to the lasing wavelength
due to stimulated emission. At high power densities the finite intra-band relaxation
times are insufficiently fast to fill the hole formed by the optical transitions. Carrier
heating arises as a result of the increased temperature of the carrier distributions above
the lattice temperature by the removal of “cold” carriers near the band-edges due to
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stimulated emission or by the transfer of carriers to high energies within the bands by
free-carrier, inter-valence band and two-photon absorption.

In all cases, the average carrier density within the cavity is increased to fulfill the
threshold condition, which causes an increase of non-radiative and spontaneous radiative
recombination as well as raised internal losses. Consequently, there is an increased
contribution to the injected current that does not lead to stimulated emission, resulting
into a reduced slope of the power-current characteristics.

Preceding publications showed that identifying the dominant mechanism is extremely
difficult, as it depends on the laser emission wavelength, design, and material. Fur-
thermore the impact of these mainly nonlinear effects depends on each other. As an
example, gain compression alone in otherwise linear models, i.e. in the absence of
spatial hole burning, with constant absorption, and a linear dependence of the gain and
non-radiative and spontaneous radiative recombination on the carrier density, leads to
a reduced differential efficiency, but the linearity of the power-current characteristic
is preserved. Only due to the interplay with other nonlinearities such as e.g. Auger
recombination, a bending of the PI curve appears. Consequently, it is difficult to
separate the influence of individual effects on power saturation.

The theoretical analysis of the device in Ref. [79] is done with the laser simulation
tool WIAS-TeSCA [58] that solves a sophisticated model for the stationary isothermal
laser operation. The model resolves in detail the vertical carrier transport as well
as the vertical and longitudinal variation of power and carrier density in the active
quantum well. It does not contain any temporal or lateral variations of the optical
power. Furthermore all thermal effects were neglected as the pulse repetition time of
100 µs prevents thermal memory effects between subsequent pulses.

As high-power BA lasers exhibit strong lateral power variations as well as temporal
power fluctuations (cf. the measurement in Fig 5.4(a)) it can be expected that the impact
of all terms nonlinear in the power will be modified by these strong spatio-temporal
power variations compared to those models working with averaged powers.

In the following the traveling-wave based model as described in Chapters 2 and 3 is
used to investigate the impacts of spatial hole burning, lateral current spreading, two-
photon absorption and gain compression on a 5 mm long Fabry Pérot (FP) laser. Those
results are compared to the simulation of a 6 mm long DBR laser with a 1 mm long
DBR section to assess the influence of the DBR grating on the output characteristics.
In Section 5.2 the influence of spatio-temporal power variations is investigated by
comparing the simulation of the 5 mm long FP laser using the traveling wave model
with the results of Ref. [79] where the full drift diffusion model is solved but the temporal
and lateral variations of the intensity are omitted. An assessment of additional effects
not included in this model is given in Section 5.3, followed by a conclusion in Section
5.4.

5.1 Spatial hole burning, current spreading,
two-photon absorption and gain compression

In this section simulation results of FP and DBR lasers are compared utilizing the
traveling wave model. Both FP and DBR lasers have a 50 µm wide contact stripe
and the same length of the gain section of Lgain = 5 mm. For lateral optical and
current confinement an index-guiding trench is etched with an effective index step of
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Figure 5.1: Influence of the DBR grating: Comparison of FP (black) and DBR laser (red)
simulated with the traveling wave model with reduced spatial hole burning (continuous), plus
spatial hole burning (dashed), plus two-photon absorption (dotted) and plus gain compression
with εs = 2.4 · 10−24 m3 (dash dot). The experimental PI curve of a DBR laser operated in
pulsed mode is also shown for comparison (continous gray).∗

∆n0 = −3 · 10−3 at |x| ∈ [30 : 35] entering Eq. (2.28). The power reflectivity of the rear
facet of the FP laser is |r0|2 = 0.6. The coupling coefficient of the Bragg grating has
been adapted to provide the same reflectivity of RDBR ≈ 0.6 for a DBR grating length
of LDBR = 1 mm. Thus the coupling coefficient is κ = 2000 m−1 including losses of
αDBR = 900 m−1 due to absorption and scattering. Further simulation parameters can
be found in Tab. A.1.

For the calculation of the PI characteristics shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.3 with the
dynamic traveling-wave model, the procedure described in Section 2.4 is applied. The
height of the staircase voltage ramp is 0.2 V or 0.004 V depending on the series resistivity
rs (3.46). The simulation time is τsim = 2 ns, whereas over the last τav = 1 ns of τsim
the output power given by Eq. (2.44) is averaged.

The PI characteristics of DBR and FP lasers simulated with the traveling wave
model are shown in Fig. 5.1. For comparison, the measured peak power versus peak
current of a DBR laser operated by 10 ns long current pulses with a repetition frequency
of 10 kHz is also shown.∗ For a series resistivity (3.46) of rs = 10−6 Ωcm2 spatial
hole burning is considered to be highly reduced, the actual value for the investigated
structure is rs = 5.5 · 10−5 Ωcm2 (“with spatial hole burning”). The dependence of
spatial hole burning on the series resistivity due to current self-distribution is described
in more detail in the preceding Section 3.2.2.

When spatial hole burning, lateral current spreading, two-photon absorption and
gain compression are omitted the slope efficiencies of DBR and FP lasers are nearly
equivalent. Power reduction due to spatial hole burning is higher for the DBR laser
compared to the FP laser, whereas two-photon absorption and gain compression influence
the FP laser more. Accordingly, the PI curves of both lasers are almost identical and
the measured PI curve of the DBR laser can be well reproduced with a high gain
compression factor of εs = Γ · 1.8 · 10−22 m3 = 2.4 · 10−24 m3 entering the logarithmic
gain model in Eq. (2.31). This is the same gain compression factor used in Ref. [79],
which corresponds to a saturation power of Ps = 4 W.

∗The author thanks H. Christopher and A. Klehr for the pulsed measurements.
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Figure 5.2: Longitudinal variation of the time averaged power P+ + P− from (2.12) (black -
left axis) and time averaged carrier density (red - right axis) within the cavity for a DBR and
FP laser at an injection current of 60 A. Solid and dashed curves represent the cases with
reduced spatial hole burning (rs = 10−6 Ωcm2) and where spatial hole burning is included
(rs = 5.5 · 10−5 Ωcm2), respectively.

Literature values of the gain compression factor for the description of spectral hole
burning and carrier heating are in the range of εs = Γ · 10−23 m3 = 1.3 · 10−25 m3. Note,
that the gain compression factor has to be multiplied with the active region confinement
factor Γ to be used in the effective model [49]. When assuming the literature value gain
compression has no impact on the PI curve (not shown here). Thus with this artificial
gain compression factor not only spectral hole burning and carrier heating are included
but also all other remaining effects that lead to the discrepancy between simulation
and measurement in Ref. [79].

It is important to note that at an output power of ≈ 15 W where high-power lasers
are operated in CW mode non-thermal gain compression has only a very small impact.
However at higher injection currents such as 60 A the pulse power is halved from 60 W
to 30 W.

The impact of two-photon absorption is comparatively high for the investigated
asymmetric vertical structure due to its high intensity in the n-doped confinement layers
leading to a high overlap of the lasing mode with higher band gap materials. For more
symmetric structures two-photon absorption is shown to be of less importance [80].

The different impact of the nonlinear effects on FP and DBR lasers can be explained
by spatial hole burning when looking at Fig. 5.2 where the influence of spatial hole
burning on the longitudinal power and carrier density variation in the FP and DBR
laser is visible. The influence of spatial hole burning on the lateral field distribution is
discussed in Section 6.3.3. Spatial hole burning acts differently on the DBR and FP
lasers: At the same injection current of 60 A the power variation is nearly equivalent for
DBR and FP lasers with reduced spatial hole burning (black solid line in Figs. 5.2(a)
and (b)). When spatial hole burning is included a higher power loss through the DBR
is visible, see Fig. 5.2(a) at z = −1 mm where the power is increased from 2 W to
8 W, whereas the power loss at the rear facet stays constant for the FP laser, see Fig.
5.2(b) at z = 0 mm. Furthermore, the power within the cavity of the FP laser is higher
when spatial hole burning is considered (black dashed in Fig. 5.2(b)). As a result,
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Figure 5.3: Model comparison: Simulated PI characteristics of a FP laser simulated with
the traveling wave model (black) and with the stationary model from Ref. [79] (red) without
non-linear effects (continous), plus spatial hole burning (dotted), plus two-photon absorption
(dashed) and plus gain compression with εs = 2.4 · 10−24 m3 (dash dot).

two-photon absorption and nonlinear gain compression lead to higher losses for the FP
laser compared to the DBR laser (Fig. 5.1) when spatial hole burning is accounted for.

5.2 Impact of spatio-temporal power variations
In Fig. 5.3 the simulated PI characteristics of the FP laser according to the traveling
wave model as described in Chapters 2 and 3 is shown in black and the simulation
results from Ref. [79] are replotted in red.

When spatial hole burning, two-photon absorption, and gain compression are omitted
both simulated PI curves have the same slope. This shows that vertical carrier leakage
is well restrained by the vertical epitaxial structure as discussed in Ref. [79] and that it
is justified to use the simplified carrier transport model described in Chapter 3.

The inclusion of spatial hole burning alone has only a small influence on the output
power in both cases. An additional inclusion of two-photon absorption has a smaller
impact on the output power for the stationary simulation of Ref. [79] compared to
the traveling-wave model studied here, which is a result of the spatio-temporal power
variations. To estimate the influence of spatio-temporal power fluctuations on two-
photon absorption and gain compression the photon density is exemplary studied
at the output facet for an injection current of I = 40 A, Fig. 5.4(b). Here the
mean photon density is 〈||u(x, t)||〉x,t = 2 · 1024 m−3, but photon density fluctuations
temporarily reach much higher values. By calculating the two-photon absorption
coefficient α2P for the mean photon density, α2P = f2P〈||u||2〉x,t = 36 m−1 is obtained.
However, by first including power fluctuations in the calculation and taking the time
and spatial average afterwards the two-photon absorption coefficient reaches 〈f2P ·
||u||4〉x,t/〈||u||2〉x,t = 55 m−1 corresponding to a 50% increase. As a result, two-photon
absorption is underestimated when stationary conditions are assumed.

After including gain compression using the artificial gain compression value of
εs = 2.4 · 10−24 cm3, which was used earlier (Fig. 5.1) to fit the measured PI curve,
both curves are almost identical. Including this phenomenological gain compression
model has a lower impact on the PI curve when spatio-temporal fluctuations are
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of (a) the field intensity of a single shot streak camera measurement
(replot from [74]) and (b) the photon density from the traveling wave simulation (a moving
mean over 10 ps was applied) at the front facet at a pulse peak output power of ≈ 23 W and
current of 40 A.∗

accounted for compared to the stationary case, Fig. 5.3. At first sight, this might
seem surprising, because two-photon absorption has a higher impact on the output
power when spatio-temporal phenomena are accounted for as discussed before. However,
similarly to the fluctuation of the photon density the non-stationarity of the carrier
density has to be considered as well. Calculating the temporal average of the unsaturated
gain and dividing it by the temporal average of the saturated gain gives a factor of
〈g′ ln(N/Ntr)〉x,t/〈g′ ln(N/Ntr)/(1 + εs‖u‖2)〉x,t = 4.2. Whereas by directly calculating
this factor from the mean photon density gives 1 + εs〈‖u‖2〉x,t = 6, which results in a
50 % greater factor for the decrease of the gain. As a result, similarly to two-photon
absorption including spatio-temporal phenomena has also an impact on the output
power when using the phenomenological gain compression model (2.31) and should not
be neglected.

5.3 Estimation of additional effects not included in
the model

In the presented model spatio-temporal fluctuations and power loss due to spatial hole
burning, current spreading and two-photon absorption are self-consistently included.
However, a reproduction of the measured PI curve can’t be achieved, so that a phe-
nomenological gain compression model is employed. Commonly, effects included by
gain compression are spectral hole burning and carrier heating [12, 13]. However, the
gain compression factor employed here is much higher which indicates that other effects
play a role that have not been considered yet.

In Refs. [11, 10] indirect two-photon absorption due to free carrier absorption by
two-photon absorption-created carriers is proposed to result in power saturation in
pulsed high-power lasers. This effect is strongly dependent on the carrier lifetime and
the effective drift-diffusion length. In most cases the resulting absorption coefficient
can be neglected [80], except in assymetric structures as discussed here, where the

∗The author thanks H. Christopher and A. Klehr for the pulsed measurements.
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intensity peak of the vertical mode is not located at the position of the active layer [11].
Following the analysis of [11] the diffusion equation including recombination and carrier
drain into the active region reads,

Dc
∂2N

∂y2 +G2P(y)−R(N) = 0 with G2P(y) = β(y)
~ω

(
P

W

)2

|φ(y)|4 (5.1)

with the diffusion constant Dc = 2.6 · 103 m2/s and the 2-photon-absorption carrier
generation term G2P(y) with the two-photon absorption coefficients from (B.3) and the
normed mode profile |φ(y)|2. Properly incorporating Eq. (5.1) into the laser model
lies beyond the scope of this thesis. However, a simple estimation of the two extreme
cases where either the recombination or carrier diffusion is neglected, shall be discussed
in the following for a power of P = 30 W and the laser stripe width W = 50 µm.
By neglecting diffusion, i.e. setting Dc = 0 in Eq. (5.1), the carriers generated by
two-photon absorption can be estimated by N2P ≈ G2P · τ with the minority carrier
lifetime τ = 1 ns, so that the effective absorption coefficient by the generated carriers is
given by

α2P,fc,1 = P 2τ

W 2~ω
(fn + fp)

∫
dyβ2(y)|φ(y)|6 (5.2)

= 390 m−1 (5.3)

with the cross-section for free carrier absorption fn and fp for electrons and holes, respec-
tively, yields an enormously high coefficient for the secondary two-photon absorption.
By using Eq. (5.1), neglecting recombination R(N) = 0, whereas still considering drain
into the active region, and twice integrating the resulting simplified carrier transport
equation, yields the carriers that are generated by two-photon absorption,

N2P(y) = P 2

DcW 2~ω

∫ y

0
dy′′

∫ ∞
y′′

dy′β2(y′)|φ(y′)|4 (5.4)

with the resulting absorption coefficient,

α2P,fc,2 = (fn + fp)
∫
dyN2P(y)|φ(y)|2 (5.5)

= 17 m−1. (5.6)

Thus including only carrier diffusion reduces the previous value (5.3) by a factor of 20
to only 17 m−1, identifying this effect as comparatively small for our device structure
compared to the direct two-photon absorption coefficient. However, in order to gain a
reliable assessment of the effect the full drift diffusion equations have to be solved.

By applying nanosecond-injection pulses with low repetition rates device heating is
strongly reduced, as is visible in Fig. 4.6(a) of Section 4.4, where the maximum excess
temperature reached within the active region is only 5 K for short-pulse operation
with 10 ns long 150 A injection current pulses. As discussed in Section 4.4 under short
pulse operation, where the no-heat-flow approximation is applied, all parameters of the
model are derived for the heat-sink temperature T = THS. Thermal waveguiding can be
considered in the model, however, this has no impact on the power-current characteristics
for currents up to 150 A as shown in Fig. 6.27(a) in Section 6.4 for a different vertical
structure. To assess the influence of parameter changes with temperature, the FP laser
simulation including spatial hole burning and current spreading (red dotted PI curve in
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Fig. 5.1) is repeated at a heat sink temperature of THS = 305 K instead of THS = 300 K.
The new parameter values are calculated according to the temperature dependence of
parameters given in Appendix A and Tab. A.5. At 60 A injection current the output
power reduces by only 0.6 A from 59.5 W, see red dotted PI curve in Fig. 5.1, to 58.9 W.
Accordingly, the effect of device heating on the output power is negligible compared to
other discussed power saturation mechanisms.

In lasers employing a QW active region, carriers belonging to the vertically confined
bound QW states are not necessarily in thermal equilibrium with the carriers belonging
to the higher unconfined free states, whereas for both ensembles different quasi-Fermi
levels E2D

Fn,p and E3D
Fn,p can be assumed for the bound and free states, respectively. The

capture-escape process between the bound and free states can be described by a net
capture rate from the free states into the bound states, Rn = Rcap − Resc. A simple
expression for the net capture rate of the electrons is for example given in [81] as

Rn = n3D

τ cn

[
1− exp

(
E2D
Fn − E

3D
Fn

kBT

)]
(5.7)

and depends on the free carrier density n3D, on the Fermi-potentials of the bound E2D
Fn

and free states E3D
Fn , and is inversely proportional to the electron capture time τ cn. This

capture-escape process influences the output power characteristics as also discussed in
Ref. [81]. With increasing capture time τ cn the slope of the PI curve is reduced, because
above threshold electrons accumulate outside the QW near the barrier resulting in
higher losses. Depending on the capture time this reduction in the PI curve slope can
be significant [81].

A further vertical carrier transport process not accounted for in the model, is the
increase in vertical electron leakage currents with increasing bias due to the bending
of the band edges [5]. To counteract minority carrier accumulation outside of the
active region, the employed vertical epitaxial structure has a decreased thickness of the
p-doped optical confinement layer [79], so that vertical leakage currents should have
only a minor impact.

5.4 Conclusions
At high injection currents pulsed BA lasers experimentally exhibit a strong power
saturation which is identified to be partly caused by spatial hole burning, current
spreading and two-photon absorption whereas additional effects can be included in the
theoretical model by a gain compression term.

Spatial hole burning influences the output power of DBR lasers and FP lasers of
the same design differently. On the one hand inclusion of spatial hole burning leads to
losses through the DBR resulting in power reduction. On the other hand it results in
a higher intensity distribution within the cavity of a FP laser leading to higher losses
due to two-photon absorption and gain compression. The power loss due to two-photon
absorption is found to be higher when spatio-temporal power variations are included,
whereas gain reduction by the phenomenological gain compression model is found to be
smaller when spatio-temporal power variations are included. Both cases show, however,
that spatio-temporal fluctuations have an impact on the output power and should be
included in the analysis of power saturation.

Besides spectral hole burning and carrier heating additional effects that could
influence the PI characteristics are indirect two-photon absorption and capture-escape
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processes which should be considered for further model expansions. The impact of
two-photon absorption is comparatively high for the investigated asymmetric vertical
structure due to its high intensity in the n-doped confinement layers leading to a
high overlap of the lasing mode with higher band gap materials. For more symmetric
structures two-photon absorption is shown to be of less importance [80].
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Chapter 6

Factors influencing the lateral field
profile

The multi-peaked and not diffraction-limited lateral field profile of wide-aperture
semiconductor lasers has been a long standing problem and has been investigated in
the past by numerous authors [2, 82, 83, 27, 84, 85, 86].

As shown in Ref. [47], a spontaneous break-up of the optical field into small
filaments can happen in media with a focusing Kerr-nonlinearity. In semiconductor
lasers a similar nonlinearity can be induced by spatial hole burning due to the dependence
of the refractive index on the carrier density. Early results of simulations based on a
Maxwell-Bloch type dynamic traveling-wave model with a sophisticated treatment of
carrier kinetics supported this view [87]. For a hypothetical steady state an equation
for this indirect Kerr-type nonlinearity can be formulated [27, 49].

An alternative understanding of the multi-peaked field structure of broad-area (BA)
lasers bases on the simultaneous lasing of a large number of lateral waveguide modes
[88]. Single mode emission becomes unstable just above threshold because, due to
lateral spatial hole burning, any mode saturates the carrier density and consequently
the modal gain in those parts of the active layer where the mode intensity is high. The
modal gain in other parts rises with current, bringing more modes to threshold which
can be additionally supported by a built-in or thermally induced waveguide. Indeed,
recent experiments reveal, that even at currents several times above threshold the lateral
modes can be clearly identified by spectrally-resolved near and far-field measurements
[89, 16].

With increasing current a broadening of the near and far fields can be observed,
which is commonly referred to as near or far-field “blooming”. In the mode picture it
can be understood by the broadening of the individual modes and the appearance of
new modes with broader near and far fields [90].

In the absence of a thermally induced waveguide transverse instabilities arise due to
lateral spatial hole burning and the nonlinear interaction between the electromagnetic
field and the gain material. Concerning non-thermal blooming, the mode picture has
been supported by a stationary model based on the incoherent superposition of multiple
modes [21]. However, BA lasers exhibit an inherently non-stationary behavior and the
assumption of stationary multimode conditions is questionable [54].

Thermal far-field blooming is well studied both experimentally [16] and theoretically
[18, 19, 20] for continuous wave (CW) operation assuming a stationary temperature
distribution. Recently a time-averaged longitudinally varying temperature profile was
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obtained with stationary temperatures [17]. Thermal waveguiding is usually neglected
under pulsed operation because thermal build-up times up to milliseconds are much
longer than the pulse lengths. However, the heat is generated near to the active layer in
the same region where the guided wave is localized. This region is small and its thermal
build-up time is much shorter than that of the whole device.

In the first two sections of this chapter the origins of transverse instabilities present
in BA lasers are discussed in more detail. On the one hand, a simple theory for
filamentation in the presence of a Kerr-nonlinearity is revisited, in Section 6.1, and
compared to simulations of the traveling wave model to assess its significance for BA
laser operation. On other hand, to see whether the multi-peaked and dynamic field
structure obtained by the traveling-wave model can be understood by multi-mode
lasing, in Section 6.2, the optical field is decomposed into lateral waveguide modes in a
post-processing step. In Section 6.3 non-thermal far-field blooming and the dependence
of transverse instabilities regarding parameters influencing the carrier reservoir (i.e.
series resistivity (3.46), sheet resistance (3.47), and mobility) as well as the interaction
between electromagnetic field and modal gain (i.e. differential index n′N and gain g′)
are analyzed. In Section 6.4 the time-dependent approach to heating as described in
Chapter 4 is used to study thermal waveguiding effects under pulsed and CW operation.

6.1 Modulation instability induced by Kerr nonlin-
earities

The transverse modulation instability formulated by Bespalov and Talanov [47], describes
the breakup of a laser beam with a homogeneous intensity distribution into a beam
with a spatially modulated intensity distribution. This phenomenon can happen in a
medium with a focusing Kerr nonlinearity as a consequence of the growth of spatial
irregularities initially present on the laser wavefront, which is sometimes referred to
as “filamentation” [1]. Note, that the term modulation instability often refers to the
temporal analogue, where a monochromatic laser field can become unstable to the
growth of new frequency components [91]. This effect is, however, not subject of the
discussion here.

In semiconductor lasers an indirect Kerr-type nonlinearity can be induced by the
dependence of the refractive index on the carrier density because due to a depletion of
the injected carrier density the refractive index increases in regions of high intensity
leading to self-focusing [2]. For a hypothetical steady state an equation for the indirect
Kerr-type coefficient can be formulated [27, 49].

In the following sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, the Bespalov Talanov modulation instability
is studied theoretically and a minimum stripe width for instabilities to occur is derived
for a focusing Kerr non-linearity. In Section 6.1.3 a coefficient for the carrier density
induced Kerr-type nonlinearity is formulated under hypothetical stationary conditions.
In order to investigate whether these instabilities are also obtained with the traveling
wave model, simulations are performed to verify the simplified theories.

6.1.1 Bespalov Talanov modulation instability
The Bespalov Talanov modulation instability describes the breakup of a plane wave field
into smaller filaments as a result of a focusing Kerr non-linearity and tiny irregularities
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initially present at the wave front [47]. Here, the analysis is restricted to a hypothetical
steady state. The stationary states correspond to time-harmonic solutions

u±(x, z, t) = u±s (x, z)eiΩt (6.1)

of (2.24) with Im(Ω) = 0. For the behavior of the field within a semiconductor laser
the relation between forward- u+

s and backward- u−s propagating fields has to be taken
into account, whereas here the analysis is restricted to u+

s only, for the description of an
amplifier model. Propagation in an isotropic nonlinear dielectric is considered so that
only the optical Kerr nonlinearity ∆n2r,eff (2.37) is kept and by choosing the reference
index favorably (2.24) reduces to

i

2n̄k0
∂2
xu

+
s (x, z) = −∂zu+

s (x, z)− ik0n
′
2~ω0vgd‖u+

s (x, z)‖2u+
s (x, z). (6.2)

Eq. (6.2) is the starting point for the instability analysis performed in Ref. [47]. A
monochromatic plane wave in the form of u+

s0(z) = u+
s00e

−iκz with κ = k0n
′
2~ω0vg‖u+

s00‖2

is a solution of (6.2) when |u+
s0(z)|2 = |u+2

s00| holds. The field u+
s (x, z) is expressed

as sum of this strong plane wave component u+
s0 and a small perturbation δu+

s , that
represent initially present irregularities,

u+
s (x, z) = (u+

s00(z) + δu+
s (x, z)) · e−iκz. (6.3)

For the small perturbations an exponential solution in the form,

δu+
s (x, z) = u+

s1e
−i(qx+γz) + u+∗

s−1e
i(qx+γ∗z), (6.4)

is assumed. By inserting (6.3) and (6.4) into (6.2), taking into account only first order
terms of the perturbation and dropping fast oscillating terms e±2i(qx+γz), an expression
for γ can be derived [53, 1],

γ = ± q

2n̄k0

√
q2 − 4n̄k2

0n
′
2~ωvgd‖u+

s00‖2. (6.5)

The system of equations will result in amplification only when Im(γ) > 0. Thus
irregularities in the form of Eq. (6.4) can grow only for positive real values of n′2.

6.1.2 Instabilities induced by the optical material Kerr effect
In [47] propagation in an isotropic nonlinear dielectric is considered. In semiconductor
materials n′2 can be positive or negative depending on the ratio of photon energy and
energy gap [50] (cf. n2 in Fig. B.2(b)). Note, that a focusing instability will only occur
for n′2 > 0. For the investigated structures n′2 is of the order of −1 · 10−11 mW−1 to
−5 · 10−13 mW−1 (with Eq. (2.37) and n2 values from Fig. B.2(b)) and as n′2 < 0 here
this effect is nonrelevant.

In the following a model case will still be investigated to show the mechanism in
principle and to prove that instabilities of this kind are included in the time-dependent
traveling model. Even by assuming pulsed operation and a high intensity of the forward
propagating mode of ~ωvg|u+|2 = 100 W/µm2 and a very high positive value of n′2 =
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Figure 6.1: Im(γ/γmax) as function of 2π/q for a field intensity of ~ωvg‖u+
s00‖2 ≈ 100 Wµm−2

and n′2 = 10−11 m/W. The vertical dotted line indicates the critical width at which instabilities
occur and the vertical dashed line the optimum width for instabilities to grow. Red asterisks
indicate allowed values for a total simulation domain of Wtot = 400 µm.

10−11 mW−1 results only in an index change of ∆n2r,eff = n′2~ω0vgd(‖u‖2+|u∓|) = 7·10−6

with a height of the active region of d = 7 nm.
For this model case Fig. 6.1 shows the dependence of Im(γ/γmax) on the inverse

transverse wavevector 2π/q. At a critical wavevector q < qcrit, with

qcrit =
√

4n̄k2
0n
′
2~ωvgd‖u+

s00‖2, (6.6)

the plane wave becomes unstable as Im(γ) > 0, whereas for an optimum wave vector
of qopt = qcrit/

√
2 a perturbation of the wave grows fastest so that under stationary

conditions this perturbation would outlast all others. From qcrit and qopt the critical
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Figure 6.2: Traveling wave simulation of the forward field intensity while propagating
in an isotropic nonlinear dielectric with average material Kerr coefficient n′2 = 10−11 m/W
and originally injected field intensity of ~ωvg‖u+

s00‖2 ≈ 100 Wµm−2 including small random
perturbations δu+

s (x, z). (a) Longitudinal-lateral distribution of the forward field intensity.
(b) Forward propagating field intensity at position x1 = Wopt/2 and theoretical development
of u+

s1e
−iγmaxz with a filament gain of γmax = (21 mm)−1.
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transverse and optimum widths are derived as Wcrit = 2π/qcrit = 94 µm and Wopt =
2π/qopt = 133 µm, respectively (see Fig. 6.1). Wopt is obtained at a filament gain
of γmax = (21 mm)−1, so that only after a comparatively long propagation distance
filaments stabilizes.

In order to assess whether this theory holds for the traveling wave simulation, the
following numerical experiment is performed. A high field intensity of ~ωvg‖u+

s00‖2 ≈
100 Wµm−2 including small random perturbations δu+

s (x, z = 0) is injected on the
left side of the simulation domain and propagated for more than 100 mm through an
isotropic nonlinear dielectric with average material Kerr coefficient n′2 = 10−11 m/W.
The resulting longitudinal-lateral field intensity distribution is visible in Fig. 6.2(a).
Clear filaments with a spacing that exactly corresponds toWopt are observed. Due to the
finite simulation domain and periodic boundary conditions only values are allowed that
are a fraction of the total simulation domain Wtot = 400 µm, see red asterisks in Fig. 6.1.
Furthermore Fig. 6.2(b) shows the field intensity at position x1 = Wopt/2 together with
the theoretical development of u+

s1e
−iγmaxz with a filament gain of γmax = (21 mm)−1.

For longitudinal distances z < 50 mm the theoretical estimation with γmax = (21 mm)−1

corresponds very well to the results of the traveling-wave model. However, the more
the irregularities grow, the more both curves differ due to deviations from linearity. For
higher values of n′2, Wcrit and Wopt reduce.

To summarize, the traveling wave simulation reproduces very well the predicted
optimum stripe width Wopt and filament gain γmax of the simple filamentation theory.
Although this proves that instabilities of this kind are included in the traveling wave
model, due to the fact that Real(n′2) < 0 for all structures investigated in this thesis
this effect is nonrelevant. Furthermore even at the upper limit of the n′2 coefficient
and very high field intensities the effective index change is ∆n2r,eff < 10−5. Thus it is
highly doubtful that under actual laser operation with a thermally induced waveguide
or built-in index variations of > 10−3 this small value has any effect.

6.1.3 Instabilities induced by spatial hole burning
Now, instabilities arising due to an indirect Kerr-type nonlinearity in semiconductor
lasers will be discussed. The Kerr-type nonlinearity arises because of spatial hole
burning and the resulting depletion of carriers, which in turn results in a refractive
index increase in areas of higher intensity, leading to self-focusing [2]. For this case and
under hypothetical stationary conditions an equivalent Kerr coefficient will be derived
as described in [27, 49].

Under hypothetical stationary conditions the carrier density can be eliminated from
the equations by linearizing the real and imaginary parts of ∆n2

eff around a reference
carrier density Nref, which is typically set to the transparency carrier density Ntr were
geff(Ntr) = 0, such that

geff(N) = g′eff,lin(N −Ntr), (6.7)

and
αeff(N) = αeff(Ntr) + α′eff,lin(N −Ntr), (6.8)

with the linear differential gain and absorption coefficient, g′eff,lin and α′eff,lin, respectively.
For the steady state, linearizing the recombination rate,

Rnon-rad +Rspon = N

τN
, (6.9)
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neglecting gain dispersion, i.e. gr = 0 in (2.18), as well as drift-diffusion and assuming a
constant injection current density the rate equation (3.39) can be solved for the excess
carrier density,

N −Ntr =
jτN
ed
−Ntr

1 + εsat‖us‖2 (6.10)

with the saturation parameter

εsat = vg g
′
eff,linτN . (6.11)

Inserting (6.10) into ∆n2
eff,r(N), geff(N) and αeff(N) yields

geff(j) =
g′eff,linτN(j − jtr)
ed(1 + εsat‖us‖2) , (6.12)

and
αeff(j) = αeff(Ntr) +

α′eff,linτN(j − jtr)
ed(1 + εsat‖us‖2) , (6.13)

n2
eff,r(j) = n2

eff,r(Ntr) +
αHn̄g

′
eff,linτN(j − jtr)

edk0(1 + εsat‖us‖2) (6.14)

with the transparency current density

jtr = edNtr/τN (6.15)

and Henry’s α-factor
αH = 2k0∆neff,N/g′eff,lin. (6.16)

For typical values ng = 4, g′eff = 10 · 10−18 cm2 and τN = 1 ns, εsat = 7.5 · 10−17 cm3

is obtained. In general the modal gain increases with increasing carrier density whereas
the effective index decreases, g′eff,lin > 0 and ∆neff,N < 0 for frequencies around the gain
peak, and hence αH < 0. Typical values of αH range from −1 to −10.

Inserting (6.1), (6.1), (6.12), (6.14) into (2.24) we obtain

± i∂zu±s = 1
2n̄k0

∂2
xu
±
s (x, z, t) + Ω

vg
u±s + k0

2n̄
[
n2
eff,r(Ntr)− n̄2

]
u±s −

i

2αeff(Ntr)u±s

+
τN
[
(i+ αH)g′eff,lin − iα′eff,lin

]
(j − jtr)

2ed(1 + εsat‖us‖2) u±s + k0n
′
2~ω0vgd‖us‖2u±s . (6.17)

For εsat‖u‖2 � 1 we can expand

(1 + εsat‖us‖2)−1 ≈ 1− εsat‖us‖2 (6.18)

so that the second-last term in (6.17) resembles the last term with [49]

n2,SHB = −
τN
[
αHg

′
eff,lin + i(g′eff,lin − α′eff,lin)

]
(j − jtr) εsat

2ek0~ω0vgd2 . (6.19)

Due to the fact that αH < 0, Real(n2,SHB) is positive. The focusing instabilities
arise because a local intensity maximum induces a variation of the real part of the
effective index with a larger value at the position of the intensity peak than outside and
thus creates a local index waveguide leading to self-focusing. In a conventional laser
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Figure 6.3: (a) Im(γ/γmax) as function of 2π/q for a field intensity of ~ωvg‖u+
s00‖2 ≈

10 Wµm−2, n′2 = 0 m/W and n2,SHB = 3.6 · 10−6 m/W obtained for an injection current
density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2. Critical and optimum width are indicated by vertical lines. Red
asterisks indicate allowed values for a total simulation domain of Wtot = 4 µm. (b) Critical
Wcrit (black solid) and optimum width Wopt (red dashed) as function of the injection current
density j.

or amplifier medium pumped above threshold generally geff,lin > αeff,lin is true and in
addition to the process described here, the filament becomes destabilized because at the
position of the intensity peak the modal gain is decreased which results in an reduced
amplification in the local-waveguide core and an enhanced amplification outside leading
to self-defocusing.

Considering structure II (Tab. A.3), linearized coefficients τN = 1 ns and g′eff,lin =
10·10−22 m2 and a typical injection current density for CW operation of j = 5·107 A/m2,
jtr = 0.2 · 107 A/m2 (for Ntr = 1.7 · 1024 m−3) and αH = −1.75 (for N = 4 · 1024 m−3),
Real(n2,SHB) is given by Eq. (6.19) as Real(n2,SHB) = 3.6 · 10−6 m/W. This is several
orders of magnitude larger than the absolute value of the effective optical Kerr coefficient
due to non-resonant virtual transitions which is in the range of −1 · 10−11 mW−1 to
−5 · 10−13 mW−1 as pointed out above.

Thus it is not surprising that the characteristic length scales of this effect are much
smaller than observed for the optical material Kerr effect as is visible in Fig. 6.3.
Here the critical and optimum stripe width are Wcrit = 0.5 µm and Wopt = 0.7 µm,
respectively, for an injection current density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2 and field intensity of
~ωvg‖u+

s00‖2 ≈ 10 Wµm−2 typical for CW operation. Both critical and optimum stripe
width are decreasing with current, Fig. 6.3(b). Accordingly for j = jth = 4 · 106 A/m2

and a corresponding intensity of 1.2 Wµm−2 for example the critical stripe width is
increased to 10 µm, which lies in the same range as calculated by [86] were a more
sophisticated stability analysis is performed.

The numerical experiment performed in the former section is now repeated for a plane
wave injected at the rear facet with an intensity of 10 Wµm−2 including small random
perturbations δu+

s (x, z) and an injected current density of j = 5 · 107 A/m2. In this case
the model parameters are adjusted so that ∂Ng(N̄) = ∂Nα(N̄) and g(N̄) = α(N̄) for
the averaged carrier density of N̄ = 3 · 1024 m−3 to minimize the impact of modal gain
changes on the field stability. Note, that in the traveling wave model a logarithmic gain
model (2.31) is employed, so that this condition only holds for N̄ . If instabilities arise
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Figure 6.4: Traveling wave simulation of the forward field intensity propagating though a
semiconductor gain material with an averaged carrier density of N̄ = 3 · 1024 m−3 for which
the modal gain is compensated for by the absorption (g(N̄) = α(N̄)). An originally injected
field intensity of ~ωvg‖u+

s00‖2 ≈ 10 Wµm−2 including small random perturbations δu+
s (x, z)

is assumed.

and result in a fluctuation of the carrier density, these conditions would not be met
anymore, as is the case for actual laser operation. The simulation domain was chosen to
have a width of 20 µm and length of 250 µm. Stabilized filaments are expected to occur
after longitudinal propagation of 0.5 µm, which is very well covered by the simulation
region.

After a simulation time of 500 ps stable filaments are not visible, Fig. 6.4. This
indicates that due to the additional defocusing induced by changes of the modal gain
and the non-stationarity of the model, stable stationary filaments can’t stabilize even
under such beneficial conditions as considered here.

With respect to actual laser operation it should be taken into account that the derived
equations are only formulated for the forward propagating field under hypothetical
stationary conditions. However, in BA lasers the highly dynamic interaction of forward-
and backward-propagating fields have to be taken into account. Furthermore the
assumption of a constant injection current density, i.e. an infinite series resistance as
discussed in Section 3.2.2, and the neglect of drift-diffusion result in an overestimation
of spatial hole burning.

The results obtained here coincide also with the single shot streak camera mea-
surements shown in Fig. 5.4(a), where no stable filaments are visible. The observed
non-stationary behavior can be better understood in the mode picture as discussed
in the next section. Besides carrier density induced refractive index changes the com-
plex effective index also depends on the temperature ∆nT and additionally built-in
index variations. These waveguides stabilize the linear guided modes, which are thus
observable even far above threshold [90].

6.1.4 Conclusions
A simple theory for filamentation as a result of a focusing Kerr non-linearity was
revisited as formulated in [47]. It was shown that this mechanism is included in the
traveling-wave equations and a numerical experiment could support the simplified
theory. For the utilized wavelength range and material compositions, however, the value
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of the direct optical Kerr nonlinearity is small and not leading to focusing, rendering it
irrelevant.

For semiconductor lasers an equation for an indirect Kerr-type coefficient n2,SHB
can be formulated for a hypothetical steady state. The Kerr-type non-linearity results
from carrier density reduction in areas where the field intensity is high (spatial hole
burning), because the refractive index in these areas rises, thus creating a local waveguide.
Compared to the absolute value of the direct optical Kerr nonlinearity discussed before,
Re(n2,SHB) is several orders of magnitudes larger and theoretically leads to focusing.

In the simple theory presented here, changes of the modal gain are neglected,
which have a defocusing effect, because the modal gain decreases in areas of high field
intensity resulting in reduced amplification. Furthermore, the theory was formulated
under hypothetical stationary conditions for the forward propagating field alone. In
BA lasers the interaction of forward- and backward-propagating fields and their non-
stationarity have to be considered. Consequently, a simulation of the forward field
intensity propagating though a semiconductor gain material shows no formation of
stable filaments, which also coincides with experimental results. The non-stationary
behavior of BA lasers can possibly be better understood in the mode picture as discussed
in the next section.

6.2 Multi-mode lasing
The phenomena occurring in BA lasers can be understood in the mode picture [88, 92, 20].
In index-guided lasers lateral modes can be identified by spectrally-resolved near and far-
field measurements [89, 16]. In the traveling-wave approach (2.24) no pre-assumptions
are made regarding lasing modes. However, any field can be expressed as a linear
combination of a complete set of eigenmodes. To gain a clearer understanding of the
field obtained by the traveling-wave approach, in a post-processing the optical field can
be decomposed into lateral waveguide modes. The procedure is exemplarily shown in
this section.

The lateral waveguide modes satisfy the Helmholtz equation for a hypothetical
steady state, [

k−2
0 ∂2/∂x2 + 〈neff(x, z0)〉2t

]
φm(x, z0) = n̂2

mφm(x, z0), (6.20)

where z0 is a fixed longitudinal position, n̂m is the modal index being the complex-valued
eigenvalue and 〈neff(x, z0)〉t = 〈n̄+ ∆neff(x, z0)〉t with ∆neff from Eq. (2.25) the time
averaged complex valued effective index, which is gained in post-processing from the
time averaged profiles of carrier density, temperature and field intensity.

The complex forward- or backward-propagating fields u± at position z0 and t0 can
now be expressed as a linear combination (lc) of the eigenfunctions φm(x, t0, z0) of Eq.
(6.20),

u±lc(x, t0, z0) =
∑
m

a±m(t0, z0)φm(x, t0, z0) (6.21)

with the modal coefficients

a±m(t0, z0) =
∫
φm(x, t0, z0)u±(x, t0, z0) dx∫

φ2
m(x, t0, z0) dx . (6.22)
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Figure 6.5: Time averaged profiles of the real part of the effective index Re〈neff(x)〉t (left
black axis) and effective gain 2k0Im〈neff(x)〉t (right red axis).

To assess whether the linear combination of a certain number of modes is a good
approximation to the field, the following error is defined,

σ±(t0, z0) =
∫
|u±lc(x, t0, z0)− u±(x, t0, z0)|2dx∫

|u±(x, t0, z0)|2dx . (6.23)

In the following the decomposition is shown exemplarily for a laser with an injection
stripe width of W = 50 µm and length L = 4 mm (structure III Tab. A.6) and injection
current of I = 24.1 A resulting in a total output power of 25.6 W under isothermal
conditions. The structure is considered to be unimplanted and index-guiding trenches
are etched at |x| ∈ [30 : 35] µm (∆n0 = −1.7 · 10−3). The total simulation time is 8 ns,
whereas over the last 5 ns of this time period the averaged quantities are obtained.

The time averaged profiles of the real part of the effective index and gain are shown
in Fig. 6.5. The imaginary and real parts of the eigenvalues of (6.20) are displayed in
Fig. 6.6 where the left axis is the modal gain gm = 2k0Im(n̂m) and the abscissa the real
part of the modal index relative to the real part of the index of the fundamental mode,
∆Re(n̂m) = Re(n̂m) − Re(n̂1) (black dots). The upper “arm” with high modal gain
corresponds to guided modes that are confined to the region below the injection stripe.
On the right axis the time averaged relative modal coefficients |am|2/

∑
m |am|2 of the

relative real refractive index ∆Re(n̂m) (10−4)
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Figure 6.6: Real (abscissa) and imaginary (ordinate) eigenvalues of the modes obtained
from the solution of the Helmholtz equation (6.20). Eigenvalues of modes with a significant
contribution to the field (cf. Fig. 6.7(c)) are marked blue.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Temporal evolution of the optical output power, (b) pseudo-color mapping
of the near-field intensity distribution (normalized to maximum in every time step) and (c)
similar mapping of the relative modal coefficients and (d) carrier density distribution at the
front facet. The white vertical lines indicate stages where either a high order mode (dotted)
or the fundamental mode (dashed) dominates.

modes are displayed (red diamonds). All modes that have a significant contribution
to the field (cf. Fig. 6.7(c)) belong to those upper “arm” modes and are marked
blue. Those modes are needed for the reproduction of the field with a time averaged
error (6.23) of 〈σ+(t, z0)〉t < 1%, where 〈〉t denotes the time-average. The lower “arm”
corresponds to (semi-)radiation modes, that are not confined to the pumped laser region
and oscillate in the regions beside the injection stripe. In an open geometry those
modes are a continuous set.

Fig. 6.7 shows the result of the modal decomposition of the forward propagating
field at the output facet u+(x, t, z0 = L) for a short time period of 25 ns. Panel (c)
displays the magnitudes of the relative modal coefficients |am|2/

∑
m |am|2 versus time

as a pseudo-color mapping for the 10 modes with the highest gain. Those are the only
modes that have a significant contribution to the field (marked blue in Fig. 6.6). It is
visible that the strong dynamic behavior of the emitted power and near-field intensity
(see Fig. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)) can be explained by alternate lasing of different lateral
modes. It is notable that in this example the different modes actually lase alternately
and comparatively few modes lase at the same time. At most time instances the lasing
mode can directly be traced back to the dynamic lateral structure of the intensity. For
example, at t = 16.2 ps (white dotted), the near-field in panel (b) has 9 maxima and
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Figure 6.8: (a) Intensity distribution of the spectrally resolved complex near-field obtained
by the traveling wave model as function of the wavelength relative to the peak wavelength of
the fundamental mode. On the left side the lateral mode number is displayed. (b) near- and
far-field intensities of the first four lateral modes obtained by solving Eq. (6.20) vertically
shifted according to their real part of the modal index relative to the real part of the index of
the fundamental mode.

accordingly the 9th mode has the highest contribution to the field, whereas at t = 21.4 ps
(white dashed) the near-field has one maximum and accordingly the fundamental mode
has the highest contribution.

This strongly contrasts the findings of [93], where the lateral carrier density variation
reaches values of up to ∆N = 2 · 1024 m−3 near the front facet at moderate injection
currents. The results obtained in [93] were calculated with a wave optical beam
propagation algorithm, disregarding the non-stationarity of the optical field in BA lasers
and might in turn lead to an overestimation of the lateral carrier density variation.

In Fig. 6.8(a) the spectrally resolved near-field intensity profiles obtained from the
traveling wave model by a Fourier transformation (FT) of u+(x, t, z0 = L) are shown.
The lateral mode number is given on the left side. The longitudinal mode spacing of
∆λlongFT = 30 pm is larger than the spacing of low order lateral modes and not all lateral
modes displayed in Fig. 6.8(a) correspond to the same longitudinal mode.

The lateral intensity profiles of the near and far field of the first four modes with the
highest gain according to Fig. 6.6 obtained from the solution of (6.20) are exemplary
displayed in Fig. 6.8(b). The zero levels of the mode intensities are given by the relative
real parts of the corresponding modal indices which can be converted into corresponding
relative wavelengths ∆λm = λm − λ1 = λ0/ng · Re(∆n̂m) where ng = 3.92 is the group
index. As indicated by the dotted lines, these wavelength shifts agree very well with the
FT peak wavelengths of the lateral modes for the same longitudinal mode (colored red
in Fig. 6.8(a)). Thus, although no pre-assumptions were made regarding the optical
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field the results indicate that in lasers with a lateral waveguide a clear mode structure
is visible which is neither destroyed by the dynamics nor by longitudinal effects.

Close to laser threshold the wavelength mode spacing relative to the fundamental
mode wavelength λ0 can be approximated theoretically by assuming abrupt perfectly
reflecting walls [94, 16]. For the vertical mode order 1, longitudinal mode order l and
lateral mode order m it is given by [95, 94]

∆λtheory = − λ0

2ng

(
l

L
λ0 + (m2 − 1)λ2

0
4neffW 2

)
, (6.24)

so that the equidistant longitudinal mode spacing for the same lateral mode is ∆λlongtheory =
λ2

0/(2Lng) and the lateral mode spacing for modesm andm+1 and the same longitudinal
mode is given by ∆λlat m/m+1

theory = (2m+ 1)λ3
0/(8neffngW 2). In the example at hand the

longitudinal mode spacing according to (6.24) is predicted to be ∆λlongFT = 30 pm,
which exactly corresponds to the longitudinal modes spacing obtained by the traveling-
wave model. The lateral mode spacing from the second to the fundamental mode,
∆λlat 1/2

theory = 7 pm with the aperture W = 60 µm and effective refractive index in the
waveguide of neff ≈ 3.4, also agrees well with the mode spacing of ∆λ2 = 6.4 pm in
Fig. 6.8(a). However, the theoretical mode spacing deviates more and more from those
values of Fig. 6.8(a), which can be expected as Eq. (6.24) is deducted making very
simplified assumptions for the lateral resonator. During the discussion of Fig. 6.8(a) it
was already pointed out that the longitudinal mode spacing is larger than the spacing
of low order lateral modes. From Eq. (6.24) it is now visible that this is an attribute of
BA lasers, whereas ridge waveguide lasers with W in the range of some micrometers
have a larger lateral than longitudinal mode spacing.

In conclusion, in the traveling-wave approach no pre-assumptions regarding modes
is made, however, any field can be expressed as a linear combination of a complete set
of eigenmodes. Here in a post-processing the optical field obtained by a laser simulation
with the traveling-wave model is decomposed into lateral waveguide modes. The results
indicate that in lasers with a lateral waveguide a clear mode structure is visible which
is neither destroyed by the dynamics nor by longitudinal effects.

6.3 Nonthermal effects
In the absence of a thermally induced waveguide, transverse instabilities arise due to
lateral spatial hole burning and the nonlinear interaction between the electromagnetic
field and the gain material. The controlling parameters are those influencing the carrier
reservoir, such as series resistivity (3.46), sheet resistance (3.47), and mobility, as well
as the interaction between electromagnetic field and gain, the differential index n′N and
gain g′.

With increasing current, instabilities become more pronounced and the far field
broadens, which is often termed far-field blooming. Non-thermal far-field blooming
becomes the dominant effect under pulsed operation with current pulses long compared
to the turn-on time combined with a very small repetition rate to avoid device heating.
In the mode picture this can be explained by an increased number of excited lateral
modes. This thesis has been supported by a stationary model based on the incoher-
ent superposition of multiple modes [21]. However, BA lasers exhibit an inherently
non-stationary behavior and the assumption of stationary multimode conditions is
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Figure 6.9: Time averaged normed lateral (a) near and (b) far-field distribution at the front
facet for different injection currents. The fields are normed, i.e. divided by their lateral
integral. rs = 5 · 10−9 Ωm2 and dres,imp = 1345 nm.

questionable [54]. In the traveling-wave approach no pre-assumptions regarding lateral
modes is made.

In this section the effect of non-thermal far-field blooming and the dependencies
of transverse instabilities regarding the previously discussed control parameters is
investigated. The investigated structure is the same as in Section 6.2 with an injection
stripe width of W = 50 µm and length L = 4 mm (structure III Tab. A.6) and
index-guiding trenches etched at |x| ∈ [30 : 35] µm (∆n0 = −1.7 · 10−3).

6.3.1 Nonthermal far-field blooming
The effect of non-thermal far-field blooming is exemplary investigated for a laser with
the same parameters as are used in Section 6.2. The total simulation time is τsim = 8 ns
and over the last τav = 5 ns of this time period the averaged quantities are obtained.

In Fig. 6.9 the time averaged near- and far-field intensity distributions at the front
facet are exemplarily displayed for the total injection currents I = 1 A, 2.6 A and 24.1 A.
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Figure 6.10: Output power at rear facet (a) and lateral near-field width w0 (b) and far-field
angle Θ0 (95 % power content) (c) at front (black solid) and rear (red dashed) facet.
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It is visible that near threshold at I = 1 A the near field is not single-lobed. The fields
are normed, i.e. divided by their lateral integral, and thus it is easily visible that the
near and far fields widen with current.

To investigate this broadening in more detail the full near-field width w0 and far-field
angle Θ0 containing 95% of the power are extracted from the time averaged near and
far-field intensities at the front and rear facet. Fig. 6.10 shows their dependence on the
injection current for the front and rear facet, respectively. Both near-field width and
far-field angle rise with increasing injection current. However, the highest increase is
visible within the first 5 A, after that the widths remain approximately unchanged. At
approximately 10 A a small step increase is visible in the far-field angle. Interestingly
at both facets the field widths show the exact same behavior. Later, in Section 6.4.2 it
becomes clear that this is uniquely the case for strongly-index-guided laser operation.

To gain a better understanding of the increased near-field width and far-field angle,
the modal decomposition of the field at the front facet, as described in Section 6.2, is
performed. As stated there at the highest displayed current of I = 24.1 A laser emission
is made up by the 10 modes with the highest gain. The relative modal coefficients
|am|2/

∑
m |am|2 for these modes are displayed in Fig. 6.11 as function of the current.

Directly above threshold (Ith = 0.7 A) laser emission is made up mostly by the first
mode. With increasing current its relative contribution is diminished (without turning
off completely), as more and more modes reach threshold. This behavior differs from
what was published earlier [21] where at threshold the first 3 modes have an equal
contribution to lasing and then consecutively turn off as more modes emerge. The
rapid increase of contributing modes is taking place within the first 5 A where the first
9 modes are excited, so that the far-field angle is significantly broadened during this
current span. A further abrupt rise of the far-field angle between 9.5 A and 10 A (Fig.
6.10) can be traced back to the excitation of the 10th mode.

Thus, non-thermal far-field blooming for strongly index-guided lasers can be under-
stood on the basis of superposition of stationary modes despite the highly non-stationary
behavior of BA lasers.
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Figure 6.11: Time averaged mean square values of the relative modal coefficients
|am|2/

∑
m |am|2 as function of the injection current for the field decomposition at the front

facet.
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Figure 6.12: Same as Fig. 6.7 but with n′N = 0 m3. (a) Temporal evolution of the optical
output power, (b) pseudo-color mapping of the near-field intensity distribution (normalized to
maximum in every time step) and (c) similar mapping of the relative modal coefficients. The
white vertical lines indicate stages where either a high order mode (dashed) or the fundamental
mode (dotted) dominates.

6.3.2 Differential index (αH-factor)

The interaction between electromagnetic field and gain, in this model quantified by
the differential index n′N (2.29) and gain g′ (2.31), is often described by the Henry
αH-factor, which in our model framework is given by αH(N) = ∂NRe(neff)

/
∂N Im(neff) =

−k0
√
n′NN/g

′. As the αH-factor is carrier dependent, in this section the focus will be on
the influence of the differential index n′N on the field distribution inside the resonator.

As discussed in Section 6.1 the carrier density induced effective Kerr coefficient
(6.19) is several orders of magnitude larger than the absolute value of the material Kerr
coefficient [50], so that the latter one can be ignored. Thus in this analysis ∆n′2 = 0
will be set, so that the focus lies on the effect of spatial hole burning and its interaction
with the optical field.

In the following, the influence of a vanishing αH-factor is investigated, i.e. n′N = 0.
This means that the Kerr-type non-linearity, which is induced by spatial hole burning
and also discussed in Section 6.1.3, is neglected, Re(∆n2,SHB) = 0. The laser is turned
on by a 5 ns long voltage ramp and then simulated for another τsim = 10 ns. During the
last τav = 5 ns the time averaged data is obtained, whereas during the last 1 ns the laser
time trace displayed in Fig. 6.12 is obtained. In Fig. 6.12 no qualitative difference is
visible compared to Fig. 6.7. Similar to the prior simulation 10 modes reach threshold
and contribute to the field by alternate lasing, Fig. (6.12)(c). At most time instances
the field intensity can be easily traced back to a certain lateral mode. The mode
interaction leads to a high dynamic and multi-peaked field intensity. Thus the carrier
induced Kerr type nonlinearity is at least not alone responsible for the multi-peaked
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Figure 6.13: Same as Fig. 6.5 but with n′N = 40 · 10−32 m3. Time averaged profiles of the
real part of the effective index Re〈neff(x)〉t (left black axis) and gain 2k0Im〈neff(x)〉t (right
red axis).

field intensity, which agrees with the findings of Section 6.1.3, where the simplified
theory of filamentation is found to have a minor impact on the field formation.

In a further study the differential index is now increased by one order of magnitude
to n′N = 40 · 10−32 m3. The resulting time averaged profiles of the real part of the
effective index and gain are shown in Fig 6.13. Due to the higher n′N a slight modulation
of the real part of the effective index is visible in the stripe region compared to Fig.
6.5. However, as discussed earlier with regards to Fig. 6.7(d) the lateral carrier density
variation below the injection stripe is small compared to the overall difference from
injection stripe to the unpumped regions. As a consequence, the overall index below
the stripe is significantly decreased and the slight modulation of the real part of the
effective index below the stripe is negligible.

Decomposing the field at the front facet into lateral modes of the time-averaged
waveguide was performed as described in Section 6.2. The modal gain and time average
of the relative modal coefficients are displayed in Fig. 6.14. Here, also lower gain modes
are needed to reproduce the field with an error (6.23) 〈σ+(t, z0)〉t < 1%, marked blue in
Fig. 6.14. Due to anti-index guiding all guided modes extend to a larger amount into

relative real modal refractive index ∆Re(n̂m) (10−4)

ĝ m
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00
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)

- contributing

Figure 6.14: Same as Fig. 6.6 but with n′N = 40 · 10−32 m3. Real (abscissa) and imaginary
(ordinate) eigenvalues of the modes obtained from the solution of the Helmholtz equation
(6.20). Eigenvalues of modes with a significant contribution to the field (cf. Fig. 6.15(c)) are
marked blue.
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Figure 6.15: Same as Fig. 6.7 but with n′N = 40 · 10−32 m3. (a) Temporal evolution of
the optical output power, (b) pseudo-color mapping of the near-field intensity distribution
(normalized to maximum in every time step) and (c) similar mapping of the relative modal
coefficients.

the unpumped regions, so that higher order modes have higher losses and the relative
modal coefficients of low order modes rise compared to Fig. 6.6.

The relative modal coefficients |am|2/
∑
m |am|2 for the 10 modes with the highest

gain are displayed in Fig. 6.15(c) together with the dynamics field evolution 6.15(b).
Compared to the similar mapping in Figs. 6.7 and 6.12 the field is now described by the
alternate lasing of modes on a much smaller time scale and the spatial and temporal
scales of the intensity structures become smaller. By further increasing n′N the spatial
and temporal scales of the intensity structures become even smaller, Fig. 6.16.

In Fig. 6.17 the time-averaged near and far fields are displaying for varying differential
index values n′N for comparison. Although the lateral near-field structure might suggest
a higher degree of ”filamentation“ with increased differential index, the occurrence of
distinguishable stable filaments is also not observed at an extremely high differential
index of n′N = 200 · 10−32 m3, Fig. 6.16, using the traveling-wave model. Note that for
n′N = 200 · 10−32 m3 the laser becomes anti-index guided (i.e. the effective index inside

time (ps)

x
(µ
m
)

Figure 6.16: Same as Fig. 6.7(c) but with n′N = 200 · 10−32 m3. Pseudo-color mapping of
the near-field intensity distribution (normalized to maximum in every time step).
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Figure 6.17: Time averaged lateral (a) near and (b) far-field distribution at the front facet for
different injection currents. The far fields are divided by their lateral integral. rs = 5·10−9 Ωm2

and dres,imp = 1345 nm.

the contact stripe is smaller than within the index-guiding trench). Consequently, the
modal structure of the output field becomes more complicated and the far field slightly
broadens, Fig. 6.17(b).

In conclusion, by neglecting the Kerr-type non-linearity (i.e. setting n′N = 0) the
emitted field is still multi-peaked and shows a high dynamic, suggesting that the
filamentation mechanism described in [47] is at least not alone responsible for the
”filamented“ near-field structure in BA lasers. By increasing the differential index n′N to
4 · 10−31 more modes contribute to the field and the spatial and temporal scales of the
intensity structures become smaller. However, the occurrence of distinguishable stable
filaments is also not observed at an extremely high differential index of n′N = 2 ·1030 m3,
Fig. 6.16, using the traveling-wave model.

6.3.3 Lateral carrier distribution in the active region
In this subsection, the focus lies on the effect the carrier reservoir has on transverse
instabilities and thus the beam quality. The governing parameters that are investigated
with respect to far-field blooming are the series resistivity (3.46), sheet resistance (3.47)
and mobility. The investigated structure is the same as in the previous sections with an
injection stripe width W = 50 µm and length L = 4 mm (structure III Tab. A.6) and
index-guiding trenches etched at |x| ∈ [30 : 35] µm (∆n0 = −1.7 · 10−3).

In order to suppress higher order lateral modes and to improve the beam quality of
the laser an additional implantation beside the contact stripe [22] can be considered, that
increases the sheet resistance (3.47). As shown in Fig. 6.18(a), already an implantation
of the contact layer drastically improves the beam quality, as the number of lateral
lasing modes is decreased from 10 to 4 (Fig. 6.18(b)). In the absence of thermal
lensing a further implantation of cladding and confinement layers leads only to minor
improvements rendering deep implantation unnecessary for pulsed operation (if index-
guiding trenches close to the stripe are present). Note that the residual layer thicknesses
of 5, 770, 1215 and 1345 nm result in currents of I = 20.0, 20.4, 21.5 and 24.1 A and
powers of P = 21.3, 21.6, 22.8 and 25.6 W, respectively, for a constant U = 1.89 V.
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Figure 6.18: Impact of decreased residual layer thickness on the beam quality and mode
composition. (a) Lateral near-field width w0 (black line - left axis), far-field angle Θ0 (red
dashed - right axis) and corresponding beam parameter product BPP (blue dotted - rightmost
axis) and (b) relative modal coefficients as function of the residual layer thickness dres,imp for
U = 1.89 V. Series resistivity rs = 5 · 10−9 Ωm2.

Due to the fact that the excitation of higher order modes is caused by the saturation
of the gain in those parts of the active layer where the lower order mode intensity is
high and a rise of the gain in the other parts, a suppression of spatial hole burning
should result in an improved beam quality. In the study of [3] it is demonstrated that a
reduction of the p-layer resistivity rs results not only in an equalized carrier density
below the contact stripe due to current self-distribution [64, 33] but can also lead to an
improvement of the beam quality. Fig. 6.19(a) reveals that the near-field width w0 and
far-field angle Θ0 are decreased by reducing rs. A modal analysis confirms that 4 lateral
modes are lasing at rs = 5 · 10−9 Ωm2 and the fundamental mode has a contribution of
less than 50 %, Fig. 6.19(b). However, at rs = 5 · 10−11 Ωm2 90 % of laser emission is
made up by the first and 10 % by the second mode, so that the theoretical limit of the
beam parameter product of BPP= λ0/π = 0.31 mm mrad is nearly reached.

Theoretically spatial hole burning and the lateral spreading of the carrier density
is also influenced by changes in the conductivity of carriers in the active region (3.35)
and thus the effective diffusion coefficient (3.33). The influence of the varying mobility
entering Eq. (3.35) on the time-averaged distribution of the carrier density can be seen
in Fig. 6.20.

Two counteracting effects have to be considered when discussing the influence of the
hole mobility on the widths of near and far-field intensity: On the one hand, a higher
mobility and thus diffusion coefficient should increase near-field width and far-field angle
as the carriers spread further into the unpumped regions, where they can recombine.
On the other hand, it also leads to reduced spatial hole burning because fluctuations
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Figure 6.19: Impact of decreased series resistivity on the beam quality and mode composition.
(a) Lateral near-field width w0 (black line - left axis), far-field angle Θ0 (red dashed - right
axis) and beam parameter product BPP (blue dotted - rightmost axis) and (b) relative modal
coefficients as function of the series resistivity rs for an injection current of I = 20.0 A
corresponding to an output power of P ≈ 21.3 W. Residual layer thickness dres,imp = 5 nm.

in the carrier density can be faster compensated for, as is visible in the inset of Fig.
6.20, and should thus be beneficial for the beam quality. From Fig. 6.21 it is clear
that the latter effect theoretically predominates. However, increasing or reducing the
value of the hole mobility of µp ≈ 0.03 m2V−1s−1 by one order of magnitude has no
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Figure 6.20: Time averaged carrier density distribution at the front facet for different values
of the mobility µp entering Eq. (3.35). The black solid curve corresponds to the actual hole
mobility of the simulated structure (cf. Tab. A.6). Unrealistically high values of µp are also
depicted (marked in the legend by brackets) to visualize the theoretical effects.
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Figure 6.21: Effect of hole mobility on the near-field width and far-field angle. The vertical
black-dotted line indicates the actual simulation value of µp ≈ 0.03 m2V−1s−1. A variation of
the mobility within one order of magnitude (marked grey) has no influence.

influence. Thus the effect of changes in the hole mobility on spatial hole burning and
lateral carrier spreading can be neglected when considering reasonable ranges.

6.3.4 Conclusions
In this section the effect of non-thermal far-field blooming and the dependence of
transverse instabilities regarding series resistivity, sheet resistance, mobility, as well as
differential index n′N is investigated. It turns out that a lot of phenomena can be well
understood in the mode picture, however this view also has its limitations for example
when it comes to anti-index-guided structures.

By neglecting the carrier induced refractive index change n′N = 0 the emitted field
is still multi-peaked and shows a high dynamic, suggesting that the induced Kerr-type
nonlinearity is not responsible for the multi-peaked near-field structure in BA lasers.
By increasing the differential index n′N more modes contribute to the field and the
spatial and temporal scales of the intensity structures become smaller. Distinguishable
stable filaments are however not observed even at an extremely high differential index
of n′N = 2 · 1030 m3 using the traveling-wave model.

To improve the beam quality, higher order lateral modes can be substantially
suppressed by implanting the contact layer next to the injection stripe or by lowering
the p-layer resistivity. The mobility has only a small impact on the beam quality when
considering reasonable ranges.
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6.4 Thermal waveguiding effects

In this section the influence of thermal waveguiding on the lateral field distribution is
discussed. The formation of a thermally induced waveguide, i.e. a substantial increase of
the refractive index in the hot center below the contact stripe is commonly referred to as
“thermal lensing”. This effect is well studied both experimentally [16] and theoretically
[18, 19, 20] for CW operation assuming a stationary temperature distribution.

It is usually neglected under pulsed operation because thermal build-up times up to
milliseconds are much longer than the pulse lengths. However, the heat is generated
near to the active layer in the same region where the guided wave is localized. This
region is small and its thermal build-up time is much shorter than that of the whole
device.

The heating model introduced in Chapter 4 takes into account heating processes that
take part on small time scales up to some nanoseconds and in Section 6.4.1 exemplary
laser operation with 10 ns long pulses is analyzed regarding the influence of small scale
heating effects on the field distribution.

The application of the time-dependent approach to CW operation is presented
in Section 6.4.2. The influence of spatio-temporal fluctuations of the heat sources
is discussed. In a previous publication [17] a time-averaged longitudinally varying
temperature profile was obtained with stationary temperatures. Here this longitudinal
varying temperature profile is gained self-consistently. The consequent effect of front
facet near-field narrowing is discussed and a method for its counteraction presented.

The studied laser has a cavity length of L = 4 mm and a width of the contact
stripe of W = 100 µm (structure II Tab. A.3). To provide lateral current confinement
the p-doped layers are considered to be implanted down to the vicinity of the active
region, rendering these areas highly resistive. Besides the temperature influence on the
real refractive index ∆nT (T ) explicit thermal changes are only considered in the Fermi
function under CW operation. Thermal changes of parameters are disregarded in order
to separate those from thermal waveguiding effects.

6.4.1 Short-pulse operation

Lasers emitting high pulse powers with short pulse duration have important applications
and are for example utilized in light detection and ranging systems [79] (cf. Chapter 5).
Thus an investigation of the underlying guiding mechanisms is of interest.

First exemplary laser operation with a 10 ns long pulse is studied by applying the
no-heat-flow approximation (cf. Section 4.4) at an injection current of 150 A. The
bias voltage U is instantaneously turned on and kept constant until it is switched off.
After the turn on period, the thermal index generation rate under the stripe (4.44), is
non-negative and strongly fluctuating around a mean value of about 50 ms−1 as shown
in Fig. 6.22. Thus, the refractive index grows like a staircase. The individual steps,
however, are typically only picoseconds short and raise the index by less than 10−7, so
that their presence does not have an impact on the wave propagation.

The timetrace of the emitted field intensity at the output facet is displayed in Fig.
6.23(a). A qualitative change of the field is visible in this pseudo-color mapping as the
field width fluctuates less and seems to become more stable during the transient. This
qualitative observation can be confirmed by plotting the evolution of near-field width
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Figure 6.22: Thermal index generation rate of Eq. (4.44) during the last 200 ps of a 10 ns
long 150 A current pulse transient.

and far-field angle at the front facet, which were averaged over 1 ns, as their widths
decrease gradually during the pulse.

The reason for this is the initialization of a thermally induced waveguide as is
visible in Fig. 6.24. The effective index rises below the stripe (red solid in Fig. 6.24)
due to the rising thermal contribution, whereas it remains approximately unchanged
outside (black dashed). In this process, the index step from outside to inside the stripe
δ∆neff = ∆neff(x = 0 µm)−∆neff(x = 60 µm) rises from negative values immediately
after turn on to positive values at the pulse end. At the time of transition, Fig. 6.25(a)
shows the lateral profiles of ∆nN and ∆nT together for comparison, averaged over 1 ns.
Here the effective index step δ∆neff from outside to inside the stripe nearly vanishes,
whereas at the pulse end it is clearly positive forming a lateral waveguide as displayed
in Fig. 6.25(b). Due to the longitudinal inhomogeneity this transition occurs later at
the rear facet, Fig. 6.24(b). In Fig. 6.26(a) and (b), the near and the far-field intensity
averaged over 1 ns, are shown. The disappearance of side wings in the near field and a
change of the far-field intensity are visible.
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Figure 6.23: Thermal impact on waveguiding for a 10 ns long 150 A current pulse transient.
(a) Evolution of field intensity at the output facet. (A moving mean over 25 ps was applied.)
(b) Evolution of the near-field width w0 and far-field angle Θ0 at front facet, averaged over
1 ns (95% power content). Shadings: Time intervals used in the representations of Figs. 6.25
and 6.26.
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Figure 6.24: Thermal impact on waveguiding for a 10 ns long 150 A current pulse transient.
Effective index ∆neff = ∆nN + ∆nT below (x = 0 µm) and beside the stripe (x = 60 µm) at
(a) front and (b) front facet, respectively. Shadings: Time intervals used in the representations
of Figs. 6.25 and 6.26.

In laser structures with nonpositive index steps, lateral optical confinement results
from the optical gain and accordingly this regime is usually called gain guided or
anti-index-guided. Operation regimes with positive index steps do not require the gain
for optical confinement and are referred to as index guided. Thus, Fig. 6.23(a) indicates
a transition from gain guiding to index guiding during the pulse. Such a transition has
been reported already in [96] explaining long delay times for lasing of narrow-stripe
lasers. Fig. 6.23 reveals that this transition is accompanied by a shrinking of both
near-field width and far-field angle, which improves the beam quality.
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Figure 6.25: Thermal impact on waveguiding for a 10 ns long 150 A current pulse averaged
over the pulse within the time interval 1 to 2 ns and 9 to 10 ns (gray shaded in Fig. 6.23(a)
and (c)). (a) & (b) Lateral profiles of the effective index. (c) Near and (d) far-field intensities
at the front facet.
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The described formation of an initial thermally induced waveguide is also detectable
in the dependence of time-averaged quantities on the pulse amplitude. Fig. 6.27(b)
shows a shrinking of the near-field width and increased far-field angle with increasing
injection current (solid curve), compared to the case without thermal waveguiding
(dashed). The mean pulse power, given by the total pulse energy divided by the pulse
length, as function of pulse current, in contrast, shows no dependence on waveguiding
for currents up to 150 A as shown in Fig. 6.27(a). Note, that the neglected changes of
parameters with temperature might have an additional influence.
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far-field angle (red right axis) containing 95 % of the power as function of mean pulse current
for 10 ns long pulses with (n′T = 2.4 · 10−4 K−1 - solid) and without (n′T = 0 K−1 - dashed)
thermal waveguiding.
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6.4.2 Continuous-wave operation

Whereas under pulsed operation the thermally induced waveguide is growing with
increased time of excitation, under CW operation it approaches a steady state as
discussed in Section 4.5. Additionally to the much larger magnitude, under CW
operation the effective index step below and beside the injection stripe, δ∆neff =
∆neff(x = 0 µm) − ∆neff(x = 60 µm), is a function of the longitudinal coordinate
accompanied by a corresponding variation of the width of the lateral field intensity [17],
too. This is exemplary displayed in Fig. 6.28 for a total injection current of I ≈ 19.5 A
and power at the output facet of Pout ≈ 19 W for the same structure discussed in the
previous section.

The high asymmetry in the facet reflectivity values gives rise to a strong z-dependence
of the field intensity and hence carrier density and Fermi potential due to longitudinal
spatial hole burning [97]. This results in a z-dependence of all heat sources as displayed
in Fig. 4.4. At this point of operation Joule and absorption heating have the highest
fraction of the total heat production (QJoule = 4.0 W and Qabs = 3.9 W compared to
Qrec = 2.0 W and Qdefect = 1 W) and as a result the temperature is higher at the front
facet compared to the rear facet, Fig. 6.29(a).

The fractured structure of the forward field intensity with small intensity peaks of
longitudinal and lateral extent in the range of some micrometers also occur under CW
operation, as is exemplary shown in Fig. 6.31(a) for the forward propagating field u+.
Spatial and temporal fluctuations of all heat source terms are the result. However, the
fluctuating contribution to thermal waveguiding ∆nT,fluct derived from Eq. (4.44) with
hfluct = h − h̄ has a negligible influence on the results and can be disregarded under
CW operation.

The temperature induced longitudinally varying index profile resulting in a narrowed
optical field at the front facet is unfavorable for laser operation due to two reasons:
Firstly, a narrowed optical field at the front facet leads to a reduction of the efficiency,
because the optical gain is high at the stripe edges due to lateral spatial hole burning
which is visible in the lateral profile of the effective gain in Fig. 6.32(a) on the right
axis (red solid). Thus the gain is not directly transferred to the radiation field, but
rather dissipated via recombination heating. And secondly, because the enhanced power
density as visible in Fig. 6.30(a) lowers the threshold for facet damage.
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Figure 6.28: CW operation for I ≈ 19.5 A and Pout ≈ 19 W. Time-averaged longitudinal
evolution of the effective index step below and beside the injection stripe, δ∆neff = ∆neff(x =
0 µm)−∆neff(x = 60 µm) (left - black axis) and the width (95% power content) of the lateral
field intensity (right - red axis).
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Figure 6.29: Time averaged temperature distribution for the laser without (a) and with (b)
index-guiding trenches. CW operation at I ≈ 19.5 A and Pout ≈ 19 W.

To provide a temperature and carrier density independent lateral optical confinement,
deep index-guiding trenches filled with an insulator can be etched directly next to the
injection stripe. Then the term ∆n0(x) in (2.28) is negative at the trench position, see
the black dashed line in the lateral profiles of the effective index in Figs. 6.32(b) and
6.33(b), where ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3 for |x| ∈ [55 : 50] µm.

A comparison of the laser operation with and without index-guiding trenches reveals,
that although the temperature distribution remains largely unchanged, Fig. 6.29, the
near-field narrowing can be successfully counteracted by etching index-guiding trenches,
Fig. 6.30.

The lateral profiles Re(〈∆neff(x)〉t) and 2k0Im(〈∆neff(x)〉t) = 〈geff(x)− αeff(x)〉t are
displayed in Figs. 6.32 and 6.33 for the front and rear facet, comparing the lasers
without and with index guiding trenches. The thermally induced refractive index profile
of the laser without index guiding trenches is narrowed at the front facet, because of a
narrowed absorption and Joule heating (Fig. 4.4(a) and (b)). For the total refractive
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Figure 6.30: Time averaged field intensity distribution for the laser without (a) and with (b)
index-guiding trenches. CW operation for I ≈ 19.5 A and Pout ≈ 19 W.
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Figure 6.31: Forward field intensity distribution at last time instance divided by its maximum
at every longitudinal step for the laser without (a) and with (b) index-guiding trenches. CW
operation for I ≈ 19.5 A and Pout ≈ 19 W.

index change this is even enforced by the carrier induced index change. The refractive
index profile of the laser with index-guiding trenches, however, is much wider, because
the distribution of absorption and Joule heat source density is more homogeneous (not
shown here). Accordingly also the gain function is laterally stabilized and remains
box-shaped throughout the device with only small side peaks at the front facet.

The drawback of a laser design with etched index-guiding trenches is a decreased
lateral beam quality, i.e. increased beam parameter product BPPlat = w0Θ0/4. In Fig.
6.34(a) it is visible that the lateral width of the emitted near field w0 is broadened to
the width of the injection stripe. However, the lateral far-field angle Θ0 remains nearly
unchanged, see Fig. 6.34(b), and thus the beam quality is decreased (BPPlat increased).
To suggest a reasonable design, it is necessary to counterbalance beam quality against
efficiency and reliability as will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.
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Figure 6.32: Lateral profiles of the time averaged effective index and net gain at the front
facet for a laser without (a) and with (b) index-guiding trenches.
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Figure 6.33: Lateral profiles of the time averaged effective index and net gain at the rear
facet for a laser without (a) and with (b) index-guiding trenches.

To better understand the reason for the beam quality degradation and difference of
the underlying guiding mechanisms involved, the fluctuating complex-valued field profile
at the front, z = L, and rear, z = 0, facets and a given instantaneous time t is expanded
in terms of the modes φm(x) of the Helmholtz equation (6.20) for a hypothetical steady
state as described in Section 6.2.

The lateral near and far-field intensities of the first six waveguide modes φm(x)
having the highest real valued index Re(n2

m) obtained from (6.20) are visible in Fig.
6.34(c) for the front facet. In contrast to the modes of the laser with index guiding
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of the lasers without (black solid) and with (red-dashed) index-
guiding trenches. (a) Time-averaged near and (b) far-field profiles and (c) lateral profiles of
the first six waveguide modes φm(x) obtained from (6.20) for the front facet. CW operation
for I ≈ 19.5 A and Pout ≈ 19 W.
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Figure 6.35: Black dots - left axis: Imaginary and real parts of the eigenvalues of (6.20) for
the laser without index guiding trenches (a) at front and (b) rear facet. In blue the eigenvalues
are indicated that are needed to reproduce the field with a time averaged error (6.23) of
〈σ+(t, z0)〉t < 1%. Red diamonds - right axis: Corresponding relative modal coefficients
|am|2/

∑
m |am|2.

trenches in the case without index guiding trenches the modal near-field intensities are
often asymmetric, because the field is more vulnerable to fluctuations in the effective
gain and refractive index. Interestingly, although the waveguide mode far fields of the
laser without index guiding trenches are wider, the actual far fields of the lasers with
and without index guiding trenches have the same width.

This can be understood by examining the relative modal coefficients |am|2/
∑
m |am|2

obtained from the decomposition of the output field according to Eq. (6.22). For the
lasers with and without index-guiding trenches the imaginary and real parts of the
eigenvalues of (6.20) are displayed in Fig. 6.35 and Fig. 6.36 as black dots, respectively.
In blue those eigenvalues are indicated that are needed to reproduce the field with a
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Figure 6.36: Black dots - left axis: Imaginary and real parts of the eigenvalues of (6.20) for
the laser with index guiding trenches (a) at front and (b) rear facet. In blue the eigenvalues
are indicated that are needed to reproduce the field with a time averaged error (6.23) of
〈σ+(t, z0)〉t < 1%. Red diamonds - right axis: Corresponding relative modal coefficients
|am|2/
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time averaged error (6.23) of 〈σ+(t, z0)〉t < 1%. Furthermore the magnitudes of the
relative modal coefficients |am|2/

∑
m |am|2 are plotted as red diamonds.

In the case of the laser without index-guiding trenches the modal gain peaks at
higher order modes, Fig, 6.35(a) due to carrier accumulation at the edges, Fig. 6.32.
Still their contribution to the field remains relatively low compared to low order modes.
In total 20 modes are necessary to reproduce the field at the front facet, whereas at
the rear facet a total number of 26 modes are needed. In the case of the laser with
index-guiding trenches, however, 21 modes are needed to reproduce the field, at both,
rear and front facets. The contributing modes all nearly have the same modal gain,
whereas the modes with the highest contribution to the field are of a higher order. The
excitation of higher order modes explains why the far-field angle of the lasers without
and with index-guiding trenches are the same although the modal far fields of the laser
without index-guiding trench are smaller.

6.4.3 Conclusions
In this section the influence of slow and fast contributions to the time-dependent
temperature on the lateral near- and far-field distributions are investigated.

The simulation of an exemplary laser operation with 10 ns long pulses reveals a
fast-growing thermally induced waveguide initializing the known stationary thermal
lense. Although the temperature increase is small, a waveguide that is introduced
within a few-nanoseconds-long pulse can result in a transition from a gain-guided to an
index-guided structure, leading to a near-field narrowing.

The application of the time-dependent approach to CW operation yields strong
spatio-temporal sub-nanosecond fluctuations of the heat sources. However, they have a
negligible influence on the wave propagation, whereas the effects of the time-averaged
londitudinally varying temperature profile confirm those obtained with stationary
temperatures in a previous publication [17]. It results in a near-field narrowing which
is unfavorable, firstly because of carrier accumulation at the stripe edges and secondly
because the enhanced power density lowers the threshold for facet damage.

It is shown how these effects can be tailored by appropriate lateral index-guiding
trenches, which, however, results in a beam quality degradation as higher order modes
have a higher contribution in the lasing process.



Chapter 7

Improvement of the lateral
brightness

For application, both, a high output power Pout and good beam quality, i.e. small
beam parameter product BPPlat, are needed, which are both included in the target
figure brightness, Blat = Pout/BPPlat. The poor lateral beam quality of BA lasers
has been a long standing problem and thus different approaches for beam quality
improvement have been proposed in the past, amongst them are methods for tailoring
of the current [22, 98, 99] or thermal path [100, 101, 102] or structuring of the contact
region [103, 104, 105, 106, 107].

In Section 6.3 the effects that lead to far-field broadening under pulsed operation
have already been discussed in detail. From here conclusions for the improvement of
the lateral beam quality can be directly drawn: Higher order lateral modes can be
substantially suppressed by implanting the contact layer next to the injection stripe or
by lowering the p-layer resistivity.

Under continuous-wave operation (Section 6.4.2) etching index-guiding trenches
leads to a degradation of the beam quality whereas it counteracts the temperature
induced near-field narrowing and thus improves the efficiency and possibly lowers the
threshold for catastrophic optical damage (COD) of the laser. This observation suggests
that a maximum brightness can be found by varying trench parameters such as the
effective index step, trench width and distance of the trench to the injection stripe to
find the optimum trade-off between efficiency and beam quality. The first part of this
chapter focuses on this question. A further impact of implantation will be discussed as
well and simulation results are compared with measurements.

In order to achieve a high far-field peak at 0◦ lateral far-field angle the contact
region can be structured with injection stripes in the range of some micrometer width
with some micrometer spacing in between. If the emitted field below each injection
stripe of such arrays lasers [104] is co-phasal a diffraction pattern similar to the one
that is achieved for an optical grating is visible. However, achieving in-phase operation
is difficult and thus mode-selection mechanisms have to be employed.

In the second part of this chapter coherently coupled laser arrays and mode-selection
mechanisms to achieve in-phase operation are discussed. In particular a novel laser type
is presented that has an additional longitudinal structuring of the injection stripe and
index-guiding trenches for phase tailoring to achieve in-phase operation at extremely
high output powers under pulsed operation.
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of the shallow implanted (left) and deep implanted (right) laser device.
The index-guiding trenches have a distance A to the injection stripe and width of B. dres
denotes the distance of the index-guiding trench to the active region and dres,imp the distance
of the deepest implanted part to the active region.

7.1 Index guiding trenches and implantation

The laser examined in this section has a an injection stripe length of L = 4 mm and
width of W = 100 µm (structure II Tab. A.3). The simulation was performed using the
thermal model (see Section 4.5). The simulation time is τsim = 8 ns and over the last
τav = 5 ns the time averaged data is obtained. For the calculation of the temperature
profile at least 3 iterations are performed. Only the thermally induced waveguide is
considered in the calculations. The neglected changes of parameters with temperature
might have an additional effect.

To find the optimum trade-off between beam quality and durability and efficiency
the distance of the trench to the injection stripe A (see Fig. 7.1) can be varied. This
influences the near-field width and far-field angle as is visible in Fig. 7.2 for a built-in
index step of ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3 at an output power of P ≈ 20 W. Additionally the
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Figure 7.2: Near-field width (left black axis) and far-field angle (right red axis) as function
of the trench distance for a built-in index step of ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3 and constant voltage of
U = 1.6 A corresponding to I ≈ 20 A and P ≈ 20 W. Shallow (dres,imp = 1610 nm) and deep
(dres,imp = 50 nm) implanted structures are shown for comparison.
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Figure 7.3: Lateral near-field width and far-field angle and lateral brightness for a constant
voltage of U = 1.6 A corresponding to I ≈ 20 A and P ≈ 20 W.

structure can be implanted to suppress the excitation of higher order lateral modes
by reducing current spreading and lateral carrier accumulation, see Fig. 7.1. The
shallow implanted laser refers to a contact implantation with a residual layer thickness
of dres,imp = 1610 nm (marked in Fig. 7.1). The deep implanted laser has an implanted
residual layer thickness of dres,imp = 50 nm.

Reducing the distance of trench to injection stripe has a similar effect as a deep
implantation as the beam quality and brightness increase (beam quality factor M2

decreases). Enlarging the trench width from 5 to 20 µm has only a small impact (not
shown here).

Comparing the laser without trench distance to the injection stripe (A = 0 µm) to
the laser without trench, the near-field width is increased by 30% from ≈ 70 to ≈ 90
µm and the brightness is degraded by 17% from 6 to 5. At 5 µm trench distance and
a shallow implantation the near-field width is still widened above 90 µm, but a slight
decrease in the far field is visible, leading to a slight brightness improvement.

For this case (A = 5 µm, B = 5 µm, dres,imp = 1610 nm) Fig. 7.3 shows the
influence of an effective index variation on the near-field width w0, far-field angle Θ0
and brightness B. Here only the optical effect of the trench has been taken into account
and electrically only a contact implantation (dres,imp = 1610 nm) is considered. A
similar influence as observed in Fig. 7.2 can be seen: Decreasing the effective index
step from ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3 to 0 leads to a decrease in the near-field width and
improvement in brightness. The maximum brightness is obtained at an effective index
step near ∆n0 = −10−4, whereas still a good brightness and broad near field is gained
at ∆n0 = −5 · 10−4.

7.1.1 Comparison with measurements
The measured and simulated PI characteristics of a laser without and with index-
guiding trench (A = 5 µm, B = 5 µm, ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3) and contact implantation
(dres,imp = 1610 nm) with length L = 6 mm and width W = 90 µm are shown in Fig.
7.4 as solid and dashed lines, respectively. For the measurement the laser chips were
soldered p-side down on CuW submounts. The measurements were performed under
CW operation with a heat sink temperature of T = 300 K.∗ The mean values of two
laser diodes are depicted.

The simulation is performed in the same way as described above, however in contrast
to the previous investigation the parameter dependence on temperature is included

∗The author thanks M. Beier and K. Häusler for the CW measurements.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of the measured and simulated PI characteristics of BA lasers
without and with index-guiding trenches (A = 5 µm, B = 5 µm, ∆n0 = −1.15 · 10−3).
Investigated lasers had a shallow implantation (dres,imp = 1610 nm).

in the calculations (see Appendix A). For the simulation the parameters for internal
background absorption α0, the Shockley Read Hall recombination coefficient A and
the thermal transmission resistance rth have been adjusted to fit the PI slope at small
currents, the PI threshold and the simulated active region temperature below the
injection stripe and near the front facet, respectively, (see Tab. A.5 compared to
Tab. A.3). The adjusted temperature was experimentally determined by a fit of the
wavelength shift with current of ∆λ/∆I ≈ 0.7 nm/A with ∆λ/∆T = 0.33 nm/K
known from independent measurements and a slope the power-current characteristics
of ∆P/∆I = 1.1 W/A which results in a temperature increase with output power of
∆T/∆P = 2 K/W.

The measured PI curve of the laser without index-guiding trenches shows a stronger
bending compared to the laser with index-guiding trenches, Fig. 7.4. The simulation
also predicts this behavior and the agreement between measurement and simulation is
very good. It shall be pointed out here that both lasers without index-guiding trenches
showed COD at a much lower injection current of I = 13 A than the lasers with
index-guiding trenches at I = 19 A.

In Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 the measured and simulated near- and far-field intensities are
displayed at an output power of P = 10 W for comparison. The general agreement of
measured and simulated near-field intensities is good for the laser with index-guiding
trenches, Fig. 7.5(b). Both experimental and simulated near fields of the laser without
index-guiding trenches, Fig. 7.5(a), are narrower than in the case of the laser with
index-guiding trenches, however, the measured near-field width is broader than predicted
by the simulation. In both cases the measured far field, Fig. 7.6, is much broader than
predicted in the simulation.

Plotting the near-field width containing 95 % of the power as functions of current,
Fig. 7.7(a), shows that the narrow near field of the gain guided laser measurements
is already visible at small currents and thus is not the result of a thermally induced
waveguide. This is not predicted by the simulation were the near field broadens first
with current and then is abruptly narrowed at currents larger then 10 A.

The narrowed near field is the reason for the reduced slope of the measured and
simulated PI curve, Fig. 7.4, because a larger part of the carriers do not take part in
stimulated recombination as also discussed in Ref. [17]. Furthermore the early COD
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Figure 7.5: Measured and simulated normed near-field intensity NF(x)/
∫
NF(x)dx for the

lasers without (a) and with (b) index-guiding trench at an output power of 10 W.

of the gain guided laser can be explained in this way. Estimating the near-field width
at COD with w0 = 70 and 85 µm and output power of Pout = 11.6 and 17.1 W for
the laser without and with index-guiding trenches, respectively, gives a similar field
intensity at COD of Pout(w0d1/e2)−1 of 0.11 W/µm2 and 0.13 W/µm2, respectively, with
a vertical near-field width of d1/e2 = 1.5 µm.

Whereas for small current values, the far-field angle is broader for the laser with
index-guiding trenches, Fig. 7.7(b), at currents larger 10 A it becomes smaller compared
to the far-field angle of the gain guided laser. The simulated far-field angle is predicted to
be smaller compared to the measurements for both laser types. The overall development
as function of current, however, is very well predicted.

The same is true for the behavior of beam quality factor and brightness with current,
Fig. 7.8. Due to the constant off-set of the simulated compared to the measured far-field
angles, beam quality and brightness show a constant off-set as well, Fig. 7.8, but the
overall behavior is correctly predicted. The experimental brightness, Fig. 7.8(b) of
the laser with index-guiding trenches is always smaller for all injected current values
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Figure 7.6: Measured and simulated normed far-field intensity FF(x)/
∫
FF(x)dx for the

lasers without (a) and with (b) index-guiding trench at an output power of 10 W.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the measured and simulated (a) near-field width w0 and (b)
far-field angle Θ0 with increasing current for a BA laser without and with index-guiding
trenches. Results for the measured TE-polarized contributions are shown for comparison.
Investigated lasers had a shallow implantation (dres,imp = 1610 nm).

compared to the gain guided laser. However, the slope of the brightness with current
remains constant, whereas in the case of the gain guided laser it saturates, both in the
simulation and experiment. Hence, it is possible that at high injection currents the
brightness of the laser with index-guiding trench exceeds the one of the laser without
trench.

The deviation of measured and simulated far-field angles is already visible at small
currents. This suggests, that the reason for the deviation is not only a result of
an incorrect description of thermal waveguiding, but has a different origin. Some
possibilities are discussed in the following.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the measured and simulated (a) beam quality factor M2 and (b)
brightness B with increasing current for a BA laser without and with index-guiding trenches.
Investigated lasers had a shallow implantation (dres,imp = 1610 nm).
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Field intensities have been calculated in the paraxial approximation, i.e. the second
derivative in longitudinal direction is neglected (∂2

zu
± = 0). This approximation is good

because, ∂2
zu
± � 2n̄k0∂zu

±, holds for the structures investigated in this section and
throughout this thesis, so that the discrepancy of measurement and simulation can’t be
explained by this.

Furthermore, in the Ansatz (2.1) the optical field is represented by its transverse-
electric (TE) x-component. Shear strain, which can be induced by build in stress, is
not contained in the model and can cause a rotation of the polarization axis of the
optical field, so that an electric field vector that initially oscillates in the active region
plane (TE-polarized) will be rotated according to the permittivity tensor of the material
[108]. To check the accuracy of this approximation in Fig. 7.7 the near-field width and
far-field angles of the measured TE contribution are displayed for comparison. The
measurement was performed by inserting a polarization filter into the optical path so
that only light passes where the electric field component oscillates in the active region
plane. It is visible that those contributions indeed show near and far fields that are
by up to 6.5% narrower than the total fields. Still, the deviation is small compared to
the difference of the measured and simulated field and is not alone responsible for the
discrepancy between simulation and experiment.

In [108] the dependencies of the effective refractive index on carrier density nN(N)
and temperature nT (T ) have been used to fit the experimentally determined near and
far fields resulting in a very good agreement of simulation and measurements. Besides
the fact that the behavior of nN(N) and nT (T ) is similar in this work compared to
[108], the good agreement is a result of the strongly filamented carrier density due
to the assumption of field stationarity. Although this assumption is highly doubtful,
a stronger lateral variation of the carrier density than predicted here could be the
reason for the discrepancy between simulation and experiment. Stronger lateral spatial
hole burning is for example a result of a higher series resistance rs, however also for a
constant injection current density (rs →∞) a lateral carrier density modulation of the
magnitude predicted in [108] does not arise using the time-dependent traveling wave
model (cf. Fig. 3.4(c)).

7.1.2 Conclusions
By changing lateral design parameters (implantation depth, built-in index step, trench
width and distance of the trench to the injection stripe) a maximum brightness can be
found. However, this brightness is only marginally higher than the brightness obtained
without index-guiding trenches, so that regarding beam quality improvement etching
index-guiding trenches is counterproductive. However, if the COD threshold of the
laser and its efficiency are taken into account, etching index-guiding trenches has a
positive effect, which is supported by measurements. Due to brightness saturation of
lasers without index-guiding trenches it is thinkable that the brightness of lasers with
index-guiding trenches exceeds the brightness of the former at high injection currents.

The main discrepancy between measurements and simulation is that the simulated
far-field angle is much smaller than measured. Still, the overall trend of lateral far-field
angle and brightness as function of current is correctly predicted. A higher modulation
of the lateral carrier density distributions and the resulting interaction with the optical
field via the carrier density induced refractive index could lead to a broader lateral far
field. However, also for a constant injection current density a lateral carrier density
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modulation of the necessary magnitude does not arise using the time-dependent traveling
wave model.

7.2 Contact structuring
Filtering modes by adequate structuring of the contact region in order to improve
beam quality have been proposed in numerous publications [103, 104, 105, 106, 107].
Here, in the first two sections the focus lies on coherently coupled laser arrays and the
Talbot-type spatial filter, that utilizes properties of near-field diffraction to obtain a
small far-field divergence.

In both cases the broad lateral aperture of the laser device, that would otherwise
support a large number of lateral modes, is electrically separated into smaller injection
stripes by e.g. implantation. Within the narrow injection stripes preferably only the
fundamental mode is excited. If the laser array couples incoherently the resulting
far field would be broad. In order to achieve high brightness in coherently coupled
arrays, an array laser has to be operated in-phase which means that the fields in each
element are co-phasal, contrary to out-of-phase when fields in adjacent elements have a
π phase-shift. Then the resulting far field shows a narrow single lobe around 0◦ far-field
angle.

The results found in literature are compared to simulations of the traveling-wave
model in order to show the progress leading to the newly developed chessboard laser
in the third section. It bases on the findings of [109] which shows that longitudinal-
lateral gain-loss modulation with periods corresponding to the Talbot length result
in an anisotropic gain. In this work, it is shown how the out-of-phase mode can be
successfully suppressed by additional phase tailoring, so that extremely high brightness
is predicted theoretically for the central lope under pulsed operation.

∆n0 ︷︸︸︷∆n1 ︷︸︸
︷

L︷︸︸︷ d︷ ︸︸ ︷ s︷ ︸︸ ︷
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n2
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n0

n̂0

index-guided array

anti-index-guided array

- active region - passive region - side trench

Figure 7.9: Sketch of the real lateral index distribution in cold array lasers. Distinguished
are the two cases of the index-guided array, where the mode resides in the high index regions
and anti-index-guided arrays, where the mode resides in the low index regions. For mode
selection the active regions (dashed areas) are chosen accordingly. At the array edges side
trenches (dark grey area) are added. ∆n0 and ∆n1 denote the build in index variations
between the array elements and of the index-guiding trenches, respectively, and n̂0 the modal
indices of the fundamental mode.
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7.2.1 Coherently coupled laser arrays

Array lasers consist of narrow regions of carrier injection (of width d) that are alternated
with interelement passive regions (of width s), see Fig. 7.9. In the same way, the real
lateral index distribution is alternating with regions of high index n0 and regions of low
index n1. In array lasers two types of array modes are of importance, the index and
anti-index-guided modes. Due to their behavior in the low index regions, index-guided
modes are sometimes referred to as evanescent-type modes and have an eigenvalue
between n0 and n1, whereas anti-index-guided modes are sometimes referred to as
leaky-type modes and have an eigenvalue below n1 [110]. In laser arrays mode selection
can be obtained by placing gain in the high index regions to excite index-guided modes
or by placing it in the low index regions to excite anti-index-guided modes, see Fig. 7.9.

As index-guided array lasers are more easily fabricated, those were historically
studied first. However, simple index-guided arrays without additional mode-selection
mechanisms will preferably lase on the out-of-phase mode. To illustrate this in the
following a 10 stripe array with stripe width of d = 4 µm and interelement distance
s = 2 µm resulting in a lateral period of Λx = 6 µm with an interelement built-in index
step of ∆n0 = −2 · 10−2 and trenches at the section edges with a built-in index step of
∆n1 = −5 · 10−2 is studied. For calculation of the gain a constant carrier density of
3 · 1024 m−3 was assumed below the contact stripes.

In Fig. 7.10 the near-field amplitudes and far-field intensities of the 10 highest gain
modes obtained from the solution of the Helmholtz equation (6.20) are shown. Due to
the finite width of the injection region the individual array amplitudes are modulated
by an envelope function corresponding to modes of a potential well. The in-phase mode
is the mode of order 0, where order denotes the number of the near-field amplitudes
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Figure 7.10: (a) Near-field amplitudes and (b) far-field intensity in a 10 stripe index-guided
laser array with stripe widths of d = 4 µm and interelement distances of s = 2 µm obtained
from the solution of the Helmholtz equation (6.20). The grey shaded area in (a) indicates
regions of high imaginary and real parts of the effective index.
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Figure 7.11: Real (abscissa) and imaginary (ordinate) eigenvalues of the modes obtained
from the solution of the Helmholtz equation (6.20) an index-guided laser array.

zero transitions. It shows one distinct central peak in the far field with width λ0/(9Λx)
and side peaks at ±λ0/Λx. The out-of-phase mode is the mode of order 9 that shows
distinct side peaks in the far field at ±λ0/(2Λx).

As the amplitude of the in-phase mode has no zero transitions in the passive area
between the injection stripes, it generally has a higher loss than the other modes. This
is also illustrated in Fig. 7.11 where the ordinate is the modal gain, gm = 2k0Im(n̂m),
and the abscissa the real part of the modal index relative to the real part of the index
of the fundamental mode, ∆Re(n̂m) = Re(n̂m)− Re(n̂1). As a result the out-of-phase
mode will lase preferably.

As in-phase operation can’t be achieved in simple index-guided laser arrays without
any additional mode-selection mechanism, the research interests shifted to anti-index-
guided array lasers [111, 104, 112]. The simplest anti-index-guided laser is a pulsed
operated laser without index-guiding trenches, as the carrier density induced index
change leads to anti-index guiding. Anti-index-guided lasers with higher effective index
steps between elements are more difficult to fabricate, because the regrowth in a two-step
epitaxy is necessary [110].
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Figure 7.12: Cut-out of the near-field amplitudes of the (a) in-phase and (b) out-of-phase
mode in a 27 stripe anti-index-guided laser array with a stripe width of d = 5 µm, interelement
distance s = 5 µm and built-in index step of ∆n0 = −1 · 10−2.
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Figure 7.13: Sketch of the real lateral index distribution of an anti-guided laser array and
near-field amplitude profile. λ1 and λ2 denote the periodicity of the anti-guided mode in the
high-index and side trench regions, respectively.

In order for anti-index-guided laser array elements to couple resonantly in-phase or
out-of-phase the following resonant condition has to be met for the mode periodicity in
the high index regions (see Fig. 7.13) λ1 = λ0/(

√
n2

1 − n2
0 + (λ0/2d)2), with

s = mλ1/2 for m = odd → in-phase
m = even → out-of-phase, (7.1)

where m is the number of interelement near-field intensity peaks [104]. Condition
(7.1) has been complemented by an additional condition for the distance L of edge
index-guiding trench to the injection array (see Fig. 7.13),

L =(pπ + ϕ)λ2

2k0
(7.2)

with λ2 = λ0√
n2

0 − n2
1 + (λ0/2d)2

and ϕ = 2 tan−1
(√

n2
1 − (λ0/2d)2 − n2

2√
n2

0 − n2
1 + (λ0/2d)2

)
(7.3)

with the integer number p [113].
Assuming isothermal conditions and neglecting the carrier density induced index

change and d = s = 5 µm results in an effective index step of ∆n0 = −1 · 10−2 for
m = 3 and with p = 3 and ∆n1 = 2 · 10−2 a distance of the edge index-guiding trench
to injection array of L = 2.1 µm is gained. The corresponding near and far field of the
in-phase and out-of-phase mode of this structure are shown in Fig. 7.12. Here a carrier
density of N = 3 · 1024 m−3 was assumed, as in the preceding case. In this case the
highest gain is obtained for the in-phase mode.

For the simulation of the anti-index-guided laser array with the traveling wave model
structure II was used. The simulation was performed without temperature and for a
simulation time of 10 ns, during which the voltage was suddenly set to U = 1.55 V
(resulting in I = 1 A), respective U = 2.0 V (resulting in I = 10 A), and kept constant
until end. The time-averaged fields displayed in Fig. 7.14 are obtained by averaging over
the last 5 ns of this time period. Using the traveling wave model a diffraction-limited
far-field profile was only obtained directly above threshold at I ≈ 1 A, Fig. 7.14(a).
For higher currents lateral spatial hole burning, Fig. 7.14(b), results in a reduced beam
quality.

To improve the stability a higher ∆n0 can be chosen as proposed in [110]. Still, full
coherence and at the same time stability is difficult to obtain. In e.g. [114] 11.5 W
laser operation with a far field of a central lobe full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 1◦ is presented, however, with a comparatively low single lobe power content. Even
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Figure 7.14: (a) The far-field intensity of the in-phase mode obtained from the Helmholtz
equation (6.20) (solid black) compared to the results of the traveling-wave model at an
injection current near threshold (red dashed) and at a higher injection current of 10 A (blue
dotted). (b) Near-field intensity and gain distribution of the traveling-wave model results at
10 A. The array stripe width and interelement distance are s = d = 5 µm, the effective index
step between arrays elements is ∆n0 = −1 · 10−2, and the effective index step of the edge
index-guiding trench is ∆n1 = −2 · 10−2 with a distance to the injection array of L = 2.1 µm
(compare Fig. 7.13).

the array displayed in Fig. 7.14 that shows perfectly coherent emission near threshold
has a single lobe power content of less than 30%. How this drawback can be overcome
is discussed further below in Section 7.2.3. In the following section a mode-selection
mechanism is introduced, that provides full coherence for the laser operation shown in
Fig. 7.14 even at high injection currents.

7.2.2 Talbot lasers
Besides the index-guided and anti-index-guided laser arrays two additional “basic” phase
locked array types are considered in literature [104], that include an longitudinal variation
of injection regions and real refractive index changes. These are the Y-junction laser
[115], where interference is used for mode selection, and the Talbot type spatial filter
[116]. Of the two the Talbot type spatial filter is discussed here in more detail, because
it forms the basis of the newly developed chessboard laser that is presented in the next
section.

The Talbot-type spatial filter utilizes the properties of near-field diffraction of
periodic light sources and thus is also referred to as a diffraction coupled laser array
[104]. Assuming paraxial propagation, the distance at which the diffraction pattern of a
periodic near-field distribution with periodicity of Λx repeats itself is called the Talbot
length,

zT = 2Λ2
xneff/λ0 ≡ Λz. (7.4)

Then at zT/2 the near-field distribution of the in-phase mode repeats itself with a lateral
shift of half its period, whereas the out-of-phase mode self images with a lateral shift
of a fourth its period because it has twice the in-phase mode lateral period (compare
Fig. 7.12(a) and (b)). For a lateral period of Λx = 10 µm, i.e. s = d = 5 µm, resonance
is gained for an effective index change of ∆n0 = −1 · 10−2. By choosing the longitudinal
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Figure 7.15: The Talbot laser. (a) Scetch of injection stripes. (b) Time averaged field
intensity within the cavity divided by its maximum in every longitudinal step.

period Λz as the Talbot length, from Eq. (7.4) Λz = zT = 750 µm is obtained. In Fig.
7.15(a) a scetch of the DBR-Talbot laser with a gain section length of L = 4 ·Λz = 3 mm
and DBR section of 1 mm is shown. The studied laser has N = 27 periods in lateral
direction and thus has an emission aperture of ≈ 270 µm. The red sections in Fig.
7.15(a) are pumped to transparency with U = 1.38 V . At the grey gain regions a higher
voltage (U = 1.8 V) is applied, so that the injection current is 15 A in total, resulting
in a power of 7.5 W averaged over the last 5 ns of a 10 ns long pulse.
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Figure 7.16: Far-field intensity distribution of a Talbot laser (red-dotted). Plotted for
comparison is the in-phase mode obtained from the solution of the Helmholtz equation (black
solid).
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The time averaged field intensity within the cavity (averaged over the last 5 ns)
divided by its maximum in every longitudinal step, Fig. 7.15(b), visualizes the expected
diffraction pattern between the injection stripes.

Plotting the far-field distribution of the Talbot laser together with the far fields
of the in-phase mode, clearly reveals the diffraction-limited beam operation, that is
obtained at an output of 7.5 W also in the presence of spatial hole burning. However, a
significant portion of the power is still radiated into the side peaks.

The simulation results show that the traveling-wave model can describe well the
diffraction coupling behavior of the Talbot-type spatial filter. Furthermore important
effects such as spatial hole burning that can destruct in-phase operation of anti-index-
guided arrays are properly accounted for. Thus, it is well suited for the optimization of
these devices and the prediction of the behavior of novel laser arrays as presented in
the next section.

In [117] measurements of laser operation with a high index step of ∆n0 = −3.5 ·10−2

and an intra-cavity Talbot spatial filter at 15 A and 10 W output power shows a far
field of 0.62◦ FWHM with only two side lobes, so that the central lobe power content
is stated to be 60 %. The suppression of side modes can be performed by gain-loss
modulation as discussed in the following section.

As mentioned early the fabrication of this anti-index-guided array has to be done
using a two step epitaxy, where the high index material is selectively removed and the
structure then regrown. This comparatively extensive approach can only be avoided by
using index-guided structures. In the next section gain-loss modulated index-guided
arrays with additional phase-tailoring are discussed to obtain a good beam quality at
injection currents of up to 100 A.

7.2.3 Chessboard lasers

Longitudinal-lateral gain-loss modulation with periods corresponding to the Talbot
length that fulfill Eq. (7.4), has shown to result in an anisotropic gain [109]. A
scetch of parts of the injection regions in a corresponding DBR laser are shown in Fig.
7.17(a). In this so called chessboard laser beam components propagating at angles to
the propagation direction, i.e. those components that result in sidelobes in the far-field
intensity of arrays, Fig. 7.14(a), are attenuated, whereas the main lope is amplified.
This effect has already been studied theoretically with regards to amplifiers using the
traveling wave model approach [105]. However, this concept has never shown to be
successful in BA lasers yet as the out-of-phase mode still has a non-negligible part in
the lasing process.

In this section we will see that the out-of-phase mode can be successfully suppressed
by an additional periodic modulation of the refractive index, so that extremely high
brightness is predicted theoretically for the central lope under pulsed operation.

In a gain-loss material laser or amplifier the current injection path is normally
tailored by implantation of the non-gain regions. In the lasers that are proposed here
current-path tailoring is done by etching index-guiding trenches. Opposed to the general
assumption that anti-index-guided arrays show better overall performance [104] these
lasers then become index-guided and thus are much easier to fabricate. By etching
index-guiding trenches not only the gain profile can be tailored but at the same time
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Figure 7.17: Operation principle of a DBR-chessboard laser with lateral and longitudinal
periodicity of Λx = 10 µm and Λz = 750 µ, respectively, and additional phase tailoring. (a)
Scetch of injection stripes. Red dashed and dotted lines indicate the longitudinal z-positions
of line plots in (b). (b) Lateral carrier density distribution (left axis - black) in the middle
of the last section (z = 3.82 mm) and forward field phase (right axis - red) at beginning
(z = 3.63 mm), middle (z = 3.82 mm) and end (z = 4 mm) of the last section at the last time
instance after a 10 ns long simulation transient at 70 A injection current.
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Figure 7.18: DBR-chessboard laser with Λx = 10 µm and Λz = 750 µm without spatial hole
burning (rs = 10−12 Ω/m2). (a) Far-field intensity distribution as function of the built-in
index step ∆n0. At ∆n0 = −1.4 · 10−3 a maximum brightness is achieved. (b) Far-field
intensity for ∆n0 = −1.4 · 10−3. The central lope has a power content of 70% at a far-field
angle of Θ70% = 0.33◦.
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a phase shift is introduced between element and interelement areas (grey and white
regions in Fig. 7.5(a)),

∆ϕ = k0Λz/2 · (n0 − n1). (7.5)

In order to suppress the out-of-phase mode a ∆ϕ ≈ π phase-shift has to be introduced
between element and interelement. In this way the fields phase is tailored so that it
self images with a lateral shift of half its period after propagating the distance Λz/2.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.17(b) for a model structure under isothermal conditions
with similar parameters to structure II but with a very small series resistivity (3.46) of
rs = 10−12 Ω/m2 so that spatial hole burning is not occurring. The simulation transient
was 10 ns at a high injection current of 70 A. Here it is clearly visible, that light that
propagates in the interelement regions will attain a π-phase shift relative to light that
propagates in the injection element regions so that at the output the phase self images
with a lateral shift of half its period (z = 3.63 mm compared to z = 4.00 mm).

Generally n0 and n1 are not constant throughout the device and depend on the
carrier density and fast temperature fluctuations,

n0 = −
√
n′N ·N + ∆nT,0 (7.6)

n1 = ∆nT,1 − (∆n0 +
√
n′N ·N) ≈ −(∆n0 +

√
n′N ·Ntr), (7.7)

where ∆nT,0 and ∆nT,1 denote the temperature increase in the high, respective low
index regions. Thus the necessary built-in index variation of the trench resulting from
(7.5) and ∆ϕ = π,

∆n0 = λ0/Λz −∆nT,0 +
√
n′N ·N −

√
n′N ·Ntr, (7.8)

is difficult to ensure at every longitudinal position within the laser. Only in the absence
of spatial hole burning and thermal waveguiding a nearly diffraction-limited single-lobed
far field can be obtained for longitudinally and laterally constant ∆n0. In Fig. 7.18(a)
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Figure 7.19: DBR-chessboard laser with Λx = 10 µm and Λz = 750 µm. (a) Far-field intensity
distribution as function of the built-in index step ∆n0, at ∆n0 = −1 · 10−3 a maximum
brightness is achieved. (b) Far-field intensity for ∆n0 = −1 · 10−3. The central lope has a
power content of 30% at a far-field angle of Θ30% = 0.7◦.
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Figure 7.20: DBR-chessboard laser with Λx = 6 µm and Λz = 260 µm. (a) Far-field intensity
distribution as function of the built-in index step ∆n0. At ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3 a maximum
brightness is achieved. (b) Far-field intensity for ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3. The central lope has a
power content of 40% at a far-field angle of Θ40% = 0.4◦.

the dependence of the far-field intensity on the built-in index change ∆n0 is displayed
in the absence of spatial hole burning and thermal waveguiding, where the carrier
density is constantly N = 3 · 1024 m−3 in the gain regions and N = Ntr = 1.4 · 1024 m−3

in the interelement regions, cf. Fig. 7.17(b). The applied voltage was kept constant
at U = 1.418 V, resulting in a current of 70 A for ∆n0 = −1.4 · 10−3. In this
simulation and all following simulations the built-in index step variation was only
considered optically. For current confinement a constant residual layer thickness of
dres,imp = 315 nm corresponding to ∆n0 = −3 ·10−3 is assumed, where current spreading
is already largely diminished. According to Eq. (7.8) the built-in index change at
resonance is ∆n0 = −1.4 · 10−3 as is visible in the mapping of Fig. 7.18(a). For this
case the side peaks at Θ = ±λ/Λx = 5.2◦ are highly reduced, Fig. 7.18(b), and the
far field is nearly single-lobed with a full lateral far-field angle containing 70 % of the
power of Θ70% = 0.45◦. With the emission aperture of w0 = 270 µm this yields a beam
quality factor of M2 = π/λ0 · w0Θ/4 = 1.3 close to the diffraction limit.

For the realistic structure II the field intensity distribution as function of the built-in
index step ∆n0 is shown in Fig. 7.19(a). The simulation was done including fast
temperature fluctuations (2.30) at an injection current of 100 A. Although the carrier
density is increased close to the DBR grating to N = 5 · 1024 m−3, resonance is gained
at a lower ∆n0 of −1 · 10−3, Fig. 7.19(b), due to the small scale local heating below
the injection stripes ∆nT,0 (cf. Eq. (7.8)). In this case the noise level is much higher
compared to Fig. 7.18(b), so that the full lateral far-field angle containing 30 % of
the power is Θ30% = 0.7◦, which results in a beam quality factor of M2 = 2.9 with
w0 = 270 µm.

As the ∆n0 needed for resonance (7.8) is inversely proportional to the longitudinal
period Λz, a chessboard laser with smaller Λz and accordingly Λx is less effected by
variations of the build in effective index. A further advantage of smaller grating periods
is a higher side mode suppression for the same gain length, because in each round trip the
light simply passes through a higher number of chessboard elements. Although current
spreading is already largely diminished by a trench corresponding to ∆n0 = −1 · 10−3
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of the far-field angle of the chessboard laser with Λz = 260 µm,
Λx = 6 µm and ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3 with a conventional DBR BA laser of the same length and
aperture of 270 µm.

smaller grating periods demand for more deeply etched trenches and thus even better
current confinement. For Λz = 260 µm and accordingly Λx = 6 µm the field intensity
distribution as function of the built-in index step ∆n0 is shown in Fig. 7.20(a). As
expected, the ∆n0 range for which a single-lobed far field can be obtained is wider
compared to the previously discussed laser with longer periods. Furthermore, sidelobes
are more effectively suppressed. The highest brightness is achieved at ∆n0 = −5.5 ·10−3,
Fig. 7.20(b), with a far-field angle containing 40 % of the power of Θ40% = 0.4◦, which
results in a beam quality factor of M2 = 1.6 with w0 = 270 µm.

The evolution of the far-field angle with varying power contents is shown in Fig.
7.21 for this chessboard laser with increasing power together with the far-field angle of
a conventional DBR laser with the same length and aperture of 270 µm. At a power
content of 30% the chessboard laser shows a smaller far-field angle also at high powers.
When the power content is increased to at least 50% the performance of the chessboard
laser is only better than that of the conventional DBR laser for output powers of
approximately 10 W, because of the considerable amount of background noise that is
observable in the far field.

Comparison with measurements

In Fig. 7.22 the measured and simulated far-field intensity distributions of two chess-
board lasers with grating periods Λx = 6 and Λx = 12 µm and are shown for comparison
at an injection current of approximately 100 A. The measurement was performed with
pulses of 10 ns pulse length with a repetition rate of 10 kHz.

For dry etching an error of the build in effective index of σ∆n0 = ±10−3 is generally
expected. The etching depth of the lasers was measured after fabrication and corresponds
to a built-in index step of ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3 for the laser with grating period Λx = 6
and a built-in index step of ∆n0 = −3 · 10−3 for the laser with grating period Λx = 12.

In the measurement of Fig. 7.22(a) a strong central peak can be observed, which is
predicted by the simulation. However, although the design parameters were chosen to
result in a high central lobe power fraction, the intensity beside this central peak is
significant. At Θ = ±λ0/(2Λx) = 4.3◦ for example distinct peaks corresponding to the
out-of-phase mode are visible, but also other clear peaks emerge that may correspond
to other waveguide modes. In the measurement of Fig. 7.22(b) the design parameters
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of the far-field intensity distribution of the chessboard lasers with
grating periods (a) Λx = 6 µm and built-in index step ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3 and grating periods
(b) Λx = 12 µm and and built-in index step ∆n0 = −3 · 10−3 at an injection current of
approximately 100 A. In panel (b) in addition to the total field the TE polarized contribution
to the field is displayed. The measurement was performed with pulses of 10 ns pulse length
and repetition rate of 10 kHz to exclude heating between the pulses.∗

were not at optimum and the measured far field intensity is multi-peaked with a double
lobe at Θ = ±0.58◦. These double peaks correspond to the 5th waveguide mode that
has a beat with period length of Λx = ±λ0/Θ = 90 µm. Similar to the measurement in
Fig. 7.22(a) the underground besides the central double peak is high, indicating that a
variety of waveguide modes is excited.

Although simulation and experiment differ, the far field intensity can clearly be
tailored by the longitudinal-lateral structuring to obtain an increased intensity around
0◦ far-field angle. This becomes more clearly visible in Fig. 7.23(a) where the measured
profiles of the lateral far-field intensity of the same chessboard lasers with grating periods
Λx = 6 µm and Λx = 12 µm are displayed together with the measured lateral far-field
intensity profile of a conventional DBR BA laser of the same length and aperture of
270 µm (reference). In all cases the pulsed peak output power is approximately 35 W,
which is achieved for the chessboard lasers with a pulsed peak current of 100 A and
for the conventional DBR BA laser at a lower pulsed peak current of 40 A due to the
greater pumped region. The profiles are normed, i.e. divided by their lateral integral,
and here it is already visible that the chessboard designs result in a higher power content
at very small far field angles. Furthermore the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the central lobe is only ΘFWHM = 1◦ and ΘFWHM = 2.8◦ for the chessboard lasers with
grating periods Λx = 6 µm and Λx = 12 µm, respectively, and ΘFWHM = 14.9◦ for the
conventional DBR BA laser. At a power content of less than 35% the far field angle of
the chessboard laser with grating period Λx = 12 µm becomes smaller compared to the
reference, Fig. 7.23(b), whereas the far field angle containing 95% of the power Θ95% is
approximately twice as high.

While the measurements indicate that this approach points in the right direction, the
optimum operation point has not been reached yet and there still remains a discrepancy
between measurements and simulation. The distribution of the effective index which

∗ The author thanks H. Christopher, J. Hopp and A. Klehr for the pulsed measurements.
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Figure 7.23: Comparison of the measured (a) lateral far-field intensity profile and (b) far-field
angle containing different power fractions of the chessboard lasers with a conventional DBR
BA laser of the same length and aperture of 270 µm (reference) at an output power of
Pout = 35 W. The structured lasers with grating periods Λx = 6 µm and Λx = 12 µm have a
built-in index step of ∆n0 = −5.5 · 10−3 and ∆n0 = −3 · 10−3, respectively. The structured
lasers are driven at a pulsed peak injection current of approximately 100 A and the reference
laser with approximately 40 A. The measurement was performed with pulses of 10 ns pulse
length and repetition rate of 10 kHz to exclude heating between the pulses.∗

is the basis of the calculation of ∆n0 in Eq. (7.8) might be incorrectly predicted, for
example when the temperature increase in the high index regions where the guided
mode is localized is actually higher. Then the design parameter ∆n0 becomes smaller
than calculated here. It shall be noted that the measured far field in Fig. 7.22(a)
actually resembles more the mapping of the far fields of Fig. 7.20 at higher values for
∆n0, which might be an indication of this effect.

A further possibility is that the longitudinal variation of carrier density and temper-
ature is higher than expected, which would lead to a higher background because the
resonance condition (7.5) is not met in more parts of the resonator. Similarly, fabricated
built-in index-guiding trenches are not rectangular but V-shaped and have a minimum
etching depth from which the experimental ∆n0 is calculated. Furthermore the not
rectangular pulse shape of the current source including rise and decay time can lead to
a different distribution of the carriers in the resonator.

In this work the optical field is represented by its transverse-electric x-component,
see Eq. (2.1). Shear strain, which can be induced by build in stress, is not contained
in the model and can cause a rotation of the polarization axis of the optical field, so
that an electric field vector that initially oscillated in the active region plane will be
rotated according to the permittivity tensor of the material [108]. In Fig. 7.22(b) two
measurements of the far-field profile are displayed: Firstly a far-field measurement
containing the total field intensity drawn as red dashed line and secondly the field
intensity that is obtained by inserting a polarization filter into the optical path so that
only light passes where the electric field component oscillates in the active region plane
as dark red dotted line, termed here “TE”. These measurements show that approximately
80 % of the measured light field is TE polarized. Although this contribution has a

∗ The author thanks H. Christopher, J. Hopp and A. Klehr for the pulsed measurements.
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better side suppression compared to the total field intensity, the far field still shows a
tremendous background, so that only little improvement for the agreement of simulation
and measurement is to be expected by an inclusion of shear strain.

7.2.4 Conclusions
In this section coherently coupled laser arrays and variations are discussed for pulsed
operation. Results found in literature can be well reproduced by the traveling wave
model. Furthermore a new variation of the array laser, the “chessboard laser”, is
presented for which a narrow single-lobed far field is predicted also at high pulsed
currents of 100 A.

If the resonance condition is met, anti-index-guided in-phase coupled arrays show
a narrow single lobe around 0◦ far-field angle at currents near threshold. For higher
currents noise is added as a result of spatial hole burning. A selection mechanisms for
the in-phase mode can be a Talbot spatial filter, i.e. alternate inclusion of free running
sections that are pumped to transparency and have a length that corresponds to half
the Talbot length. When this is done the laser shows stable operation also far above
threshold. However still, a significant proportion of the light is transmitted to higher
far-field angles.

A new type of laser is gained by an additional longitudinal structuring of the
injection stripe of an index-guided laser array (“chessboard laser”), which results in
anisotropic gain. By additional phase tailoring using etched index-guiding trenches the
out-of-phase mode can be successfully suppressed and a single-lobed far field with a
far-field angle containing 40% of the power of Θ40% = 0.4◦ is obtained theoretically at
an injection current of 100 A under pulsed operation.

While the measurements indicate that this approach points in the right direction, the
optimum operation point has not been reached yet and there still remains a discrepancy
between measurements and simulation. The discrepancy may originate from an altered
distribution of the effective index for example by a higher temperature increase in high
index regions, a stronger longitudinal variation of carrier density and temperature or
not rectangular shaped trenches or injection current pulses. Strain effects, that are not
included in the simulation model, are found to increase the background of the far-field
intensity at higher far-field angles.
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Chapter 8

Summary and outlook

For the application of broad-area (BA) lasers a high output power Pout and good beam
quality, i.e. small beam parameter product BPPlat, that are both combined in the
target figure brightness Blat = Pout/BPPlat is of great importance. To understand
the underlying spatio-temporal phenomena and to apply this knowledge in order to
reduce costs for brightness optimization, a self-consistent simulation tool taking into
account all essential processes is vital. Firstly, in this work a quasi-three-dimensional
opto-electronic and thermal model is presented, that describes well essential qualitative
characteristics of real devices and in particular the inherently non-stationary behavior
of BA lasers. Secondly, the origins of brightness degradation, i.e. power saturation
and the modulated and not diffraction-limited field profile are investigated. And lastly,
designs that mitigate those effects that limit the lateral brightness Blat under pulsed
and continuous-wave (CW) operation are discussed.

Quasi-three-dimensional opto-electronic and thermal model
The challenge of the very different time and length scales involved in the lasing process is
met by using different simulation domains and an iterative approach to self-consistently
couple the stationary heat-flow equation to the dynamic electro-optical equations, thus
enabling the efficient simulation of real devices. The presented model is based on an
existing optical field model, for which the traveling-wave equations in the lateral and
longitudinal (direction of propagation) (x, z)-plane are solved together with a lateral
diffusion equation of the excess carriers in the same plane. In this work the model is
extended by an advanced description of the injection current density. In this way current
spreading in the p-doped layers and current self-distribution, to properly account for
spatial hole burning effects, are included. Furthermore a temperature model is presented
that takes into account refractive index changes due to short-time local heating near the
active region, which is important for the study of short pulse operation. Additionally the
formation of a stationary temperature profile under CW operation can be incorporated
by iteratively calculating time-averaged heat sources from transient calculations of the
opto-electronic model and utilizing them to solve the static heat-flow equation. The
resulting thermally induced effective index profile has a significant influence on the
wave propagation and the temperature dependence of parameters results in thermal
power saturation.

Although in this work, the simulation model is only used for the investigation and
improvement of BA lasers, it is also suited for all kinds of active narrow-banded device
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simulations, such as amplifiers or ridge-waveguide lasers including integrated optical
components [118].

Origins of lateral brightness degradation

A second major part of this thesis is dedicated to the reasons of brightness degradation
in BA lasers, either as a result of power saturation or due to a declining beam quality.
Here, particular attention is payed to the origins of the multi-peaked and not diffraction-
limited field profile.

Under CW operation power saturation is mainly attributed to device heating as
loss mechanism such as recombination, free carrier absorption and leakage currents
are enhanced, whereas under pulsed operation, when nanosecond-current pulses with
low repetition rates are applied, thermally induced power rollover is believed to be
negligible. Still, BA lasers experimentally exhibit a strong power saturation, which is
identified to be partly caused by spatial hole burning, current spreading and two-photon
absorption. It is revealed that spatio-temporal power variations play a role in the power
saturation process and should not be neglected. Further effects that could influence
the power-current characteristics are free carrier absorption by two-photon absorption
generated carriers (indirect two-photon absorption) as discussed in Refs. [11, 10] and
capture-escape processes as discussed in Ref. [81], which should be considered for
further model expansions.

In this thesis two mechanisms that are generally referred to when it comes to the
understanding of the multi-peaked lateral field profile are discussed. The Bespalov
Talanov modulation instability [47] describes the spontaneous break-up of the optical
field into small filaments as a result of a focusing Kerr non-linearity. In semiconductor
lasers an indirect Kerr-type non-linearity results from spatial hole burning, because the
refractive index in areas of high intensity rises, thus creating a local waveguide. For a
hypothetical steady state an equation for this indirect Kerr-type nonlinearity can be
formulated [27]. In BA lasers the interaction of forward- and backward-propagating
fields and their non-stationarity have to be considered. Furthermore in the presented
theory gain changes are neglected, which have a defocusing effect, because of gain
reduction in areas of high field intensity. Thus, the traveling-wave simulations could
not support the theory of filamentation by this indirect Kerr-type non-linearity.

An alternative understanding of the transverse instabilities and multi-peaked field
structure of BA lasers bases on the simultaneous lasing of a large number of lateral
waveguide modes [88, 89, 16]. In the traveling-wave approach no pre-assumptions
regarding modes is made, however, any field can be expressed as a linear combination
of a complete set of eigenmodes. Here in a post-processing the optical field obtained by
a laser simulation with the traveling-wave model is decomposed into lateral waveguide
modes. The results indicate that in lasers with a lateral waveguide a clear mode
structure is visible which is neither destroyed by the dynamics nor by longitudinal
effects.

With increasing current a broadening of the near and far fields can be observed,
which is commonly referred to as near or far field “blooming”. In the absence of a
thermally induced waveguide transverse instabilities arise due to lateral spatial hole
burning and the nonlinear interaction between the electromagnetic field and the gain
material. It turns out that the degradation of the beam quality can be well understood
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in the mode picture by the suppression of higher order lateral modes. However, the
mode picture has also its limitations when it comes to anti-index-guided structures.

In the past thermal far-field blooming under CW operation was theoretically treated
usind stationary temperature distributions [18, 19, 20, 17]. In this work, the application
of the time-dependent approach to CW operation yields strong spatio-temporal sub-
nanosecond fluctuations of the heat sources. However, they have a negligible influence
on the wave propagation, whereas the effects of the time-averaged longitudinally varying
temperature profile (that arises in lasers with assymetric facet reflectivity values) confirm
those obtained with stationary temperatures in a previous publication [17]. The impact
of this profile is significant and leads to a near-field shrinkage at the anti-reflection
coated facet. An unfavorable carrier accumulation at the stripe edges and an enhanced
power density that lowers the threshold for facet damage is the result.

Thermal waveguiding is usually neglected under pulsed operation, because thermal
build-up times up to milliseconds are much longer than the pulse lengths. However,
the heat is generated near the active layer in the same region where the guided wave
is localized. This region is small and its thermal build-up time is much shorter than
that of the whole device. The simulation of an exemplary laser operation with 10 ns
long pulses reveals a fast-growing thermally induced waveguide initializing the known
stationary “thermal lense”. Although the temperature increase is small, a waveguide
that is introduced within a few-nanoseconds-long pulse can result in a transition from a
gain-guided to an index-guided structure, leading to a near-field narrowing.

Designs for lateral brightness improvement
The final part of this thesis concerns itself with a lateral or longitudinal-lateral struc-
turing of the laser device to alter the complex refractive index in order to improve the
brightness. It is shown, that an implantation of the contact layer next to the injection
stripe to counteract current spreading or a lowered p-layer resistivity to reduced spatial
hole burning are generally favorable.

The narrowed near-field intensity resulting from the longitudinally varying tempera-
ture distribution under CW operation can be additionally tailored by appropriate lateral
index-guiding trenches. On the one hand, they result in a beam quality degradation as
higher order lateral modes have a higher contribution to the lasing process. On the
other hand, if the laser threshold for facet damage and its efficiency are taken into
account, etching index-guiding trenches has a positive effect, which is supported by
measurements. An optimum trade-off between efficiency and beam quality could be
found by varying trench parameters such as the effective index step, trench width and
distance of the trench to the injection stripe.

Filtering modes by adequate lateral-longitudinal structuring of the contact re-
gion in order to improve beam quality have been proposed in numerous publications
[103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. In this work a novel laser design is presented, that bases on the
findings of [109], which shows that longitudinal-lateral gain-loss modulation with periods
corresponding to the Talbot length result in an anisotropic gain. By additional phase
tailoring the preferred mode is excited and a single-lobed far field with a far-field angle
containing 40% of the power of Θ40% = 0.4◦ is obtained theoretically at an injection
current of 100 A under pulsed operation. While the measurements indicate that this
approach points in the right direction, here the optimum operation point has not been
reached yet. Furthermore, there still remains a discrepancy between measurements and
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simulation which may originate either from the longitudinal refractive index variation
or the incorrectly predicted magnitude of the refractive index change.

Outlook
Several improvements should be considered for further model expansions.

Comparing temperatures of the active zone calculated by the bulk heat-flow equations
with measured ones, indications of an inhibition of heat flow can be found that possibly
arise due to thermal boundary resistance of hetero interfaces. For further improving the
simulation model regarding pulsed applications with pulses longer than few nanoseconds,
it is therefore desirable to solve the time-dependent heat-flow equation within a small
vicinity of the active region of ≈ 1 µm in vertical direction taking into account this
boundary effect.

Under CW operation the stationary heat-flow equation is solved by neglecting
heat flow in longitudinal (propagation) direction, because the characteristic scales in
this direction are much larger than the scales of the transverse (x, y)-plane. For the
simulation of longitudinally noninvariant designs under CW operation, such as tapered
[106] or chessboard [105] designs longitudinal heat flow should be included.

Shear strain induced by build in stress causes a rotation of the polarization axis of
the optical field, so that an electric field vector that initially oscillated in the active
region plane, will be rotated according to the permittivity tensor of the material [108].
Furthermore, strain in the quantum well active region can change the gain coefficients
of the light field for which the electric field vector oscillates in the active region plane
(“TE-polarized”) or perpendicular to it (“TM-polarized”). Accordingly, the model
can be improved by considering an anisotropic complex tensor for the permittivity.
Then equations for the TE and TM polarized light have to be coupled to each other
via a coupling coefficient and both to the carrier density reservoir with the different
gain coefficients gTE and gTM. However, in this theses measurement examples with a
polarization filter show that the electric field vector of the emitted light field mainly
oscillates in the active region plane. Accordingly the inclusion of shear strain is not
expected to significantly improve the agreement of simulation and measurement.

Although the overall trend of operating figures, such as lateral near-field width,
far-field angle and brightness, as function of current is correctly predicted, a significant
discrepancy between measurements and simulation is, that the simulated far-field angle
is much smaller than measured. A higher modulation of the lateral carrier density
distributions and the resulting interaction with the optical field via the carrier density
induced refractive index could lead to a broader lateral far field [108]. However, also
for a constant injection current density a lateral carrier density modulation of the
necessary magnitude does not arise using the time-dependent traveling wave model. An
interesting experimental approach that gives insight into the carrier density variation
within the active region is published in [119]. Here longitudinal spatial hole burning
could be quantified by measuring the spontaneous emission. Similarly, clarity on the
actual lateral carrier density modulation in the active region could be gained, which,
however, is much more challenging because a much better spatial resolution is necessary.



Appendix A

Simulation parameters

In this section the determination of simulation parameters will be discussed and the
simulation parameters of the utilized structures are given.

The parameters describing the dependence of optical gain (2.31) and refractive
index (2.29) on the carrier density, i.e. the differential modal effective index n′N , the
differential modal gain g′, gain clamping carrier density N0 and transparency carrier
density Ntr, as well as the parameters describing gain dispersion (2.40), used in the
WIAS-BALaser model are obtained from an adaption to a microscopic gain model [56].
It takes into account all inter and intraband transitions between the lowest conduction
band and the three uppermost non-parabolic valence bands. The dependence of gain
and carrier induced effective index change on the carrier density are exemplary shown
in Fig. A.1 for structure II (Tab. A.3).

α0 is the absorption coefficient calculated from the cross-sections of free carrier
absorption fn and fp for electrons and holes, respectively and the electron n and hole p
densities within the vertical structure,

α0 = fnn+ fpp for y /∈ active region. (A.1)

The electron n and hole p densities are determined by assuming charge neutrality in
all layers (3.5) so that they are given by the doping profile. The cross section for free
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Figure A.1: Exemplary adaption of gain and carrier induced effective index change ∆nN of
the model parameters to the results of a microscopic gain simulation [56] for structure II (Tab.
A.3) at the central wavelength.
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carrier absorption is fn = 4 · 10−22 m2 for n-doped layers and fp = 12 · 10−22 m2 for
p-doped layers and fN = 16 · 10−22 m2 in the active region [120].

The effective coefficients for internal background absorption α0,eff, two-photon
absorption β′ and the optical Kerr coefficient n′2 are calculated according to Eqs. (2.33),
(2.36) and (2.37) respectively, assuming step-wise constant local coefficients α0,i, βi and
n2,i in the ith-layer.

Other parameters such as B, C, the gain compression factor εs are taken from
literature given in the parameters lists. If not denoted otherwise the simulation
parameters given in Tab. A.1 to A.7 are used.

Temperature dependence of model parameters
T0 = 300 K is the reference temperature for which the parameters have been calculated.
Conveniently it is set equal to the heat sink temperature THS occurring in the boundary
condition for the heat transport equation. In what follows Ta is the temperature in the
active layer as introduced before.

differential gain
g′(Ta) = g′(T0) + ∂T g

′(Ta − T0) (A.2)
transparency carrier density

Ntr(Ta) = Ntr(T0) + ∂TNtr(Ta − T0) (A.3)
carrier density induced effective index

n′N(Ta) = n′N(T0) + ∂Tn
′
N(Ta − T0) (A.4)

free carrier absorption

fN(Ta) = fN(T0)
(
Ta

T0

)γfN
exp

[
Ea,fN
kBT0

(
1− T0

Ta

)]
from [5] (A.5)

density of states

Nc(Ta) = Nc(T0)
(
Ta

T0

)γNc

(A.6)

Nv(Ta) = Nv(T0)
(
Ta

T0

)γNv

(A.7)

hole mobility in active region

µp(Ta) = µp(T0)
(
Ta

T0

)γµp
from [60] (A.8)

recombination parameters

A(Ta) = 1
τSRH(Ta) = 1

τSRH(T0)

(
Ta

T0

)γA
(A.9)

B(Ta) = B(T0)
(
Ta

T0

)γB
from [121, 5] (A.10)

C(Ta) = C(T0)
(
kBTa

Ea,C

)γC
exp

[
Ea,C

kBT0

(
1− T0

Ta

)]
from [45, 121] (A.11)

detuning of peak of material gain Lorentzian
δω(Ta) = δω(T0) + ∂T δω(Ta − Tref) (A.12)
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Table A.1: Simulation parameters for structure I
symbol parameter value unit reference
ng group refractive index 3.8
n̄ reference refractive index 3.3
λ central wavelength 905 · 10−9 m
r0 rear facet field amplitude reflectivity

√
0.6

rL front facet field amplitude reflectivity
√

0.01
d thickness of active region 12 · 10−9 m
Γ confinement factor in active region 13 · 10−3

LDBR length of DBR section 1 · 10−3 m
κ DBR coupling coefficient

for (x, z) ∈ DBR 2000 m−1

for (x, z) /∈ DBR 0 m−1

g′ differential modal gain 2100 m−1 1,4

Ntr transparency carrier density 1.4 · 1024 m−3 1

N0 gain clamping carrier density 2 · 1023 m−3 1

εs gain compression factor 13 · 10−26 m3 [49]4
gr amplitude of Lorentzian 4500 m−1 1

γ Lorentzian half width at half maximum 1.5 · 1013 s−1 1

δω detuning of Lorentzian 0 s−1 1

α0,eff effective internal background absorption 55 m−1 2

fN cross section for free carrier absorption 16 · 10−22 m2 2,3

β′ effective two-photon absorption coefficient 8.7 · 10−5 W−1

n′N carrier density induced differential index 2 · 10−31 m3 1

n′2 effective Kerr coefficient −4.6 · 10−13 mW−1

Eg band gap energy 1.37 eV
Nc conduction band density of states 1 · 1024 m−3

Nv valence band density of states 5 · 1024 m−3

n0 equilibrium electron carrier density 1 · 1022 m−3

p0 equilibrium hole carrier density 3.6 · 104 m−3

µp hole mobility in active region 300 · 10−4 m2(Vs)−1

A Shockley Read Hall recomb. coefficient 3.3 · 108 s−1 3

B spontaneous emission recomb. coefficient 2.2 · 10−16 m3s−1

C Auger recomb. coefficient 4 · 10−42 m6s−1

1 obtained from a fit to results of a microscopic gain model [56]
2 free carrier absorption cross sections [120]: fn = 4 · 10−22 m2 (n-doped layers),

fp = 12 · 10−22 m2 (p-doped layers), fn + fp (active region)
3 validated by fit to experimental data
4 includes active region confinement factor
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Table A.2: Simulation parameters for electrical model (structure I)
layer thickness electrical conductivity σi

di (nm) σi (Ω−1m−1)
contact 100 100∗

60 2320
cladding 530 1150

100 880
100 500

confienment 100 240
430 145
100 85

∗ includes a contact resistance of r = 10−9 Ωm2
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Table A.3: Simulation parameters for structure II
symbol parameter value unit reference
ng group refractive index 3.9
n̄ reference refractive index 3.4
λ central wavelength 910 · 10−9 m
r0 rear facet field amplitude reflectivity

√
0.95

rL front facet field amplitude reflectivity
√

0.01
d thickness of active region 7 · 10−9 m
Γ confinement factor in active region 6.6 · 10−3

κ DBR coupling coefficient 0 m−1

g′ differential modal gain 1655 m−1 1,4

Ntr transparency carrier density 1.7 · 1024 m−3 1

N0 gain clamping carrier density 2 · 1023 m−3 1

εs gain compression factor 6.6 · 10−26 m3 [49]4
gr amplitude of Lorentzian 6000 m−1 1

γ Lorentzian half width at half maximum 2 · 1013 s−1 1

δω detuning of Lorentzian 0 s−1 1

α0,eff effective internal background absorption 47 m−1 2

fN cross section for free carrier absorption 16 · 10−22 m2 2

β′ effective two-photon absorption coefficient 10−4 W−1

n′N carrier density induced differential index 4.4 · 10−32 m3 1

n′T temperature induced differential index 2.5 · 10−4 K−1 [122]
n′2 effective Kerr coefficient −5.5 · 10−12 mW−1

Eg band gap energy 1.36 eV
Nc conduction band density of states 1 · 1024 m−3

Nv valence band density of states 5 · 1024 m−3

n0 equilibrium electron carrier density 1 · 1022 m−3

p0 equilibrium hole carrier density 3.6 · 105 m−3

µp hole mobility in active region 330 · 10−4 m2(Vs)−1

A Shockley Read Hall recomb. coefficient 5 · 108 s−1

B spontaneous emission recomb. coefficient 1 · 10−16 m3s−1 [60]
C Auger recomb. coefficient 4 · 10−42 m6s−1 [60]
rth thermal transmission resistance 8.3 · 10−6 Km2W−1

1 obtained from a fit to results of a microscopic gain model [56]
2 free carrier absorption cross sections [120]: fn = 4 · 10−22 m2 (n-doped layers),

fp = 12 · 10−22 m2 (p-doped layers), fn + fp (active region)
4 includes active region confinement factor
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Table A.4: List of step-wise constant simulation parameters for the electrical and thermal
model of the ith layer (structure II). di: layer thickness. κL,i: thermal conductivity. ch,i:
layer thermal capacity. σi: layer electrical conductivity. nr,i: layer refractive index. αi: layer
absorption coefficient. βi: layer two-photon absorption coefficient.

symbol di κL,i ch,i σi nr,i α0,i βi
unit µm W(Km)−1 JK−1m−3 (Wm)−1 m−1 cmGW−1

submount 250.000 200.0 2.82 · 106 0.0 0.00 0 0.0
gold contact 9.000 70.0 2.47 · 106 0.0 0.00 0 0.0

contact 0.100 44.0 1.74 · 106 99.6∗ 3.58 24000 0.0
0.700 44.0 1.74 · 106 2780.0 3.58 1200 0.0

p-cladding 0.060 11.5 1.72 · 106 1950.0 3.33 2400 12.9
0.600 12.9 1.71 · 106 1120.0 3.13 2400 4.7

p-confine- 0.033 12.9 1.71 · 106 664.0 3.13 1200 4.7
ment 0.033 10.9 1.72 · 106 492.0 3.24 660 9.8

0.083 12.2 1.73 · 106 196.0 3.36 120 13.9
0.050 13.2 1.73 · 106 135.0 3.40 66 14.8
0.050 14.6 1.73 · 106 34.4 3.43 12 15.7

QW 0.007 10.5 1.76 · 106 0.0 3.65 4 0.0
n-confine- 0.040 13.2 1.73 · 106 0.0 3.40 24 14.8

ment 1.750 12.0 1.72 · 106 0.0 3.35 45 13.5
0.250 11.7 1.72 · 106 0.0 3.35 280 13.3
0.250 11.6 1.72 · 106 0.0 3.34 560 13.1

n-cladding 1.750 11.5 1.72 · 106 0.0 3.33 800 12.9
0.100 15.9 1.73 · 106 0.0 3.45 801 16.3

substrate 130.000 44.0 1.74 · 106 0.0 0.00 0 0.0
insulation dres 5.0 1.76 · 106 0.0 0.00 0 0.0
∗ includes a contact resistance of r = 10−9 Ωm2
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Table A.5: Adapted parameters for structure II.2 and temperature dependence
symbol parameter value unit reference
α0,eff effective internal background absorption 40 m−1 3

A Shockley Read Hall recomb. coefficient 2 · 108 s−1 3

rth thermal transmission resistance 5.5 · 10−6 Km2W−1 3

∂Tn
′
N change of carrier-dependent index-change

with temperature
−8 · 10−36 m3K−1 1

∂T g
′ change of differential modal gain with tem-

perature
10 (mK)−1 1

∂TNtr change of transparency carrier density with
temperature

2 · 1022 m−3K−1 1

Ea,fN activation energy 0 eV [5]
(cross section for free carrier absorption)

γfN exponent temperature change 1.5 [5]
(cross section for free carrier absorption)

γNc exponent temperature change 1 [60]
(conduction band density of states)

γNv exponent temperature change 3/2 [60]
(valence band density of states)

γµp exponent temperature change −2 [60]
(hole mobility)

γA exponent temperature change (Shockley
Read Hall recombination coefficient)

0 [5]

γB exponent temperature change (sponta-
neous emission recombination coefficient)

−1 [121, 5]

Ea,C activation energy 0.1 eV [5]
(Auger recombination coefficient)

γC exponent temperature change 0 [45]
(Auger recombination coefficient)

Tref reference temperature for change of gain
dispersion peak frequency

310 K

∂Tω change of gain dispersion peak frequency
with temperature

−0.12 · 1012 (sK)−1

1 obtained from a fit to results of a microscopic gain model [56]
3 validated by fit to experimental data
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Table A.6: Simulation parameters for structure III
symbol parameter value unit reference
ng group refractive index 3.9
n̄ reference refractive index 3.4
λ central wavelength 970 · 10−9 m
r0 rear facet field amplitude reflectivity

√
0.95

rL front facet field amplitude reflectivity
√

0.01
d thickness of active region 7 · 10−9 m
Γ confinement factor in active region 6.6 · 10−3

κ DBR coupling coefficient 0 m−1

g′ differential modal gain 2300 m−1 1,4

Ntr transparency carrier density 1.7 · 1024 m−3 1

N0 gain clamping carrier density 4 · 1023 m−3 1

εs gain compression factor 6.6 · 10−26 m3 [49]4
gr amplitude of Lorentzian 4500 m−1 1

γ Lorentzian half width at half maximum 1.5 · 1013 s−1 1

δω detuning of Lorentzian 0 s−1 1

α0,eff effective internal background absorption 40 m−1 2

fN cross section for free carrier absorption 16 · 10−22 m2 2

β′ effective two-photon absorption coefficient 1.2 · 10−4 W−1

n′N carrier density induced differential index 4 · 10−32 m3 1

n′T temperature induced differential index 2.5 · 10−4 K−1 [122]
n′2 effective Kerr coefficient −1.1 · 10−11 mW−1

Eg band gap energy 1.36 eV
Nc conduction band density of states 1 · 1024 m−3

Nv valence band density of states 5 · 1024 m−3

n0 equilibrium electron carrier density 1 · 1022 m−3

p0 equilibrium hole carrier density 4 · 107 m−3

µp hole mobility in active region 300 · 10−4 m2(Vs)−1

A Shockley Read Hall recomb. coefficient 9.1 · 108 s−1

B spontaneous emission recomb. coefficient 1 · 10−16 m3s−1 [60]
C Auger recomb. coefficient 2 · 10−42 m6s−1 [60]
1 obtained from a fit to results of a microscopic gain model [56]
2 free carrier absorption cross sections [120]: fn = 4 · 10−22 m2 (n-doped layers),

fp = 12 · 10−22 m2 (p-doped layers), fn + fp (active region)
4 includes active region confinement factor

Table A.7: Simulation parameters for electrical model (structure III)
layer thickness electrical conductivity σi

di (nm) σi (Ω−1m−1)
contact 130 26680
cladding 445 1660
confinement 770 163



Appendix B

Nonlinear susceptibility

The energy gaps of the confinement and cladding layers of a laser structure are larger
than the energy of the photons generated by stimulated emission. In this situation, the
photon energy is too small to allow absorption of single-photons due to transitions of
electrons between the valence and conduction bands. However, transitions involving
two photons are still possible which result in a third-order susceptibility.

Assuming an isotropic medium and an instantaneous nonlinear response the non-
linear polarisation density reads [1, 49]

PNL(~r, t) ≈ ε0
3
4χ

(3)(~r, t)|E(~r, t)|2E(~r, t) (B.1)

with E(~r, t) from Eq. (2.2) and the third-order susceptibility χ(3). The commonly used
optical Kerr coefficient n2 and two-photon absorption coefficient β are related to the
time-averaged intensity I = ε0n̄c|E|2/2 and defined as

∆n2 ≡
3

4nrε0n̄c
χ(3) = n2 − i

β

2k0
(B.2)

where n2 has the unit m2/W and β the unit m/W.
An approximate expression for the dispersion of the two-photon absorption coefficient

β for direct transitions has been given in [50],

β(ω) = K

√
Ep

n2
rE

3
g
F2

(
~ω
Eg

)
(B.3)

~ω/Eg

F
2,
G

2

F2
G2

Figure B.1: Functions F2 and G2 used in (B.3) and (B.5).
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where Ep is the energy equivalent of the momentum matrix element for direct transitions
between the valence and conduction bands, Eg is the (direct) energy gap and

F2(x) = (2x− 1)3/2

(2x)5 for 2x > 1. (B.4)

The factor K can be considered to be a free parameter. The two-photon absorption
coefficient β = 260 m/TW experimentally determined for GaAs at a wavelength of
λ = 1064 nm [1] is obtained with K = 41200 m/TW× eV3/

√
eV using Eg = 1.42 eV,

Ep = 26.1 eV and nr = 3.48. Note the E−3
g dependence of β.

Two-photon absorption as well as Raman and Stark effects result also in an intensity-
dependent contribution to the real part of the refractive index expressed as the optical
Kerr coefficient n2,

n2(ω) = K̃
~c
√
Ep

2n2
rE

4
g
G2

(
~ω
Eg

)
(B.5)

where the function G2(~ω/Eg) given in [50] is shown in Fig. B.1 together with the
function F2(~ω/Eg).

The factor K̃ can again be considered as a free parameter. The optical Kerr
coefficient n2 = −4.1 · 10−17 m/W experimentally determined for GaAs at a wavelength
of λ = 1064 nm [1] is obtained with K̃ = 7.212 · 1011 m/W× 1/(Ws m)× eV4/

√
eV.

The dependencies of β and n2 of AlxGa1−xAs on λ are shown in Figs. B.2(a) and
B.2(b), respectively. The two-photon absorption increases from β ∝ 10 cm/GW to
β ∝ 25 cm/GW if the Al composition is decreased from x = 0.4 to x = 0 due to
the decrease of Eg. It shows a non-monotonous dependence on the wavelength given
by F2(λ). Further investigations of two-photon absorption on the output power can
be found in Chapter 5. The optical Kerr coefficient decreases with increasing x and
changes its sign in dependence on λ at higher Al compositions within the wavelength
range investigated. For smaller Al compositions and wavelengths n2 is negative, but for
larger Al compositions and wavelengths n2 is positive. For λ = 980 nm and relevant
compositions, |n2| < 2 · 10−4 cm2/GW. Under CW operation the maximum power
density of broad-area lasers which are state of the art during the writing of this thesis

(a) Two-photon absorption coefficient. (b) Optical Kerr coefficient.

Figure B.2: Nonlinear coefficients calculated by (B.3) and (B.5) versus wavelength for different
Al compositions x in AlxGa1−xAs.
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is of the order 10−2 GW/cm2. Hence the resulting index change |∆n| < 4 · 10−6 has a
negligible impact on the optical field.

It should be noted that in non-isotropic media the relation between the nonlinear
polarisation and the electric field is more complicated than given in (B.1). Hence
the two-photon absorption and the optical Kerr effect depend on the crystallographic
orientation and on the polarisation direction of the optical field.
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Appendix C

The Fermi integral F1/2

The Fermi function f(E) gives the occupation probability of a state of energy E at
temperature T in thermodynamic equilibrium,

f(E) = 1
1 + exp(E−EF

kBT
)

(C.1)

with the Boltzmann constant kB and Fermi energy EF , denoting the energy at which
the occupation probability is 1/2. The electron density n in the conduction and hole
density p in the valence band can be obtained by integrating the product of density
of states with the occupation probability and integrating over all energy states. For
parabolic bands the density of states in conduction and valence band is given by

ρc(E) = 2Nc√
πkBT

√
E − Ec

kBT
and ρv(E) = 2Nv√

πkBT

√
Ev − E
kBT

(C.2)

with the effective density of states

Nc = 2
(

2πm∗nkBT
h2

)3/2

and Nv = 2
(

2πm∗pkBT
h2

)3/2

, (C.3)

where m∗n and m∗p are the effective masses of electrons and holes respectively. Thus the
electron and hole densities can be obtained by

n =
∫ ∞
Ec

ρc(E)f(E)dE and p =
∫ Ev

−∞
ρv(E)(1− f(E))dE. (C.4)

By setting

y = n/Nc, x = (eϕn + eϕ− Ec)/kBT and ξ = (E − Ec)/kBT for electrons,
(C.5)

y = n/Nv, x = (Ev + eϕp − eϕ)/kBT and ξ = (Ev − E)/kBT for holes,
(C.6)

respectively, those equations can be written as

y = F1/2(x) (C.7)
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y
F

1/
2(
y
)

Figure C.1: Solution of the Fermi integral x = F1/2(y) as function of y = n/Nc or y = p/Nv
and its approximations (Boltzmann, Joyce-Dixon and Unger approximation).

with the Fermi integral of one-half F1/2 [123],

F1/2(x) = 2√
π

∫ ∞
0

√
ξ

exp(ξ − x) + 1 dy. (C.8)

The Fermi integral can’t be evaluated analytically, but has to be approximated. In
the high temperature regime (Boltzmann limit) the inverse Fermi-integral of one-half
F inv

1/2(y) can be approximated by

F inv
1/2(y) ≈ ln(y). (C.9)

As the Boltzmann limit is only valid at small carrier densities (Fig. C) various more
suitable approximations exist for the Fermi-integral [123], such as the Joyce-Dixon
approximation [63],

F inv
1/2(y) ≈ ln y + a1y + a2y

2 + a3y
3 + a4y

4 (C.10)

with the coefficients a1 = 1/
√

8, a2 ≈ −4.95009 · 10−3, a3 ≈ 1.43886 · 10−4 and
a4 ≈ −4.42563 · 10−6 or the Unger approximation [124],

F inv
1/2(y) ≈ ln

[
exp

(
1
2a

{
√

1 + 4ay − 1
})
− 1

]
(C.11)

with the adjustment parameter a = 0.15. Those equations are good approximations to
the Fermi-integral also at higher carrier densities (Fig. C).

Within reasonable ranges for the carrier densities of up to y < 10 both the Joyce-
Dixon and Unger approximation are well valid. At extremely high carrier densities
y > 10 the Joyce-Dixon approximation diverges from the exact solution, whereas the
Unger approximation still yields acceptable values.



Appendix D

Numerical schemes

The numerical modelling and implementation of the governing equations was performed
at the Weierstrass-institute (WIAS) by M. Radziunas and J. Fuhrmann. Here a short
summary of the numeric schemes as published in [23, 42, 43, 44] will be given.

In Section D.1 the electro-optic solver is discussed. The dynamic optical traveling-
wave equations for the forward- and backward-propagating field u± (2.24) are solved
in the (x, z)-domain shown in Fig. 1.1(b) by a split-step method using for temporal-
longitudinal propagation a finite difference scheme and for the lateral diffraction of the
fields a discrete fast Fourier transform algorithm. The dynamic carrier rate equation
(3.39) is approximated in the same domain by a finite difference scheme. Due to the
complexity of the problem and large simulation domain, the tuning of the model with
respect to one or several parameters for device optimization is only possible by means
of parallel computing (Section D.1.3).

The inhomogeneous current spreading (3.43) and static heat transport problem
(4.45) are solved in several lateral-vertical (x, y)-cross-sections of the device, exemplary
shown in Fig. 1.1(c) and (d), respectively, using a finite volume discretization method
[125] as discussed in Section D.2. Due to the linearity of the current spreading problem,
it can be solved in an initiation step, and then used at each time step of the electro-
optic solver, making the efficient implementation possible. In contrast to the current
spreading solver, the static heat transport problem is solved only once before resolving
time transients with the dynamic electro-optical solver.

D.1 Traveling wave and carrier rate equations

The optical traveling wave equations for the forward- and backward-propagating field
u± (2.24) and the diffusion equation for the carrier density N (3.39) are solved in the
(x, z)-domain shown in Fig. 1.1(b). At the lateral edges of the simulation domain
[−X,X] periodic boundary conditions (2.11) and at the device facets [0, L] reflecting
boundary conditions (2.10) are employed.

The group velocity defines the fixed ratio of the longitudinal ∆z and temporal ∆t
steps of the mesh, vg = c0/ng = ∆z/∆t, such that the mesh diagonals are given by
the characteristic lines z ± c0/ngt = const. [43]. This can be exploited in the scaling
of the mesh, so that the factor c0/ng → 1 and the longitudinal space and time mesh
steps of the scaled problem are equal to τ = L/Nz, which is defined by the number of
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longitudinal mesh steps Nz. The spatial and temporal grid is uniform and x, z, and t
for the optical field is discretized on the mesh (ωx × ωz × ωt) where

ωx ={xs = s∆x, s = −Nx/2, ..., Nx/2− 1, ∆x = 2X/Nx}, (D.1)
ωz ={zk = kτ, k = 0, ..., Nz, τ = L/Nz}, (D.2)
ωt ={tj = jτ, j = 0, ..., tmax/τ}. (D.3)

The polarization functions are approximated on the related meshes with longitudinal
τ/2-shifts (ωx × ω∗z × ωt), and the carrier density functions on the related meshes with
longitudinal-temporal τ/2-shifts (ωx × ω∗z × ω∗t ), with

ω∗z = {zk−1/2 = (k − 1/2)τ, k = 1, ..., Nz}, (D.4)
ω∗t = {tj−1/2 = (j − 1/2)τ, j = 1, ..., tmax/τ}. (D.5)

For the simulation a fine spatial and temporal grid is needed. For example in the
analysis performed in Section 6.4 lateral and longitudinal discretization step sizes of
∆x = 0.2 µm and ∆z = τ = 5 µm are chosen, respectively. The total lateral and
longitudinal widths of the simulation domain 2X = 500 µm and L = 4 mm in this case
result in a Nx ×Nz = 2000× 400 spatial mesh. In this case, the unscaled time step is
∆t = ∆z/vg = 65 fs and for 1 ns simulation time approximately 1.5 · 104 time iterations
have to be performed. The numerical dimensions of other simulations discussed in this
thesis are comparable.

D.1.1 Split step Fourier method for solution of traveling wave
equations

To resolve the field equations (2.24) within the time interval [tj, tj+1] a splitting scheme
is utilized to separately solve the nonlinear interaction,

∂tu
′± =∓ ∂zu′± − i∆β±u′± −

gr(x, z)nr
2n̄ (u′±−p±)− ik0κu

′∓ + f±sp, u′(tj) = u(tj),
(D.6)

with the propagation function ∆β± = k0(∆neff + ∆n±2,eff) from the diffraction part of
the problem,

∂tu
′′± = − i

2n̄k0
∂2
xu
′′±, u′′(tj) = u′(tj + τ), u(tj + τ) = u′′(tj + τ). (D.7)

In this way, there is no need to solve large systems of linear equations by the factorization
algorithm.

At the beginning of the j-th time iteration Nx × (Nz + 1) values for the discrete
optical fields u+ and u− are defined on the mesh (ωx × ωz × ωt), polarization fields p+

and p− on the the mesh (ωx×ω∗z×ωt) and carrier densities N on the (ωx×ω∗z×ω∗t ). The
discrete operators will be denoted as Ajs,k = A(xs, zk, tj). Furthermore in the following
a number of finite difference approximations are used,

A
j+1/2
s,k ≈ (Aj+1

s,k + Ajs,k)/2, (D.8)
∂ht A

j+1/2
s,k ≈ (Aj+1

s,k − A
j
s,k)/τ, (D.9)

u
±,j+1/2
s,k−1/2 ≈ (u±,j+1

s,k−1/2±1/2 − u
±,j
s,k−1/2∓1/2)/2, (D.10)

∂ht±zu
±,j+1/2
k−1/2 ≈ (u±,j+1

k−1/2±1/2 − u
±,j
k−1/2∓1/2)/τ. (D.11)
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First the diffractionless field and polarization equations (D.6) are approximated
on the time layer j + 1/2 and solved for the time layer j + 1. The propagation
function ∆β± is approximated on the staggered mesh point (xs, zk−1/2, tj+1/2) from
the known carrier density N

j+1/2
k−1/2 and approximated photon density |u±,j+1/2

k−1/2 |2 =
|(u±,j+1

k−1/2±1/2 + u±,jk−1/2±1/2)/2|2, as

∆β±(N j+1/2
k−1/2 , |u

±,j+1/2
k−1/2 |

2) ≈ ∆β±(xs, zk−1/2, tj+1/2). (D.12)

The polarization-induced correction functions

∆± = −gr(u′± − p±) (D.13)

appearing in the field equations are approximated at the same point (xs, zk−1/2, tj+1/2)
by the approximated field u′±,j+1/2

k−1/2 and initially known discrete polarizations p±,j+1/2
k−1/2

in the Crank-Nicolson approximation,

p
±,j+1/2
k−1/2 = a(τ)p±,jk−1/2 + τγa(τ)

2 u
±,j+1/2
k−1/2 , (D.14)

with a(τ) = 2/[2 + τ(γ − iδω)], resulting in

∆±(xs, zk−1/2, tj+1/2) ≈ −gr(u′±,j+1/2 − p±,j+1/2) (D.15)

= gr
[γτa(τ)

2 − 1
]
u
′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 + gra(τ)p±,jk−1/2. (D.16)

Inserting the above approximations into (D.6) yields

∂ht±zu
′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 = (D.17)

− i∆β±u′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 − iκu′∓,j+1/2

k−1/2 + f±sp + gr
[γτa(τ)

2 − 1
]
u
′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 + gra(τ)pjk−1/2,

where k = 1, . . . , Nz. Inserting (D.10) and (D.11) gives,
[
i∆β± + 2

τ
− gr

(γτa(τ)
2 − 1

)]
u
′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 +iκu′∓,j+1/2

k−1/2 = (D.18)

+ 2
τ
u
±,j+1/2
k−1/2∓1/2 + gra(τ)pjk−1/2 + f±sp,

which can be easily pair-wise resolved with respect to u′+,j+1/2 and u′−,j+1/2 defined for
ω∗z and tj+1/2. The field values u′j+1

k at the new tj+1-time layer are given by (D.10) as

u±′j+1
s,k−1/2±1/2 = 2u′±,j+1/2

s,k−1/2 − u
±,j
s,k−1/2∓1/2 for k = 1, . . . , Nz, (D.19)

Before switching to the next splitting step that accounts for the field diffraction, first
the polarization functions on the new time layer tj+1 are reconstructed from u

′±,j+1/2
k−1/2

and p±,jk−1/2 using finite differences,

p±,j+1
k−1/2 − p

±,j
k−1/2

τ
= γu

′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 − (γ − iδω)

p±,j+1
k−1/2 − p

±,j
k−1/2

2 (D.20)

⇒ p±,j+1
k−1/2 = (2a(τ)− 1)p±,jk−1/2 + 2γτa(τ)

2 u
′±,j+1/2
k−1/2 (D.21)
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and the functions Re
[
u
′±∗,j+1/2
k−1/2 ·∆j+1/2

k−1/2

]
, with u′±,j+1/2

k−1/2 from (D.18) and ∆±,j+1/2
k−1/2 from

(D.16), are collected that are needed to be used later when resolving the carrier rate
equation (D.27). Alternatively, the polarization functions can be also solved by an
exponentially weighted scheme as described in [23, 126].

In the second stage field diffraction is taken into account by solving Eq. (D.7) with
the Fourier method. In the approach it is assumed that u′′±s (z, t) := u′′±(z, xs, t) can
be expressed as a linear combination of the orthonormal grid-functions eiπlxs/X , l =
−Nx/2, ..., Nx/2− 1,

u′′±s (z, t) =
[
F−1

(
û±l (z, t)|Nx/2−1

l=−Nx/2

)]
s

:= 1
Nx

Nx/2−1∑
l=−Nx/2

û±l (z, t)eiπlxs/X , (D.22)

where the Fourier coefficients are defines as

û±l (z, t) =
[
F
(
u±s (z, t)|Nx/2−1

s=−Nx/2

)]
l
:=

Nx/2−1∑
s=−Nx/2

u′′±s (z, t)e−iπlxs/X . (D.23)

In this way the approximation of the lateral second order derivative can be written as

∂2
xu
′′±
s (z, t) ≈ 1

Nx

Nx/2−1∑
l=−Nx/2

(
− π2l2

X2

)
û±l (z, t)eiπlxs/X . (D.24)

To integrate (D.7) the preceding approximations are used and the resulting systems
of differential equations in the lateral Fourier domain are solved to gain the expression,

u′′±,j+1
m,k = 1

Nx

Nx/2−1∑
`=−Nx/2

eiDuπ2`2
X2 τ

Nx/2−1∑
s=−Nx/2

u′′±s,ke
−i 2π`s

Nx

 ei 2π`m
Nx , u′′±s,k = u′±,j+1

s,k , (D.25)

m = −Nx/2, . . . , Nx/2− 1, u±,j+1
m,k = u′′±,j+1

m,k , k = 1
2 ±

1
2 , . . . , Nz −

1
2 ±

1
2 ,

for the field diffraction, which completes the numerical description of the traveling-wave
equation.

In the final step the missing fields at k = 0 and k = Nz are defined using the
reflecting boundary conditions (2.10), i.e.

u+,j+1
s,0 = r0u

−,j+1
s,0 and u−,j+1

s,Nz = rLe
−i2n̄k0Lu+,j+1

s,Nz . (D.26)

At the end of these iterations the field functions u±,j+1 at the j + 1 time layer are
fully defined, so that the photon densities |u±,j+1

k−1/2|2 can be calculated at this time layer,
which are needed for the approximation of the carrier rate equation (D.27).

D.1.2 Finite difference scheme for solution of carrier rate equa-
tions

We will now turn to the solution of the carrier rate equations. In a previous version [23]
the carrier rate equations were solved by the split step Fourier method, however as it
relies on a laterally-constant carrier diffusion coefficients [43] this approach is replaced
by the Crank- Nicolson-type [127] finite difference scheme. In contrast to the Fourier
based method, the finite difference approach not only allows a laterally varying carrier
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diffusion but also different lateral boundary conditions, such as periodic and Neumann
boundary conditions.

For the finite difference scheme the carrier rate equation,

∂tN = ∂x(Deff∂xN) + j

ed
−R(N)− geff‖u‖2 −

∑
ν=+,−

Re
(
uν∗ ·∆ν

)
, (D.27)

has to be solved for the grid point (xs, zk−1/2, tj+1). To do so first the injection current
density jj+1/2

s,k−1/2 (for the solution of the inhomogeneous current spreading model see
section (D.2)) and diffusion coefficient Dj+1/2

eff,s,k−1/2 are calculated from the known values
of the carrier density N j+1/2

s,k−1/2. For each longitudinal position zk−1/2 the effective gain
and recombination rate are approximated for the j + 1 time layer by

gj+1
eff := geff(N j+1/2, ‖uj+1‖2) + ∂Ngeff(N j+1/2, ‖uj+1‖2)

(
N j+1 −N j+1/2

)
, (D.28)

Rj+1 := R(N j+1/2, ‖uj+1‖2) + ∂NR(N j+1/2, ‖uj+1‖2)
(
N j+1 −N j+1/2

)
. (D.29)

Furthermore the following approximations are needed,

N j+1
s ≈ (N j+3/2

s +N j+1/2
s )/2, (D.30)

∂ht N
j+1
s ≈ (N j+3/2

s −N j+1/2
s )/τ, (D.31)[

∂x(Deff∂xN)
]
s
≈ (Deff,s+1 +Deff,s)(Ns+1 −Ns)− (Deff,s +Deff,s−1)(Ns −Ns−1)

2(∆x)2 .

(D.32)
Resolving the carrier rate equation for the mesh point zk−1/2 gives,

∂ht N
j+1
s =

[
∂x
(
D
j+1/2
eff ∂xN

j+1
)]
s

+ jj+1/2
s

ed
−Rj+1

s − gj+1
eff,s‖uj+1

s ‖2

−
∑

ν=+,−
Re
(
u′ν∗,j+1/2
s ·∆ν,j+1/2

s

)
,

(D.33)

and substituting (D.28)-(D.32) result in,

⇒ −
D
j+1/2
eff,s +D

j+1/2
eff,s−1

2(∆x)2 N j+1
s−1 +

(
Ds +

D
j+1/2
eff,s+1 + 2Dj+1/2

eff,s +D
j+1/2
eff,s−1

2(∆x)2

)
N j+1
s

−
(Dj+1/2

eff,s+1 +D
j+1/2
eff,s )

2(∆x)2 N j+1
s+1 = Fs,

(D.34)

where Ds =2
τ

+ ∂NR(N j+1/2
s ) + ∂Ngeff(N j+1/2

s , ‖uj+1
s ‖2)‖uj+1

s ‖2,

Fs =DsN j+1/2
s + jj+1/2

s

ed
−R(N j+1/2

s )− geff(N j+1/2
s , ‖uj+1

s ‖2)‖uj+1
s ‖2

−
∑

ν=+,−
Re
(
u′ν∗,j+1/2
s ·∆ν,j+1/2

s

)
.

The resulting schemes with respect to N j+1 are defined by a three-diagonal operator
and resolved by a standard fast factorization algorithm.

Note, that for the polarization induced correction functions ∆±,j+1/2
s the same

approximations (D.16) are exploited as in the field equations (D.17). This ensures that
any induced artificial contributions in the field and carrier rate equations, that might
arise from the polarization induced correction, cancel each other.
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D.1.3 Parallelization
For device optimization of BA laser devices the fine spatial and temporal grid has to
be merged with an efficient algorithm. For this, the parallelization of the algorithms
is indispensable and done by domain decomposition using the distributed memory
paradigm.

As the Fourier method is employed to solve the diffraction contribution in the
traveling-wave equation, it is more difficult to split the domain in lateral direction.
Accordingly the full problem defined by Nx and Nz is split along the longitudinal
z-coordinate into different subdomains corresponding to the chosen number of processes
q. The domains are split along the mesh points zkι with ι = 1, ..., q and the model
equations are solved on the longitudinal subdomain [zkι−1zkι ]. The advantage of the
staggered mesh choice for the approximation of the polarization and carrier density
functions is, that before the execution of each time iteration step, any two adjacent sub-
domain processes exchange only the necessary information for the complex forward- and
backward-traveling fields u±kι . The discrete polarization and carrier density functions,
however, are attributed to the unique process. The exchange of information leads to
a slight slow down for a higher number of processes so that the speed up using 30
processes is slightly more than a factor of 20 [43].

Accordingly by parallelizing the algorithms for the above example with a spatial
mesh of Nx × Nz = 2000 × 800 with lateral and longitudinal discretization steps of
∆x = 0.2 µm and ∆z = 5 µm, which would require 3.5 h for the simulation of a
1 ns long transient using one single process, the simulation can be performed in less
than 10 minutes on the multicore server at the Weierstrass Institute in Berlin using 30
processes. In [23, 43] more details on the parallelizing algorithms and a more detailed
performance analysis on the parallel computer cluster at the Weierstrass Institute in
Berlin is given.

D.2 Current spreading and heat transport solvers
Both the inhomogeneous current spreading (3.43) and static heat transport problem
(4.45) are solved in Nz lateral-vertical (x, y) := (x, y, z0) slabs of the simulation domain
by means of a finite volume discretization method [125].

The simulation domain is discretized with a suitable triangulation, where the
straight interfaces between materials, see Fig. 1.1, are aligned with the edges of the
triangulation. Thus, it is automatically ensured that the quasi Fermi potential, injection
current density, temperature and heat flux are continuous at all internal layer interfaces
Γi (for the inhomogeneous current speading problem they are marked green in Fig.
3.3), i.e. ϕp|(x,y)∈Γ+

i
= ϕp|(x,y)∈Γ−i

, σ∂nϕ|(x,y)∈Γ+
i

= σ∂nϕ|(x,y)∈Γ−i
, T |(x,y)∈Γ+

i
= T |(x,y)∈Γ−i

,
and κ∂nT |(x,y)∈Γ+

i
= κ∂nT |(x,y)∈Γ−i

, respectively, where Γ±i denote different sides of the
internal layer interfaces [44]. The corner points of the triangulation are the central
vectors ~ri of Voronoi cells with control volume Vi.

D.2.1 Current spreading solver
The inhomogeneous current spreading problem (3.43) parametrized by the longitudinal
position z0,

∇(x,y) ·
(
σ(x, y)∇(x,y)ϕp(x, y)

)
= 0, (D.35)
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has to be solved in the domain marked grey in Fig. 3.3 with the piecewise constant
conductivity σ(x, y). At the metal contact (marked blue in Fig. 3.3) the hole quasi
Fermi potential is given by the contact voltage ϕp = U . At the boundary of p-layer
to the active region it is given by the Fermi potential ϕp = ϕF (N) calculated in the
Joyce-Dixon approximation [63] (cf. Appendix C). At all other outer device boundaries
homogeneous Neumann conditions are imposed, ∂nϕp = 0. The injection current density
entering Eq. (3.39) is given by

j(x) = σp(x, yar)∂yϕp(x, yar) (D.36)

where yar gives the y-position of the boundary of active region to the p-layers.
For the solution of (D.35) a finite volume based numerical scheme [125] is used. Eq.

(D.35) can be expressed as a surface integral, which is split into contributions from the
facets common with the neighboring control volumes,

∑
j

∫
Sij

(
σ∇ϕp

)
· ~ndS = 0, (D.37)

where Sij is the interface between Volume Vi and volume Vj . Using numerical quadrature
(D.37) can be written as

∑
j

|Sij|
|~rj − ~ri|

g(σp,i, σp,j, uij) = 0, (D.38)

where g(σp,i, σp,j, uij) is the flux function, that approximates the scaled normal flux
σ∇ϕp(~rj − ~ri) through the common surface Sij, σp,i and σp,j are the values of σp in Vi
and Vj, respectively, and

uij = 1
Sij

∫
Sij
∇ϕp · ~ndS (D.39)

is the average value of the normal flux of ∇ϕp through Sij. The flux function
g(σp,i, σp,j, uij) can be expressed in a 1D finite difference formulation, so that the
finite volume space discretization results in a linear system of equations,

Ahϕp,h = 0, (D.40)

where Ah and ϕp,h denote the discrete approximations of the differential operator and
the quasi-Fermi potential, respectively, which can be solved by a sparse matrix solver.

Due to its linearity, the current spreading problem (D.35) is solved with a Green
function like approach. Using this method a matrix of Nx × (Nx + 1) dimensions
needs to be constructed only once in the initialization step, where Nx is the number of
lateral mesh points, cf. Eq. (D.1). The matrix contains Nx + 1 elementary discrete
injected current density vectors ji, where i = 0, ..., Nx, that correspond to the solution
of (D.35) with the boundary conditions (U,ϕF (y = yar)) = (1, 0) in the case of i = 0,
and (U,ϕF (y = yar)) = (0, δ|x=xi|(x)) for i = 1, ..., Nx. Here, δ|x=xi|(x) denotes the
delta-distribution, that has the value 1 at x = xi and 0 otherwise.

Then the precalculated Green functions can be used in all consequent simulations
to reconstruct the required current distribution for any voltage U and Fermi potential
ϕF (y = yar). In order to reduce the number of operations required for the matrix-
vector multiplication, the majority of small off-diagonal elements of the Nx × (Nx + 1)
dimensional matrix is ignored. For more information on this approach see [42].
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As a result of the large matrices, the multiple matrix-vector multiplications become
the main reason of the simulation slow-down when the inhomogeneous current spreading
model is included. For the above example with a spatial mesh of Nx×Nz = 2000× 800
with lateral and longitudinal discretization steps of ∆x = 0.2 µm and ∆z = 5 µm,
applying the inhomogeneous current spreading model in each time iteration causes
about 50% slow-down of the calculations. For further information on a more efficient
implementation of the current spreading problem which can be applied for a specific
lateral device geometry (e.g. the one displayed in Fig. 3.3) and exploits a semi-discrete
separation of variables based method see [42].

D.2.2 Heat transport solver
The static heat transport problem parametrized by z = z0,

∇(x,y) ·
(
κL(x, y)∇(x,y)T

)
= −h(x, y), (D.41)

is solved in the domain displayed in Fig. 1.1(d) with the piecewise constant thermal
conductivity κL(x, y), subject to the boundaries conditions (4.2). The heat source density
is approximated by mean values over the control volumes, i.e. hi =

∫
Vi
h(x, y, z0)dV/|Vi|.

Thus, using the finite volume discretization, the heat transport equation can be
expressed similar to the inhomogeneous current spreading problem by a linear system
of equations

AhTh = −sh, (D.42)
where Ah, sh and Th represent the discrete approximations of the differential opera-
tor, the source term and the temperature, respectively, which is solved via the LU
factorization Ah = LhUh into easily invertible upper and lower triangular matrices
Th = −U−1

h L−1
h sh [44].

The laser structures investigated in this thesis have only few different cross-sections
corresponding to different sets of z0. Thus and because the differential operator is
linear the same LU factorization can be used for different z0. For the investigated
laser structures the time required by the thermal solver is consequently performed in
the range of ≈ 1− 2 min, which is fast compared to the at least 30 min needed for a
standard 5 ns long transient simulation of the electro-optic solver [44].

The vertical size of the control volumes do not exceed a few nanometers within
the thin active region, whereas outside of this domain they are much larger. For a
representative simulation discussed in [44] the total number of control volumes was
≈ 2 · 105.
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